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1. PHASED ARRAYS - A FUTURE?

[ ~ Traditionally, the Navy has had a major interest in antennas and in the 'esearch andr development related to them. The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) was inst.,umental in
the development of the early Navy radars. Since its inception at the end of World War 11, the
Naval Electronics Laboratory (NEL) and later the Naval Electronics Laboratory Center i
(NELC) has had a continuing interest in the development of Fleet antennas. I

Let us look back about 25 years and examine some of the antenna problems present A
at that time. In January, 1946 a conference was held at NEL:

"To acquaint contractor representatives and government people with geieral
antenna problemns."

From 22-26 July 1946, another conference was held at NEL with the objective:

"To consider in detail certain specific problems connected with the antenna
improvement program."

Some of the problems discussed at that time (and still with us) were:
I

1. "Determining the vertical polar diagrams of shipboard and other antennas,

2. "Broadband antennas, 2-20 MHz and 225-400 MHz,

3. "Impairment of the beam of a radar antenna by looking through an adjacent mast."

Another comment at that time was that
"An active program of experimentation is underway at NEL." The emphasis at

that time appeared to be on the communications frequencies.

Such names as Schelkunoff, Silver, Van Atta, T. Taylor, Bonert, Whinnery, Bolljahn,
P. Carter, Sinclair, and others denote those who contributed the- ideas to the various problems.

Another conference was held on 9-1 ! October 1947 to discuss:

I. Shore station antennas,

2. Shipboard antennas,

3. Antenna theory, and

4. Instrumentation for measUrcments.

Again the familiar problems were present, for example,

"Problems of modeling a ground surface,"

"Broadband sleeve antenna,"

"The antenna program for submarines," and

-"Around-the-mast antennas."

___ __



The radar frequencies discussed included L, S, C bands and 35 GHz, and indications of the
problem of crowding of antennas generated some comments:

"The number of electronic equipments has multiplied many times, and the demand
for antennas constantly increases until at present some ships have as many as 150 antennas to
be installed over a deck space less than 600 feet long and 90 feet wide."

"Existing submarine antenna systems are inadequate."

... problem of providing efficient antennas in new frequency ranges for the new
electronic equipments being installed in our fleet boats... "

And also at that conference, comments about multiple use of the same equipment to
perform several tasks:

Due to " . . . limits in mast and space facilities, the Bureau of Ships ... the 1200-MHz
and 6000-MHz surface search and l000-MlHz IFF could be mounted on a common pedestal."

At that same conference, Dr. Van Atta of NRL suggested:

"All of these problems [hemispheric radar search, DF and gun direction] require
rapid scanning, and it cannot be done by a purely mechanical means that moves a parabola
through an angular motion."

Up to this time, there did not appear to be any discussion of arrays. However, a high-
light of the 1948 conference, as summed up by Dr. T. J. Keary was:

"Thinking should not be restrained to putting antennas on the structures of ships
as they exist today."

This thinking led to the departure from traditional design, as in the case of the
ENTERPRISE and the LONG BEACH. and with the advent of the phased array, signalled
a new era for the Navy. However, the trend did not continue, even though the arrays
performed well. What, then, is the reason that phased arrays, with their many favorable
attributes, have not had widespread use?

At the 1947 conference in a discussion of future trends, CAPT Berkley, BUSHIPS,

said:
"In future wars, the ships will be supporting devices operating in the air. Micro-

wave elements will get lots of attention in the future. Radar will be used to guide a missile

to its target, to determine whether it is enemy or friendly, and to determine where it is
coming from.

"The use of microwaves will help in the solving of communication security and
other security problems."

Certainly his predictions have come to pass, the need for phased arrays is established;
the limited space on ships and aircraft is a fact of life. Technology has shown that phased
arrays can be built. What is the limiting factor"
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L It appears that perhaps the future of phased arrays is closely tied to the dollar. There

have been isolated examples of phased arrays, usually one or two of a kind, but not in large
quantities, where a cost reduction program could be effective.

Let us look at a typical phased array as in figure 1-1. If the array is divided into
three major portions, consisting of the:

1. Radiating structure,

. Phase shifter or phasor, and

3. Logic and driver,

it can be seen from the figure that these portions account for over 75 percent of the total
array cost. If there is to be a cost reduction in the overall array cost, it is obvious that -l

emphasis should be placed in these areas.
I

One approach is aimed to:

1. reduce costs, and

2. reduce the number of antennas on the ship.

This approach is the use of the multiple-array radiating aperture. A slotted multifrequency
array using frequencies of 3.0 GHz and 0.42 GHz was proposed in 1963 by NEL and is shown
in figure 1-2. NRL and NELC have investigated this approach and, for some applications, the
technique shows promise. Other approaches to the multiple simultaneous use of an aperture
radiating structure have been proposed, but have received little attention to date.

Other techniques which show promise for possible cost reduction make use of the I
Microwave Integrated Circuits (MIC) and the hybrid circuit technology. Considerable
progress has been made in these areas in the recent past, and although material losses tend
to restrict the overall use of MIC techniques for phasors at present, future prospects for
low cost and high reproducibility and reliability are excellent.

The driver for the phasor and associated element circuitry is amenable to the hybrid
circuit techniques. An examination of figure 1-3 shows that elimination, consolidation, or
combination of some of the components will result in a substantial cost reduction for arrays
having thousands of elements. These techniques also appear promising. They are amenable
to mass production techniques, and could result in a reduction in the overall weight of the I
array.

I have tried to give you some possible areas which I feel offer promise to reduce the
cost of phased-array antennas. NELC is actively working in these areas, and although some I
progress has been made, considerable work remains.

1I
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A primary objective of this conference is to bring together the recent technology in

array antennas, not only in the technical areas but also in the cost-effective area. Unless

1. significant cost reductions can be made in component cost, or

2. techniques can be developed to reduce the number of components, or

3. techniques are developed to exploit multiple use of the aperture, then

I feel that the future for widespread use of phased arrays is dim.

I have not discussed the prospects of the solid-state array, as I am sure that this anea
will be adequately covered in the next few days. However, I urge you all to orient your
technical appraisal along with a dollar appraisal and ask, "Can we afford to build these
arrays in large quantities for widespread use?" 11 w. an answer this question, affirmatively,
then certainly, phased arrays have a very bright future.

A
A
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Vertical Array of Spirals for Hemispheric Coverage

Uniform hemispheric radiation coverage can be considered as a
requirement for a spatial square wave where radiation occurs uniformly
in the upper hemisphere and there is no radiation Into the lower
hemisphere. The need for this type of coverage arises when an omni-
directional antenna is required to discriminate between a direct signal
and its multipath image. Applying a Fourier technique, one can
determine the desired radiation pattern analytically as a series of
spectral components and then can proceed to generate these components
with antenna elements; thus, providing a positive control of radiation
coverage. In principle, any radiation coverage with circular symmetry
can be synthesized in this manner and under some conditions can be
quite broadband.

Mathematic~lly a spatial square wave can be expressed as a series
of odd spatial harmonics plus a constant. The harmonic terms are
simple cosine variations and can in practice be generated by using
uniformly spaced pairs of antenna elements arrayed vertically. The
constant can be implemented as a dc or bias term and is generated by a
single element at the center of the array.

Consider for example a vertical stack of five isotropic radiators,
Figure 1, where four of the elements are equispaced and symmetrically
disposed about the array center where the fifth (bias) element is
located. The axis of the array (Z axis) is taken as normal to the
conventional X-Y plane and the elevation angle, o, is measured from

zenith. The center element in the array, labeled "bias El" in
Figure 1, radiates a signal of constant phase for all array aspect
angles, making that signal a spatial bias or "dc" contributor or
simply A , to the total radiation field.0

Wixen the innermost pair of elements located about the center of
the array, labeled "1st Harm Pair," are excited with equal amplitudes
and with phases symmetrical about the center, a field is generated
proportional 

to

where,
S is the spacing between a pair of generating elements
i is the excitation phase of the first harmonic pair of elements
A1 is amplitude of exc'tation of each element of the firstharmonic pair

X is the wavelength
e is the elevation angle.

This field represents the lowest spatial frequency for the array.

In a similar fashion the outermost pair generates a field
proportional to

IR. M. Bracewell, "The Fourier Transform and Its Applications,"
McGrdw Hill Book Co., 1965
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A COS (.CS+ 3) (2)

where, A3 is the amplitude of excitation of each element of the outer
pair and34 is the excitation phase of that pair. It can be observed
from Equation (2) that the variation in this field is spatially three
times faster than the field from the innermost pair, see Equation (1).
Thus, the outer pair generates the third spatial harmonic.

Additional pairs tith the same spacings will generate higher
harmonics. In general, the total field from an infinite array would --

be proportional to
A + Z C S COS e + n ) (3)

n=l A .n

where, n is the index number indicating the odd harmonics, n - 1,3,5...

Figure 2 (a) illustrates the spatial variations of the first two
harmonics and Figure 2 (b) the variation of the bias term associated
with the array of Figure 1. Relative phases are selected such that
when the harmonics are added, a radiation field approaching the shape
shown in Figure 2 (b) is produced. The polarity of the bias term
determines which radiation hemisphere is being considered, upper
hemisphere for a positive bias and lower hemisphere for a negative bias.

In a properly phased finite array, radiation pattern nulls occur
whenever the bias term is equal in amplitude and opposite in polarity
to the sum of the harmonic terms. Radiation occurring beyond the
first null are the sidelobes.

In the experimental setup, the amplitude and the polarity of the
bias term was selected to produce minimum sidelobe levels.

The antenna elements chosen for this experiment were four-filament
flat spirals as shown arrayed in Figure 3. These spirals were each
operated in the third radiation mode, a field configuration where
radiation occurs from a circumference of Lhree wavelengths, allowing
room in the center through which to route cables. There are six
spirals equally spaced and symmetrically disposed about the center of
the array where the seventh spiral is located. There is a coaxial
cable (RG-223) connecting each spiral input terminal to a corporate
feed behind the plate on which the array is mounted. The outer termin-
als are terminated with resistors to minimize reflected currents from
the spiral ends.

Each spiral can be rotated mechanically about the axis by an
amount greater than +150. Since the third radiation mode is utilized,
a mechanical rotation of +150 produces a change in phase of the
ra-iated field of +45O . Thus, fine phasing (+450) is obtained by
rtation of the spirals about their axes while coarse phasing (900
inirements) is obtained by interchanging input cable connections.

Figure 4 is a picture showing the corporate feed structure used
.c excite the array. Each of the rectangular printed circuit boards
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feeds one filament of each of the seven spirals. The 90* relative
phases used to excite the third radiation mode on each spiral is
ootained from the circular shaped feed board. This circular feed
board is capable of providing, simultaneously, phasings for three
additional radiation modes not used in this experiment. The inverted
rectangular board shows a microstrip construction used.

Figure 5 shows radiaticn patterns measured for the array at
S-band. The slopes of the radiation patterns near the horizon, i.e.,
0 near 90*, for both polarizations are fairly steep, approaching 2.5 db
per degree change in elevation. The nulls near the axis, i.e., e 00,

L are those associated with the third radiation mode of the spiral. The
fact that they occur off-axis indicates mode impurity, i.e., presence
of some first mode energy. The back radiation (sidelobes) is down
approximately 20 db. The measured phase center was located along the
array axis and approximately 1/2 inch from the array center toward the
mounting plate.

Radiation patterns were measured only at the one frgquency.
Patterns were calculated, however, for spacings of .9 < <.5 and for
a cutoff angle of 8 - 90'. Pattern shape including sidelobe levels
and 1st null position remained essentially constant over the entire
band.

3--3
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A

INTRODUCTION

Studies resulting in the successful implementation of a circular array which produces
a fan beam in elevation and provides 360 degrees in azimuth coverage have resulted in "Audics
aimed at extending the approach to yield three-dimensional data using a pencil beam.] A
cylindrical array has its optimum performance at the position normal to the cylinder and
degrades as the beam is scanned vertically in either direction from this position. In contrast,
the conical geometry should have its optimum behavior in a direction normal to the cone

Langle. If this array can be implemented, then it is clear that this type of antenna will extend
the coverage in the elevation plane. The present studies are aimed at a better understanding
of the properties of these types of arrays.

The cylindrical array can be considered as a ring array composed of linear array
elements, or a stack of ring arcays. The partial array to be described is made up of 42 linear 
arrays, each with 32 elements, arrayed on a circle 16 feet in diameter. Two different

approaches can be used to feed the radiating elements. The first method uses 1:22 power
dividers to feed alternate rows of elements ir the triangular configuration. Since each of the
64 partial rings has only one phasor board. indixidual control of the phase at each radiating
element is not possible, This results in phise errors as the beam is scanned in the elevation
plane and the beam deteriorates. This sc'ieme yieldis limited elevation-beam data, but can
give some indication of the effects of these errors or, the elevation beam characteristics.

The other method uses a 3-bit phasor at each ra'liating element and Oves good control
of thae element phase. This partial array can be scanned in azimuth using conventional linear
phase-scanning techni "., f step scanning for angles up to about 25 degrees. This
array can be used as a test ted tu investigate angular accuracy, beam behavior, and perform-
ance of the array using short pulses and wideband signals. An indication of the magnitude
of the phase tolerances can be obtained in addition to data useful in the design of future

isysteis.a-
To extend the elevation coverage and retain the advantages of the cylindrical array. a

conical shape can be chosen. The use of a conical array is analogous to tilting back the planar
array faces of the cylindrical array to extend elevation coverage at the expense of coverage in
the region below the horizon. For the configuration chosen the elements are arranged in
linear arrays along generators of the cone. This type of arrangement results in unequal ele-
ment spacings from top to the bottom of the cone. In spite of some possible disadvantages

of this type of arrangement, it simplifies the implementation of the logic control required to
drive the phase shifters. The t pe of feed system to be used with this array is of the space-
feed type of the unconstrained or feed-through type.

CYLINDRICAL ARRAY ANTENNA

The cylindrical array antenna being investigated at NELC is shown in figure 4-1. The
aperture contains 1344 open-ended waveguide radiators arrayed in a 60-degree section of a
right cylinder. The elements are arrayed on a triangular grid as shown in figure 4-2. The
parameters for the array are listed in table 4-1.

4 4
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Figure 4-1. 60-degree sectiona of cylindricalI arra*y antennaj.
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TABLE 4-1I PARAMEIEiRS [ OR CYLINDRICAL ARRAY ANTENNA

Array sector 60 degrees
Confitguration 1 64owdiumetcr cylinder
Elements per colunin 32
Elements per row 42

*Total elements 1344
Type of elenients Opcn-ended wavcguides
Polaiiation Hlorizontal

Frequency hand 2.9 - 3.5 Cli,
Elenie'nt spacing in colUnins 0.72 wavelength
Element spacing in rows 0.64 wavelength
Waveguide width 0. 13 wavelength
Waveguide heighit 0.68 wavelength
Pencil beatn 2.5 degrees HPBW
Gain) 25 dB over isotropic
Maximurn sidclobe level -25 dB
Scanl limlits ±25 degrees each plane

FEED SYSTEM I

The first feed system used in conjunction with the cylindrical array antenna section is
shown in figure 4-3. This feed system uses 1 :22 stripline poe divtders with a built-in phase
and amplitude taper to feed alternate rows of elemecnts. E~ach piower divider then has a 4-bit
siripline phase shifter at its input allowing for scanning of the beamn in elevation only. Eli:-
mental phase con~trol is not possible in this case. The input% to t% nhase shil'ters are then
combined by two 1 :32 stripline power dividers which provide an amplitude taper in thle
elevation plane and allow for mionopulse operation.

4-3
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FFED SYSTIHM 11

ii~ WC~lld k~d sy~m -)r the cylindrki i -may which i% currcnt]~~n ab~4c

is simiilar I o tha shomn in rigurv 4-3 with lii~ in Ih ~Iw' i i shiIle r jrrdlriV-

miwm. I1 1:22 striphine power- dividers a!,! rvpui;c- withi I -?I siriplinc po *e!r di idcrs
ha% mig ain impi, itide laper only. Ih -,)it stniplirle piisc shiffers are replaced wilh 3-hil
MWC plia!. slitters at e.ich vkn'ent With the phase Ntifier)s at eviU: 0element. oontrul ic

I'Iia-A a. cil tIvnwitt ois ~ allow ti scamming of the bcamr iii 1---)h th ati muth avid
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A portii .* the back oft the aperturc is shown, in figure 4-4. Flu he -torn wilir
c;ihle; %% hid' cu:r~vci the wdialinrg cleipent . lo the poiwer &r. ivtN a!-.: shown ir tb!) ligvrL,
I ig~urc 4-:1 shcw (ti I he irr~iirge' of' othIii' sty-i plim po ci di% ider ,use-I ir- .;-, t I p

Iteed s% lcei, 'Itie 4-hittplh phasc thiftc ut-,lw%-J -n I lic first l, cd ysluc y! is swrl t:it

t,~r 4 C. (ari.LIkrklLN I'm Otis phase shiflter are listed in Libk 41-2.
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Figure 4-5. Stripline power divider arrangement for feed system 1.

T12H 13 14, 15 6

Figure 4-6. 4-bi( siriplinc phase zhifter used in feed system 1.
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TABLE 4-2. CHARACTERISTICS OF 4-BIT STRIPLINE PHASE SHIFTER

* Loss = 2.5 - 3.O dB
* Freq. = 2.9- 3.5 GHz
* VSWR= 1.5/I.O
* Power 5 kW peak

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS USING FEED SYSTEM !

Using feed system 1, broadside radiation patterns were measured in the azimuth plane.
A pattern was measured at 3.5 GHz as shown in figure 4-7. This pattern was measured with
all phasors set f:r zero degrees scan. From figure 4-7 the HPBW is approximately 2.5 degrees
and the maximum sidelobe level is -22 dB.

0
4 - -

4

rr

16

20

32

-108 -72 -36 0 72 108 144

Figure 4-7. Measured radiation pattern in the elevation plane. 0 = 0 degree; f = 3.5 GHz.

Elevation radiation patterns were also measured with the phasors set for various angles
of elevation. Figure 4-8 shows one elevation pattern with the phasors set for a scan angle of
15 degrees. This pattern was measured at 3.5 GHz. From figure 4-8 the HPBW is 2.5 degrees
and the maximum sidelobe level is -13 dB. The sidelobe level is higher than the design level
due to systematic errors and lack of elemental phase control. Figure 4-9 shows another
elevation pattern at a scan angle of 25 degrees. This pattern was also measured at 3.5 GHz.
From figure 4-9 the HPBW is 2.5 degrees and the maximum sidelobe level is -9 dB. The high
sidelobe level is again due to the same errors listed for figure 4-8.
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Figure 4-8. Measuied radiation pattern in the elevation plane. 0 15 degrees: f 3.5 GHz.
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Figure 4-9. Measured radiation pattern in the elevation plane. 0 = 25 degrees, f 3.5 GHz.
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FEED SYSTEM 11 COMPONENTS

The 3-bit MIC phase shifter to be used with the second feed system is shown in figure
4-10. The phasor is fabricated on alumina substrate using PIN diodes. The phasors have
been tested up to three kilowatts of peak power at midband before breakdown occurs. Other
characteristics of the MIC phasor are listed in table 4-3.

~T,

I INCH

Figure 4-10. 3-bit MIC phase shifter for feed systnn Ili.

TABLE 4-3. CHARACTERISTICS FOR 3-BIT MIC PHASE SHIFTER

Three oits 180" , 900, 450
Phase tolerance +l0°

Bandwidth 2.9 to 3.5 GHz
Loss 3.0 dB

VSWR 1.5:1
Power handling 2 kW peak
Bias requiremeats (per diodes) 50 rnA, I V forward, 90 V reverse
Diodes required Eight each - Microsemiconductor

Corporation (MC13 54)

Cost (parts) $45

The driver-test circuit package for the MC phasor is shown in figure 4-1 1. The two
circuits are fabricated with thick-film hybrid techniques. Also included in the upper left-
hand corner of the package is a 4-bit full adder. Although packaged in a 3-watt package, the
circuits draw 70 milliamps maximum per bit and dissipate 2.4 watts maximun, Vome of
the parameters of the driver and test circuit are listed in table 4-4.

& ,i 4 -9
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Figure 4-1 I. Driver-test circuit package for 3-bit MIC phase shifter.

TABLE 44. PARAMETL;RS FOR DRIVER-TEST CIRCUIT PACKAGEI

* Fabricated with thick-film hybrid techniques
* Packaged in 3-watt package
" Dissipates 2.4 watts maximum
" Draws 70 milliamps per bit
" Costs $55 per package

Figure 4-12 illustrates the new 1 :2 1 stripline power divider to be used in conjunction
with the MIC phasors. This power divider provides only an amplitude taper. Figure 4-12
shows the power divider with ILI phasors mounted in place.
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Figure 4-12. 1:21 stripline power divider with 3-bit MIC phasors for feed system Ii.

CONICAL ARRAY ANTENNA

Because of the limitations of the cylindrical array in regard to tk'.i, .n s,-n, NELC

is now looking at a conical array section in an attempt to improve the hig. "i igie coverage.
Table 4-5 illustrates some of the advantages and disadvantages connected with the conical
configuration.
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TABLE 4-5. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF CONICAL CONFIGURATION

POSSIBLE ADVANTAGES OF CONE:

* Better scanning properties in elevation

* Possible reduction in some sidelob . levels
" Scan limits impvtcd by grating lobes may be less severe than for the cylinder
* Interleaving of mititifrequency arrays may be easier on a conical surface

DISADVANTAGES:

* Scanning commands could be more complex
* Prediction of performance is more difficult than for the cylindrical array
* Cress-polar lobes will be larger

Methods of feeaing the cylindrical array are applicable to the conical arTay:

I. linear array scan of active columns for elevation scan
2. commutation of distibution in azimuth for azimuth scan

The difference between the cone and cy!inder is that in the cylinder all columns are scanned
to the same elevation angle, and for the cone, all columns are scanned to a different eleva-
tion angle. This results in a decollimation of the sidelobes in the azimuth plane. For the
configuration under consideration at NELC the elements are arranged in columns, i.e., equal
number of elements in each ring from top to bottom.

Analytical work has been done at NELC for conical arrays with the elements
arranged as above. The wnrk has not included mutual coupling as was done with the
cylindrical array because2 of the added analytical complexity.3

ANALYTICAL RESULTS

The results of some of the analytical work are given here to illustrate why the particu-
lar cone angle was chosen. Figure 4-13 shows the computed elevation beamwidth of a cone-
vs.-elevation scan angle for various cone angles as a function of scan angle. As expected, the
optimum beam is obtained at the scan angle equal to the cone angle. A maximum beam-
width of 2.5 degrees is desired from this array and for the parameters chosen for this array,
figure 4-13 indicates that a cone angle of 20 degrees will providt satisfactory performance
from the cone.
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Figure 4-13. Computed elevation bearnwidth as a function of scan angle for various cone angles

The effect of cone angle on the azimuth beamwidth was also investigated. Figure A
4-14 compares the azimuth beamwidth of a cone with an angle of 30 degrees to that of a
cylinder for various elevation scan angles. As shown by figure 4-14, the azimuth beamwidth
is independent of the cone angle.

A computed radiation pattern from the conical array is shown in figure 4-15, This
particular pattern was computed for an elevation angle of 30 degrees. The pattern in the
elevation pattern has well collimated sidelobes but in azimuth they are not collimated by the
fact that each column is scanned to a different elevation angle. For the same reason that
the azimuth sidelobes are not collimated, any grating lobe tends to be decollimated in the
azimuth plane even more so than does the grating lobe of the cylindrical array. NELC does
not intend to operate this array in a condition of a grating lobe because of the high VSWR's
that can exist due to mutual coupling between the radiating elements.4

I
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Figure 4-14. Comparison of azimuth beamwidths of conical and cylindrical arrays as a function -
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Figure 4-15. Principal computed pate ins for a conical array having a conc angle of 15 degrees.j
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CONICAL ARRAY UNDER STUDY

Figure 4-16 shows the section of a truncated cone that is currently under study. The A
base of the cone is 16 feet in diameter and the cone angle is 20 degrees. Figure 4-17 illus- -

trates the conical section being fabricated. The arrangement of the printed circuit dipoles can
be seen from this figure, The parameters for the conical array are listed in table 4-6.

I

TRUNCATED

CONE ;

FI

I

-1

2021

'RADIUS SECTION

Figure 4-16. Section of truncated cone under study.
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TABLE 4-6. PARAMETERS FOR CONICAL ARRAY ANTENNA

Frequency band 2,9- 3.5 GIH-
Number of elements 750 with single-ended dipoles

950 with feed-throuh system
San limits +72 degrees to -32 degrees
Polarization Vertical
Elements Printed-circuit dipoles
C, .ngle 200

Sector 75.5"

Radius at top 57.75 in, (15.6 X)
Radius at base 72.50 in, (19.6 X)
No, of elements per column 18
Element spacing along a column 2-1/16 in. (0.558 X)
No. of elements per row:

Sector 50
Full circle 234

Element spacing along a row:
'fop 1.55 in. (0.418 A)
Base 1.94 in. (0.525 X,)

CROSS POLARIZATION

A vertical dipole over a cylindrical ground plane gives vertical polarization only. Thus
it is fair to assume that an element on the cone gives vertical polarization when referred to a
"local" coordinate system, i.e., one which has been tilted to align with the surface of the
cone. With this assumption the expected cross polarization car be calculated for the conical
array. Figure 4-1 F shows the computed vertical rid horizontal polarization patterns for the
cone which has about 70 degrees of active arc and a 20-degree cone angle. Obviously ifeither of thece parameters is varied, more cross polariation an be expected. The level of

the cross polariz ;tion stays to less than -22 dB for all scai. angles with the largest part
appearing urder the inain beam. The cross polarization from the individual elements contri-
buting to the main beam is larger, but at 0 = 0 degrees all horizontal polarizations from the
left aid right sides of the aperture cancel out. The use of a fast taper provides the low side-
lobe level of approximately -40 dB. A slower taper would yield a larger cross polarization.
The patteras in figure 4-18 were complitei for a single ring. Additional rings would
behave similarly.
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MEASURED RADIATION PATTERNS
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. shows another measured element pattern for a scan angle of 25 degrees and figure 4-21
shows a pattern for a scan angle of 50 degrees. The element patterns demonstrate the
ability of a single column to scan in the elevation plane.

1.0

0.75-

&. 0.5-
w

I-

cr 0.25-

-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90 120
AZIMUTH ANGLE (DEGREES)

Figure 4-21. Measured element pattern, conical array. 0 = 50 degrees, f= 3.2 GHz.

If the activated element is viewed as a member of a linear array, the elevation angles
can be roughly predicted at which the pattern gain begins to cut off. It is known that for
large planar or linear arrays, the mutual coupling effects can cause large gain loss at the angle
of scan where a grating lobe emerges from the invisible to visible space. This loss of gain,
then, would show up as a dip in the element pattern. If "d" is the element spacing, then
the angles at which the dip should appear are given by

0=±sin- I (X/ d - I)

On the elevation patterns, these angles are 28 degrees ±0.

FEED SYSTEM

The type of feed system to be used with the conical array is shown in figure 4-22. A
feed-through or space feed system has been selected. Table 4-7 lists some of the disadvantages
and advantages possible for this type of feed system. Figure 4-23 illustrates the space-feed
configuration using a small cylindrical array as the source feed.
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Figure 4-22. Configuration of feed-through type feed system.
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Figure 4-23. Conicai array space fecd configuration.
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TABLE 4-7. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF FEED-THROUGH TYPE FEED SYSTEM

DISADVANTAGES:

Space requirement behind aperture
Power concentrated at one point
Possible spill-over

ADVANTAGES:
Simplicity
Low cost
Lower losses
Flexibility
Dispersion of bit phase errors
For circularly symmetric arrays:

Commute amplitude by steering source beam
Multiple beams possible

FEED AND COMPONENT DETAILS

Figure 4-24 shows a stripline module of the radiating element. Shown in this figure
are the collector and the retransmit elements on one side of the stripline board with the
compensated balun and phasor on the other side. The phasor is nothing more than a fixed
line-length. Eight different types of these elements are being fabricated with eight
different line lengths to simulate operation of a 3-bit phase scan system. Different beam
positions can be obtained by removing the element modules and rearranging them in the
aperture according to computed placings.

Figure 4-25 shows the mounting of an element module in the dual ground system. I
The elements are held in place by spring clips which allows for easy removal and insertion
as a new beam position is set up. This approach is an extremely low-cost way of answering
questions about the cone.

Figures 4-26 and 4-27 show the dual ground plane system with two different so1irc:s
for the space feed. Figure 4-26 illustrates a small cylindrical array as the source and figun.
4-27 illustrates an array of horn elements on a curved ground plane as the source. Perform.
ance of the array using these two sources has been computed and will be compared to
measured results when the fabrication of the array is complete.

4-2'!-'
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Figure 4-24. Stripline module of radiating element.
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Figure 4-26. Conical array antenna ground-plane system with cylindrical array source.
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CONCLUSIONS

A cylindrical array antenna can be used to provide pencil beams and to provide
limited elevation coverage, and to give 360-degree azimuth coverage. The cylindrical array
has its optimum performance at the broadside position and performance of the array
degrades as the main beam is scanned in elevation from broadside.

The conical array can be used to overcome the limitations of the cylindrical array
concernii:g elevation scan. The conical geometry has its optimum performance at a position
normal to the conical surface and extends the performance of the array to higher elevation
angles at a slight sacrifice of performance below the horizon.
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NEW CYLINDRICAL ELECTRONIC-SCAN
ANTENNA FOR BEACON INTERROGATOR

EXISTING

AMTIENNA

Figure 1. The New Cylindrical Electronic-Scan Antenna
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The increasing amount of air traffic that is forecast
,Irequires a substantial upgrading of the present Air TrafficContiol RaCar Beacon System (ATCRBS). A major component ofthis system is the ground-based beacon-interrogator antenna.

The FAA has launched a program for the development of
a new beacon-interrogator antenna. The new antenna is an
electronic-scan circular-cylinaer array about 40 feet in dia-
meter and 8 feet high. Figure 1 illustrates the new antenna
in a typical location under an airport-surveillance-radar
(SR) antenna.

The circular-cylinder array comprises 224 columns; each

column contains 16 stripline-dipole radiating elements. Fig-
ure 2 indicates how each group of four columns is enclosed in
a radome, giving the antenna the corrugated appearance seen
in Figure 1. The four-column grouping is also used as the
basic module for construction of the array, as illustrated 4.n

F Fig. 2.

Figure 3 indicates the main fan beam of the antenna. It
is used for interrogation of aircraft at 1030 MHz and for re-
ception of their transponder replies at 1090 MHz. The fan
beam, which is narrow in azimuth, covers a range of elevation
angles from near the horizon to about 350. The beam scans
3600 in azimuth.

RADOME

k ELEVATION
4 COLUMNS O LADDER

RADIATING FEED NETWORKS,~ELEMENT
BOARDS, /4 PER MODULE

16PE

- GROUND

PLANE

ANNULAR >~MOUNTING
RING

Figure 2. Modular Construction of the Array
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BEACON AIRCRAFT WITH
INTERROGTOR FAN TRANSPONDER

\ / INTERROGATION ,

Figure 3. Beacon System for Air Traffic Control

One-quarter of the circular array is active for the fan
beam. With tapered excitation of this aperture, an azimuth
beamwidth oi about 2.3 is obtained near the horizon. However
a circular array has a hasic defocusing problem that ordinarily
would cause a drastic widening of the azimuth bemwidth of the
fan beam at higher elevation angles. This would occur because
the azimuth focusing (ezcitation phase) applied to the array
aperture for collimated radiation toward the horizon would not
be correct for collimated radiation at higher elevation angles.
To overcome this problem the antenna employs a two-stage fo-
cusing technique.

Figure 4 indicates the principle of this technique, in
which the fan beam is divided into two parts in elevation.
The lower Part is focused in azimuth at a low elevation angle,
and the upper part at a high elevation angle. This provides
relatively good azimuth focusing over the cumplete range of
elevation angles of the fan beam. The result is an azimuth
beanwidth that remains relatively narrow over the fan beam,
as indicated in Fig. 4. There is some variation in the beam-
width over the 0 to 350 range of elevation angles; this could
be reduced by additional stiges of focusing. However the two-
stage result is acceptable, and is chosen on a cost-effective-
ness basis. The beamwidth variation that would occur if or-
dinary single-stage focusing were used is also shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 5 illustrates the elevation feed network that dis-
tributes power among the 16 dipoles in each column so as to
provide the two-part beam in elevation. The network comprises
two series feeds in an arrangement called a ladder network.
One series feed provides the upper (U) part of the elevation
beam, and the other provides the lower (L) part.

Each series feed consists of a series of stripline direction-
al couplers; each coupler is designed to provide a particular
current amplitude in its associated dipole. The desired phase
of the dipole currents is obtained by properly designing the
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Figurc. 6. Elevation Pattern

lengths of trinsnptssion line in tne ladder network and in the
caxia~l cables leading t.o the dUO.LeS. The set of 16 cur-

rents provided by ithe C: series feed i~- ortkhogonal to the set

provided t-y the L teriez feed; the re-sultiiig U and L parts

,if the radiated beamn are alao orthogonal1 to each other. In
cperation, both parts are radii6Led s~Tmultaneously and blend
together smoothly to form the desired zlevation pattern of

Tile c±1'vation pattern charactexistics are determined by
the ai-plitude and phase of thje -rum of the U and L currents
in the dipoles. A particulav set of currents has been deter-
mined that pruv2cdes the elevation patterr shown in Fig. 6.

The objeictives for the elevation pattern of the beacon-
interrciator antenna. are (I) constantt (w,.thin 3 dB) amplitude
fromr -tiit above the horizor. to '3O0 :I~ation, (2) sidelobes
at I 'eat~t 21 dB lelowz the pak, ari 3) a sharp cutof.' gelow
the horizon suct. that the level d f<4L trm -3 dB at +1
eleatior, to at :eaet -- dB at -3,iJ.cv'4.tion and continues
drocpping to at least -21 dB at '- 'e.to.The computed
pa.tte.-ti st&o'.rn in Fixg. 6 meeuts tlitu, 4..1_Wctives witn a comn-
for taPb1e miargin.

'. most 1rimortanit of t:l,. a:c *.r z-.tern obj ectives
it; th, . sharp pattexv. curtof f i, . s &&rp cutoff below
Fthe hcrizon. the sirirai rsft : ie ground in front of

the antennia causes a seriu effect in the
net radiated fil.T.s~;~at tne top of Fig.

for the case~ of ii ty~abeacon- interrogator
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Figure 7. Vertical-Lobing Patterne

antenna having only about a 1-1/2 foot vertical aperture.
The poor cutoff obtainable with a small vertical aperture
yields a vertical-lobing effect that has deep minima and
covers a wide range of elevation angles. With the 8-foot
vertical aperture of the new antenna, and with the vertical
aperture excitation designed for a sharp cutoff as ,- major
objective, the vertical-lobing effect is much reduced, as
indicated at the bottom of Fig. 7.

it was assumed for simplicity in calculating Fig. 7
that the ground is completely reflecting and flat. Actually
the ground has a reflection coefficient that varies with
angle of incidence and is unity only at grazing incidence
and in the absence of vegetation. However the beacon-
interrogator antennas are typically located at airports, and
there are often large flat areas free of vegetation in
front of the antennas. Hence the vertical lobing indicatad
in Fig. 7 is not unrealistic at the lower elevation angles.
At the higher angles, especially near the Brewster anglq,
Fig. 7 is unduly pessinmistic but the comparison of perfor-
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Figure 8. Beam Hopover Patterns

mance between the two antennas is valid. In numerous opera-
tional situations with the conventional antenna, particu-
larly at the lower angles, the signal is so weak in some
of the minima between vertical lobes that aircraft at those
elevation angles become mis3ed targets. A major reduction
of the number of missed targets is expected with the new
antenna.

An additional feature is provided by the new antenna.
As indicated in Fig. 8, the sharp cutoff of the elevation
pattern can be electronically lifted 20 or 40 above the nor-
mal position. This electronic lifting of the pattern cutoff
permits the azimuth-scanning fan beam to "hop over" build-
ings that are often located near airports in urban areas. At
presentwith the conventional antenna that has neither d
sharp cutoff nor beam hopover, reflections from buildings
cause false targets to appear. The new antenna is expected
to yield a major reduction of the number of false targets.

Figre 9 outlines the basic parts of the network that
provides electronic scan in azimuth. It is a PIN-diode
switching-and-phasing network related to (but somewhat dif-
ferent from) the network we described here two years ago for
a small circular array [1,2]. At the input port there is a
1 to 56 power divider to provide the proper amplitude dis-
tribution across the 56-column active aperture in azimuth.
Then there is a set of transfer switches that provide out-
puts in the particular order needed as the coarse-steering
process .rommutates the excitation around the circular array.
Each of the 56 outputs from the transfer switches is then
divided into two channels, one for the lower (L) part of the
fan beam and the other for the upper (U) part. Each of these
2 x 56 channels contains a four-bit phase shifter ana a four-
throw switch. The phase shifters provide fine steerin3 and
also azimuth focusing, the latter being different for the L
and U parts of the fan beam. Each pair of four-throw switch-
es connects to one of the four columns 900 apart on the cir-
cular array for coarse steering.

In the original switching-and-phasing network we reported
here two years ago, the phase shifrers were located below the
transfer switches, and the transfer switches required a number
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Figure 9. Switching-and-Phasing Network for Azimuth Scan

of layers in series that depended on the number of active
elements. With the new, much larger, antenna the number of
series layers of transfer switches would be excessive if the
earlier arrangement were used. In the new arrangement, the
number of series layers of transfer switches depends only
on the number of amplitude steps used for the azimuth aper-
ture excitation.

Figure 10 illustrates the difference between the old

and the new arrangement The old arrangement would require
five series layers of transfer switches, and would provide
full control of the excitation amplitude distribution, For
the new arrangement, two series layers of transfer switches
are chosen; this requires an excitation amplitude distribu-
tion that is quantized in four steps. This stepped excita-
tion yields acceptable performance, and the design is cost-
effective.

Figure 11 shows the azimuth pattern calculated from
the excitation just described. The angular location of the

1- highest sidelobe is further from the mainlobe than is usually
the case; this sidelobe is caused by the excitation ampli-
tude steps. Its level is lower than 25 dB from the peak of
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Figure 10. Comparison of the Two Ordering Networks
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Figure 12. The Four Azimuth Patterns

the main lobe, leaving a comfortable margin below the 21 dB
level that is allowed for this antenna.

The power gain of the antenna at the peak of the fan
beam is about 17 dB as measured at the transmitter port in
the equipment building, and is comparable with that of a
conventional antenna installation. This is suffIc4nt for
the beacon system using the present transmitte-.=ceiver.
The directive gain at the peak is about 27 dB, wh.-h is
higher than that of the conventional antenna because of the
sharp pattern cutoff. The antenna loss of about 10 dB in-
cludes cable losses, azimuth and elevation network losses,
SLS switch loss, and filter losses.

Figure 12 indicates the four different azimuth patternsthat are provided by the new antenna. The first pattern is

the main fan beam just described. The next two patterns are
required for a side-lobe-suppression (SLS) function. The
last is a monopulse difference pattern for azimuth angle
determination. All of these azimuth-pattern modes have esen-
tially the same elevation-pattern shape, as given in Fig. 6.

?

In order to avoid sidelobe interrogation of transponders
in aircraft at short ranges, an SLS technique is employed by
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the ATC beacon system. Three pulses are radiated by the an-
tenna in each interrogation. The third pulse (P-3) is radi-
ated on the main fan beam, the second pulse (P-2) on an omni-
directional pattern, and the first pulse (P-1) on a main beam
pattern which in the latest improved SLS system is combined
with an omni pattern. The field strength of the P-2 pattern
is greater than that of the P-i pattern everywhere except in
the narrow main-beam portion. If the P-2 pulse received by
the aircraft transponder is stronger than the P-i pulse the
transponder does not reply and a short dead-time gate is in-
itiated; this effectively prevents sidelobes of the antenna
from causing unwanted transponder replies.

The purpose of the omni component of the P-I pattern is
to trigger the SLS dead-time gate in all transponders with-
in omni range and thereby prevent unwanted transponder re-
plies to reflections from structures less than the dead-
time range (about three miles) from the antenna. This tech-
nique is complementary to the beam-hopover function in elim-
inating false targets caused by reflections. Ideally, one
or both methods can be used as appropriate, as a functiott of
azimuth.

In the circular-array antenna, the omni pattern required
for the P-2 pulse is obtained simply by exciting all the
columns of the array with equal-phase equal-amplitude sig-
nals. The composite P-I pattern is obtained by exciting the
array with both the omni mode and the fan-beam mode simul-
taneously. The P-I and P-2 patterns radiate from the same
vertical aperture with the same vertical excitation. This
ensures that the residual vertical-lobing effect (see lower
part of Fig. 7) is identical for both patterns. As a result,
the relative strengths of the net radiated P-i and P-2 pat-
terns, including the vertical-lobing structure caused by
ground reflection, remain the same at all elevation angles.
This is important for proper operation of the SLS system [3],
and is a significant benefit of the "integral omni" feature
of the new antenna as compared with the conventional antenna
system that uses a separate antenna for the omni radiation.

For azimuth angle determination, the present beacon
system with a conventional mechanically-rotating antenna dis-
plays the aircraft transponder replies on a PPI or uses a
special-purpose computer to measure the azimuth by determin-
ing the center of the group of replies obtained as fan beam
rotates past the aircraft [3,4]. With the new antenna the
same methods can be used when the fan beam is electron-
ically scanned at a constant rate through 3600. However, in
the new discrete-address beacon system (DABS) that is pres-
ently being planned to handle increased traffic, an agile-
beam mode of operation will be required in high-density
areas [5-7]. The new electronic-scan antenna has this capa-
bility. It will be highly desirable to determine the target
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Figure 13. Antenna Beam-Direction A'curacy

azimuth angle from a single reply when using the agile-beam mode; theref'ore a P onvpule receive antenna system i

would be useful. The new antenna also has this capability
by virtue of the monopulse difference pattern that it can
provide in azimoth, rs indicatcd in Fig. 12. The monopulse
technique could also be used to provide enhancement of az-
imuth angular measurement in the ordinary rotating-beam
mode of operation.

Regardless cf ' which particular angle-determination

technique is -ued in the beacon systen, the antenna beam
direction must be known within close anyular tolerances.
This is essential for safety in the ATC system. In the de-
sign and construction of the new antenna, the various con-
tributions to azimuth angle error are controlled so as to
provide the required angular accuracy of beam direction.

Figure 13 lists some of the factors that produce angle
erzor in the electronic-scan circula- array. The main cat-
egories are the RF circuit phase errors, the structural
distortions that cause the array to deviate from its cir-
cular shape and positin, and siting error. The procedure
followed is (1) to minimize the initial errois by a manu-
facturing process that involves close tolerances and in-

cludes measurement and adjustment of the components and
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structure of the antenna, and (2) to minimize later changes
by designing the antanna to be as stable as is practical. A
careful analysis has been mad3 of this antenna, yeilding an
expected 3-sigma azimuth angle error of less than 0.08*.

The ne% antenna includes a comprehensive system for
continuously monitoring all electronic components and all,
signals to the array columns. Any electrical failure is im-
mediately detected and indicaced by this monit.>ring syotem.
Because of the many parallel paths for radiation ... the ar-
ray, failure of an electronic component often causes only E
slight degradation of antenn,: pe:formance, and the component
can be replaced while continuing to use the antenna. Those
electronic components that can cause a serious degradation
by their failure could be present in duplicate and replaced
very qvic) ly or even automatically; this procedure will je
studied during the development and test of the antenna.

It is expected that the stationary (non-rotatinc) an-
tenna will have almost negligi.ble probability uf mecL.Anical
failure. (In contrast., the conventional beacon antenna,
which is attached to the radar antenna and rotates with it,
is put out of operation by & failure of the radar rotating
mechanism.) Thus the new antenna should be a highly reli-
able part of the ATC beacon system.

A number of the antenna components have been bread-
boarded, and some of these are shown in the following fig-
ures. Figure 14 shows a breadboard vertical column of ra-
diating elements. Figure 15 shows one of the stripline di-
pole radiating elements used in the breadboard column.
Figure 16 shows a part of the stripline ladder network used
with the breadboard column- Elevation radiation patterns
of this column have been measured, and the capability for
achitving the de-sired sharp cutoff has been confirmed.
Figure 17 shows a breadboard transfer-switch module con-
taining four transfer switches in an arrangement that mini-
mizes the coaxial cable and connectors required in the az-
imuth electronic-scan network. Figure 18 shows a bread-
board antenna control unit in preliminary form; this unit
will contain all the circuits tnat control the electronic
scanning and monitoring uf the antenna.

In conclusion, as st-iarized in Figure 19, a mi.jor in-
provement to the AT& beacon cystem is to be obtained by a
new interrogator antenna comprising a cylindrical electron-
ic-scan array. The antenna is presently under development
at Hazeltia, and is expected to be under test by the FAA
early next yeax. Mr. Martin Natchipolsky of the FAA is in
charge of the project.
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~Figure 18. Breadboard Antenna Control Unit (Preliminary Model)!

"FEATURES OF NEW ANTENNA RE'SULTS IN ATC SYSTEM

Hi. 6

SHARP PATTERN CUTOFF " REDUCED MISSED TARGETS

EL.ECTRONIC BEAM HOPOVER • REDUCED FALSE TARGETS

INTEGRAL OMNI RAIDIATION ,, IMPROVED SILS OPERATION

L. ELECTRONIC AZIMUTH KCAN • INCREASED TRAFFIC CAPABILITY

MONOPULSE IN RECEPTION ° INCREASEU TRAFFIC CAPABILITY

Figure 19. ATC System Benefits of New Antenna
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INTRODUCTION

U The omnidirectional antennas used for aircraft tranponders to ensure a
response to interrogations arriving from all directions results in an unfor-
tunately large amount of superfluous information at interrogation terminals.
If the responses could be made directionally select&,,e through the use of a
special antenna subsystem, the burden of sorting through excessive data for -4
a particular response would be reduced. The margin of operational improve-
ment can be justified only if the antenna subsystem is inexpensive, does not
reduce aircraft performance, and is compatible with an existing equipmer.z
inventory.

This paper describes a low-profile array subsystem that uses microwave
integrated solid-state circuits to provide spherical coverage on receive,
determine the angle-of-arrival of each valid interrogation and response
appropriately with a directional transmit beam. The subsvstem uses four
linear eight-element arrays equally dispersed about the aircraft roll axis.
Each array element contains RF amplification for transmission and recep-
tion to avoid the effects of losses in the beam control circuitry. The entire
array subsystem is contained witin four 3 x 6 x 48 inch antenna packages,
except for a sector sum and selection unit at the transponder equipment.

Portions of the array system have been built, and their characteristics
are described in the later paragraphs. The next discussion deals with the
operating features of the system, the characteristics of the antenna that
allow the combination of spherical and directional coverage, and the solid- I
state module circuit design.

OPERATING FEATURES :1

The operation of the system is depicted by the block diagram in Figure 1.

Each of the four linear arrays contains eight active transmit-receive ele-
ments that are combined in a beam-forming network. This network has
eight outputs, each of which represents - beam-pointing direction along the
aircraft axis.

Once the beams are formed, the signal from each beam is directed in
two paths. The first path is to the transmit beam selector, where the bean

having the strongest signal is selected as the one that is pointing towar' the~interrogator. While the interrogator may not be iscared in this particular

sector, further processing by the sector beam selector determines the
array thdt has the strongest si:nal, thus identifying the sector, and hence,

the particular bean that is directed toward the interrogator.
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The tranaponder received signal is directed along the second path to the

r beam-summing retwork, where the formed beams are recombined so that a
nondirectional pattern is obtained from the array. These recombined beams
are further combined in the sector beam-sum-ning network to yield an omni,.
directional receive pattern. The procer- of beam summing removes the gain
obt.iY.ed by forming the directional beams, because noise from all the beam-
forming network terminals is summed, while the interrogation signal appears
at one te-minal (or a combination of terminals, with the same amplitude as
the single-terminal case). The signal from the summer beams is then fed
through a circulator to the RF terminal on the transponder.

The transponder operates on the received RF waveform in its normal
manner and, upon identifying a valid IFF interrogation, transmits its reply
through the RF terminal to the circulator. The circulator isolates the sector
beam-summing network from the relatively high power transponder response.

The transponder must supply the two processing signals required for the
selection of the proper transmit beam. There is a signal to identify that a
valid IFF interrogation code has been received and also a signal to identify
that the transponder is not receiving interrogations it is transmitting.

The transponder RF reply is directed through the sector beam selector
by an RF diode switching tree to the proper sector transmit beam selector.
Since the proper transmit beam has been selected during the receive wave-
form, the transponder reply is directed to the desired terminal of the beam-

furming network by a single-pole double-throw RF diode switch. The RF
response is thereby fed through the array modules, and thus the antenna
elements, in the right magnitude and phase to form a beam with the desired
dire ctivit.-.

The system has been designed to offer the same system sensitivity as
current transponders. Sensitivity is governed by the tranemit beam selec-
tor, because a crystal video detection scheme is used rather than a super-
heterodyne. Crystal video detectors have a notoriously high noise figure
due to the 1/f, or flicker noise, at low frequencies. However, a low-noise
RF preamplifier is used at each array element to reduce the overall noise
figure so that the sane system sensitivity can be retained. The calculations
in the appendix show that a preamplifier gain of 24 dB is required.

ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS

The four arrays are mounted on the aircraft along the axes of a 45-
degree rotated coordinate in the roll plane as illustrated in figure 2. With
115-degree half .power beamwidths in the E-plane, each array produces a
2 dB crossover alcorg the major elevation and azimuth axis of the aircraft
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in the roll plane. Figure 3 shows how the four arrays combine to provide
the required 360-degree roll plane coverage with a 2-dB gain variation in

that plane.

In the azimuth plane in which beam directivity is achieved, the effects
of scanning are considered in the array design. The off-broadside beams

become wider as the gain drops in accordance with the projected array length
in the direction of the beam (array factor) and the H-plane beamwidth of the
array elements (element factor). A compensating factor arises in the
interpretation of spherical coordinates for solid-angle scanning in that, as

the beam is scanned from broadside to endfire, the E-plane beamwidth
becomes much narrower. I

To cope with the scanning effects and to maintain a nearly constant 30-
degree sector width for each beam step and a maximum gain variation of 2
dB, a scheme has been devised whereby the number of elements actually

involved in the beam formation varies with the beam direction. Using four
elements spaced X/2 apart, the beamwidth at 10 degrees from broadside is I
26 degrees; at 33 degrees, the width ia 30 degrees. For the next step, two

additional elements are used to form a beam at 56 degrees with a width of
30 degrees. This choice of beam pointing directions and widths holds the
pattern crossover levels at 2 dB as shown in figure 4. The peak directivity
for each of these three beams is nominally a constant 11 dB.
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The description of the fourth beam is more difficult to predict with any
degree of certainty due to the large steering angle involved. However, an
angle of 75 degrees seems reasonable to obtain, and this places the cross-
over with the adjacent beam and the 90-degree end-fire axio at a level of
about 1 dB. Using eight elements for the fourth beam at 75 degrees, the
beamwidth is approximately 50 degrees. To achieve a constant stepped
azimuth beamwidth of 30 degrees from a single array, about 11 elements
would be needed.

Surface waves, higher order modes, and local ground plane effects due to
a particular aircraft configuration could dictate the inclusion of some adjust-
ability to customize the final pointing angle to fit a specific aircraft. Further,
there is the possibility of enhancini' the performance and ensuring coverage
toward endfire by combining two, three, or all four arrays for the beam
angle closest to the aircraft longitudinal axis.

The formation of multiple beams is realized through the use of a time
delay type of beam-forming network as shown in figure 5. Each of the eight
beam positions corresponds to an output terminal. For broadside, there is
n o beam position, but for the line shown, the path lengths to each element
are the same. As the beam progresses away from broadside, a time delay
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I increment is inserted between each two elements through the input line to
shift the plane of wavefront emanating from the array. Since some of the
energy is unavoidably delivered to the load, this circuit has an effective

I tloss that will vary slightly with the number of elements coupled into the

circuit.

The basic antenna is exceptionally simple. It consists of a linear array
of eight vertically polarized dipoles X/4 in front of a reflector/ground plane
as shown in figure 6. The dipoles are situated on the front surface, and the
reflector forms a part of the mounting surface to the aircraft. The combina-
tion is filled with a low-density foam and covered with fiberglass to form a
light rigid package that is impervious to weather.

Each half of the dipoles is fed by a balanced line circuit within the con-
fines of the package. The balanced stripline construction is etched on both
sides of a dielectric panel mounted perpendicular to the dipoles and running
the length of the package. The proper balanced-to-unblanced line transi-
tions are included ahead of the module electronics, which are also incor-
porated inside the package.
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The entire array unit is 48 inches long, 6 inches wide, and extends 3
inches above the aircraft surface. Mounting and wiring holes are the only
external installation procedures anticipated. This design approach has been
used successfully on a low-cost 6-foot linear IFF array built by Westinghouse
for the Federal Aviation Administration. The units that have been built have
fixed single beams, but they have sum and difference combining circuits and
some switching circuits. In models ranging in length from 6 to 10 feet, the
weights have followed :losely a figure of 0. 5 pound per inch. A

One of the eight-element arrays is shown in figure 7. The dipoles shown
vary in shape from the bow-tie shape used extensively at Westinghouse.
This shape was found to produce a VSWR of less than 1. 18 over the 1, 020
to 1, 100 MHz band. Slots etched on a copper clad dielectric also have been
considered, and although the interconnections are not quite so simple, their
other properties make them equally attractive.

An important factor from the standpoint of operating with an active
solid-state power amplifier circuit is the driving point impedance of radiatingA

' elements. The changes in this characteristic due to mutual coupling effects '

" that occur with scanning must be kept low for proper transistor operation.
~Prior analysiE based on the periodic nature of a dipole array structure
~revealed that a theoretical VSWR as high as 9: 1 could occur at scan angles
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Figure 7. Eight-Element Array ]
up to 70 degrees for a linear array of dipoles spaced X/2 apart and a X/4
above a ground plane. The H-plane impedance effect was calculated in
terms of the power transmission coefficient where the dipoles are assumed
matched at broadside. For a beam at 56 degrees, the VSWR would be 3. 5: 1.
By matching the impedance at an intermediate scan angle, a smaller range
of impedance variation is realized.

SOLID-STATE MODULE CIRCUITS

The requirements based on the calculations shown in the appendix and an
array gain of 10 dB indicate a moduln that transmits a peak power of 50
watts, with an input of 6.5 watts. The receiver section must exhibit a gain
of ? "T1 , with a noise figure of 5. 0 dB. The module also must provide
tra!ie1dt/.receive signal separation. The selected module circuit, shown in
figure 5, uses diode switches for T/R separation instead of circulators,
whichn tend to be larger, and diplexers, which tend to be more lossy and poor !

The transistor power amplifier is a single-stage design operating with a
gain of 9 dB, an overall efficiency of 50 percent, and a peak output of 50
watts. A separate isolator is not included because the amplifier design
includes a hybrid coupler isolator as part of the output matching network.
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Figure 8. Solid-State Module

Recent developments in semiconductor and packaging technology indicate
the possibility of achieving up to 100 watts peak power from a single output
transistor. A chip carrier, developed at Westinghouse, has been tested at
power outputs of 30 watts at 1. 3 GHz with an efficiency of 75 percent. This
compares with a power outpuL :'f 20 watts and an efficiency of 60 percent for
the same type semiconductor chip mountd in a conventional package. These
chip carriers results are preli:ninary, but they do indicate that significant
improvements in power output and efficiency can be realized through
improved transistor packaging.

These increases in power output and efficiency make it possible to operate
the power amplifier at a reduced voltage level and thereby take advantage of
the improved transistor reliability that results from operating below.the
normal recommended collector voltage. Using the Westinghouse- chip carrier
in combination with a transistor chip could provide power outputs in excess
of 100 watts at 1. 0 GHz operating with a +40 volt collector supply, The
50 watts peak output required for the module could be achieved at a collector
voltage considerably below that level (approximately 30.volts).

The low-noise amplifier is a two-stage design to produce a gain greater
than 24 dB. Similar designs have been produced at L-band, w.th gains of
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20 dB and noise figures of 2. 75 dB. Similarly, diode switches for T/R
L applications have been built to handle 115 watts peak, 10 watts average, with

isolations of 25 dB and a maximum insertion loss of 0.6 dB. A loss of 0. 4

dB and isolation of 20 dB are realistic for a PIN diode switch. The entire
module circuitry is contained within a package measuring 3. 5 inches by 2.5
inches by 0.4 inch.

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

The electrical performance is summarized in the following table for the
case of a single eight-element array operating independently. As stated
earlier, proper accounting for phasing between arrays could allow simul- I
taneous operation of arrays at least at end fire if more gain ts desired. The
figures shown are conservatively based on measured data acqu-.red on similar
arrays built at Westinghouse.

ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE

Parameter Value

Frequency 1020 to 1100 MHz

Polarization Linear, H-plane scan

Array Size 48 x 6 x 3 inches

Beamwidths - H-plane 30 degrees (0 to 56 degrees)

E-plane 115 degrees

Sidelobes (grating lobes) Lower than -1 2 dB peak

Gain (including BFN loss) 10 dB (0 to 56 degrees)

Gain variation <2 dB (0 to ±80 degrees)
over sphere <4 dB (*80 to ±90 degrees)

Element transmit power 50 watts

Element noise figure 5. 0 dB max I
Preamplifier gain 24 dB

fi

i, I" 1
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r APPENDDC

I DETERMINATION OF TRANSMIT-RECEIVE
MODULE REQUIREMENTS

The signal levels required for the system, and hence the RF preamplifier
gain, are determined from the available signal at the element module and
the sensitivity of the video detector. The detector has a tangential signal

sensitivity of -55 dBm, which can be connected to a minimum trigger level
(MTL) of -46. 8 dBm, for a signal-to-noise ratio of 15. 2dB. Assuming

that the same signal intensity is available in space as in current transponder
systems, the MTL signal at the module antenna element terminal will be
-85. 5 dBm, which is determined from an array gain of 1. 5 dB and a 9-dB
distribution factor for the eight-element array and the original MTL signal
of -78 dBrn. That is, -78 +1.5 -9 = -85.5 dBrn. An additional loss of 0.4
dB in the module T-R device brings the level of the input of the RF preampli-
fier to -85. 9 dBm.

Working back from the video detector, there is a 1. 0-dB insertion loss
for the RF switch in the transmit beam selector; also a 1. 5-dB loss and
18-dB signal gain in the beam-forming network. The gain is due to the
coherent addition of the signal from each module of the eight-element array.
There is also a 9-dB noise gain because of the incoherent noise addition.
Another 0. 4-dB loss is incurred in the T-R device at the module output,
thus bringing the total losses between the preamplifier and the video detector
to 2. 9 dB with a gain of 18 dB.

The MTL signal required at the output of the preamplifier is, therefore, I
61.9 dBm (that is, -46.8 +2.3 -18 = 61.9 dBm). The required preampli-| fier gain is then the difference between the input and outmu t signal levels,

r24 dB (-61.9 +85.9 = 24).

The required transmitter power can be determined in a similar manner.

The effective radiated power from an array is required to be 500 watts (+ 27
dBW) to meet transponder distance requirements. The power required at i
each element of the eight-element array is determined from the array gain

of 1. 5 dB and the 9-dB distribution factor, or +16.5 dBW (27 - 1.5 -9 16. 5).
The transmission path losses for the T-R devices and beam forming network
are the same as before. Additional losses are for the RF switches, three
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of them at 1.0 dB each, the transmission line at 0. 7 dB; and the circulator
at 0. 4 dB. Total losses are, therefore, 6. 4 dB.

On the other side of the ledger, the gains are 9 dB for the power amplifier
and -9 dB for the beam-forming network where the input power is fed to
eight elements. The total gain is, therefore, I) dB, and the transmitter
power required is + 22.9 dBW, or 195 watts. The transponder transmitter
can be used provided a 4-dB attenuator follows the circulator.

The transponder input MTL signal level must be maintained at -78 dBm so
that the dynamic range capability will not be exceeded. This level is main-
tained through the use of a directional coupler at the output of the beam-
forming network. This allows the beam-steering signal to be taken off with
little loss. The coupling level can be determined by anplyzing the remainder
of the transponder input path.

The MTL signal at the input to this directional coupler is found from the
previously determined -61.9 dBm signal level at the output ol the RF pre-
amplifier. There is a 0.4 dB T-R loss and a 1.5-dB beam-forming network
insertion loss, as well as the 18-dB gain in the beam-forming network. The
input to the directional coupler is then -45.8 dBm (-61.9 -1.9 +18 = -45. 8dBrn.

Working back from the transponder, there is a 0. 4-dB insertion loss for
the circulator, a 6. 2-dB loss in the sector beam-summing network, a 9. 3-
dB loss in the beam-summing network, and 0. 7-dB loss in the transmission
line. Losses of 15 dB are due to the hybrid addition of the RF signals. The
total losses are 16. 6 dB. Since the MTL required at the transponder input
is -78 dBm, the level required at the output of the directional coupler is
-61.4 dBm. The directional coupler then requires a coupling of 15. 6 dB in
the attenuated arm (61.4 -45.8 = 15.6 dB).
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SOLID STATE PHASED ARRAYS FOR SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

INTRODUCTION .

Modern shipboard satellite communication (SATCOM) systems typically
contain high power radio frequency (RF) transmitting tubes with high voltage
power svipplies, temperature stabilized low noise preamplifiers, mechanic- I
ally stabilized passive reflector antenna systems, and a wide range of semi-
conductor devices. This variety of unique circuits precludes extensive use
of integrated circuit modules and has caused very high cost for derign,
fabrication, maint nance, and reliability. The application of L-aditional
design concepts has priced phased arrays out of the SATCOM market for
all applications except on the satellites themselves. The point of this dis-
cussion is not that conventtonal phased array designs are wrong or that the
cost of acquisition and ownership for mechanicaly steered antenna systems
is high, but rather that new technoiogies involving solid state microwave
circuit integration are available whicli when logically developed and appro-
ofSiately combined promise to reduce the cost of acquisition and ownership
of SATCOM terminals. For anterna apertures less than 5 square feet, the
costs associated with mechanIc ,lly steered antenna systems are nearly
constant, selting a lower bound on the cost of conventional systems (Fig.
I). The application of solid stare microwave integrated circuits (MIC) to
the transmitter and receiver in a mechanically steered system is limited to
a single up converter, down converter, and receiver RF preamplifier. On
the other hand, the inherent redundancy of phased arrays with distributed,
low power transmitters and receivers permits extensive application of solid
state MIC technology. Individual, identical modules consisting of a trans-
mitter w!th an up-converter and power amplifier capable of delivering 2
watts (V,) continuous wave (CW) at X-band and a receiver with a low noise
parametric preamplifier and down-converter can be arrayed to obtain aper-
ture gain, electronic steering, and high transmitted powers. It is antici-
pated that the requirement for large quantities of identical MIC transmit/
receive (TR) modules for small aperture phased arrays will substantially
lower module costs and, consequently, system costs. Solid state MIC
phased arrays, besides reducing system cost of ownership through lower
fabrication costs and improved reliability and maintainability, can provide
additional performance in areas not readily amenable to solution with
me-h-nically steered antennas.

The primar/ goal for developing a shipboard SATCOM phased array is
to demonstrate how solid state MIC technology can lower the total cost of
a small shipboard terminal. To accomplish this objective, a three phase I
program was established. In phase one, an exploratory model SATCOM
phased array composed of solid state MIC transmit/receive modules is
nology for SATUOM appiications, to evaluate preliminary design concepts

for the T/R modules, and to improve module subsystem performance where
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necessary. In phase two, an advanced T/R module mechanically and elec-
trtcally suitable for direct incorporation into a shipboard SATCOM phased .
array terminal is developed and tested based on results obtained from im-
provements to and evaluations of the exploratory array and system tradeoff
studies from phase one. In phase three, an advanced development model
SATCOM phased array is built for shipboard test and evaluation.

Phase one is nearing completion. A four element MIC phased array has
been built to operate through channel one of the Defense Satellite Communi-
cations System II (DSCS-II) satellites and is under evaluation at the Naval
Research Laboratory (NRL) . Four parametric preamplifiers with integral Gunn
pumps and presele.t.or filters have been built to provide low noise front ends
for each of the module receivers. The MIC module design and system per-
formance studies to be discussed later have, by in large, been completed
for phase one. The result has been (1) a complete redesign of the module
receiver for lower noise temperature, increased flexibility, and reduced corn-
plexity and cost, (2) expanded design of the module transmitter to increase
the output power to 2 W CW at approximately 9 percent direct current (dc) to :
RF efficiency, (3) a complete redesign of the mechanical layout of the mod-
ule in fa':,or of a dual TAR module with improved form factor, heat dissipation,
and reducA'. module cost, and (4) system studies of methods for increasing
array scar. volume, to determine the required system effective radiated power
(ERP) for wurking with DSCS-I1, to lower system noise temperature, and to

predict system power and cooling requirements.

MODULE RECEIVER

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the prototype exploratory TAR module
presently being evaluated at NRL and Fig. 3 shows the receiver and trans-
mitter of an actual prototype module less the radiating element. If the proto-
vpe module were to be used in a shipboard SATCOM array, a low noise para-

metric preamplifier would be added immediately after the receiver preselector
filter. In fact, this configuration is to be evaluated when the MIC paramps
are delivered to NRL. Since both the paramp modules and the prototype
phased array modules contain a preselector filter, the array module filter
wil! become a post-selector filter when the paramp module is connected.
In a production module, the paramp would be contained in the same package
as the rest of the module receiver and the postselector filter would be elim-
inated. There are difficulties with the RF/IP module receiver, however.
The number of active components In this tlpe of module receiver is large.
A large substrate area is needed for the receiver, and an array composed of

- ,r,-,odules requires both a receiver IF and local o3rillator (LO) manifold.
Thr, . iln advantages of the RF1If module receiver are the relaxed tolerances
required on the IF and LO manifolds.

DY~e to the limitations of the RFAIF module receiver, future work will
~concentrate on an all RF module receiver (Fig. 4). The all RF module receiver
.consisting of a preselector filter, low noise parametric amplifier, and a low
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loss wideband phase shifter offers a number of advantages over the RFAFit module receiver. The all RF module receiver has fewer active components
than the RF/IF receiver since there Is no X3 multiplier, LO amplifier, mixer,
IF amplifier, LO connector, or LO manifold for the array. With fewer active
components, the production yield and reliability are increased, and the mod-
ule cost is lowered. In addition, the receiver noise temperature is decreased.
The major disadvantage of the all RF module receiver are reduced receiver
gain and stricter tolerances required on an X-band receive manifold. Neither
of these disadvantages represent a serious problem since an additional para-
metric amplifier at the output of the receive manifold can supply the addi-

*tional gain without appreciably degrading the system noise temperature and
stripline manifolds of triplate construction have been built at X-band for
radar receivers with excellent results. Moreover, the number of ports on a
manifold can be cut in half by using the added substrate area in a single all
RF module to construct two transmitters driven by power, splitter and two
receivers summed in a signal combiner. This not only reduces the T/R
manifold cost but also reduces the cost for a single transmitter and receiver
as long as the active component costs are low and the module yield is not

appreciably affected. The fabrication cost for the passive circuitry is
essentially the same tor one or two circuits since the process is photographic
and the second circuit is an exact copy of the first.

MODULE TRANSMITTER

The greatest change in basic desiign concept from the prototype T/R module
to the advanced module has been in the receiver. The most dramatic change
since starting development of the prototype T/R modules, however, has been
in the technology for high power transistors at S-band. In little more than
18 months, the power available at S-band using the first production tran-
sistors available hds increased from approximately 250 milllwatts (mW) to
in excess of 5 W CW at 2660 MHz, an increase of 13 dB. The single com-
ponent having the greatest cost in an MIC module for SATCOM is the high
power transistor. For example, the MSC 3005 transistor (5 W CW at 3000
MHz) currently costs approximately $300. From past experience, this cost
should drop almost an order of magnitude in the next two years.

Tests at NRL o. the transistor amplifier-X3 multiplier technique for gen-
erating the desired X-band transmit signal have proven that X3 multiplication
of quadriphase, biphase, and frequency modulated signals contributes less
than 0. 1 dB degradation to the desired communications. Alternate solid
state techniques for generating X-band power include injection locked
avalanche transit time oscillators (ATTO) and Gunn oscillators and negative
resistance avalanche transit time amplifiers (ATTA) and Gunn amplifiers.
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These devices and techniques are actively being developed by others for
application in SATCOM phased arrays but at present do not generate phase
stable power comparable to that available with transistor amplifier-multiplier
transmitters. In addition, by multiplying the transmit drive signal in the
T/R module, transmit feed manifold tolerances are relaxed and losses are
reduced. The prototype module transmitter has an output power of 100 mW,
an instantaneous 1.5 dB bandwidth of 125 MHz, and an overall DC/RF effi-
ciency of 6%. The advanced module is to have two transmitters fed by a
power splitter, each with an output power of 2 W CW, an instantaneous 1.5
dB bandwidth of 200 MHz, and an overall DC/RF efficiency of approximately
9%. To remove heat from the module, two heat pipes will be press fit into
the module case immediately beneath the high power stages of the two trans-
mitters. The heat pipes will pass through openings in the RF manifold to a
regulated heat sink. By regulating the heat sink, the module case tempera-
ture can be stabilized which, in turn, will help temperature stabilize the
module receiver paramp.

ARRAY EFFECTIVE RADIATED POWER

If mechanization losses and mutual coupling effects are neglected, the
T/R modules can be assembled in a uniformly illuminated array with an array
gain, GA , and a radiated output power, PA'

GA  = NG e cos at where N = number of array elements

NP G element gain
P power per element

SPA = N2 G P cos~ eA A e e = scan angle from array broadside

Using an uplink path loss, L to the satellite, the uplink carrier to noise
(cAT), r , is

u

S=G G vhere GSR = satellite receiving antenna gain

k (Ts + T0E GA = array gain

G L N 2 G p cos f k = Boltzmann's constant
= S u e e = satellite receiver temperature,

U k (+E) 'Kelvin ('Y,)

TE = temperature of the earth. (Eq. 1)

For DSCS-IT satellites G 16.8 dB, L = -203 dB, G 4 c.B, P 3 dRW,
a =  ±60r', and Ts + T. i:-q 000K. Then u e e e

S=IS .6 dB + 20 log10 N
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Likewise, for a downlink oath loss, LD , the downlink CAT, r equals
L D'

D G ST LD PS where T array receiving system
D - temperature, °K~k Ta

TGT = satellite transmitter antenna

S =  G LD G N cos gain
Dr S TT

k TR PS = satellite power. (Eq. 2)RS
For GSTLDGSRL GS L, TR= 50

0 K, and PS = 11.2 dBW,"

T"D = 27.6 dB + 10 log 10 N

The baseband detector input CAT, r B

rB m fD (EB/No) where (EB/N) = baseband bit energy to noise
dens ity ratio

f = data rate, bits/second

m = mechanization loss factor. (Eq. 3)

When ,oherent phase shift key (PSK) modulation is used, assuming a probability
of error of 10-3 and a mechanization loss of 2.2 dB,

r a.8.SdB+ 10 log 0 fDB 1

If the satellite repeater bandwidth is greater than or equal to the array receiver
bandwidth, the CAT ratios of the up and downlinks can be combined in order
to obtain the overall ratio for a three point satellite relay syst?m (see Fig. 5).
Therefore,

K r rD  where K = 0.8 for a hard limiting repeater
B K + rD B whenru/BS << 1

r 0.8 ru rD Ss = satellite repeater bandwidth
0.8 r + rD + BS

an . rB(D+ B rr r D/B s r B (Eq4
andru 1,2c D-IB ) o ru I D = 1.25 f - B/D B"B 0.8 .- r B -rRM

If rD /BS << 1 and r B/ D << 1 for a wideband repeater and low data rates,
respectively, then

ru rD ed 1.2s r"B BS .
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From Eqs. (1) and (2)
L os0r2 P PS

u ( k (SSTE N+

Combining the two above expressions for r rD gives
u

G 2 cos' ot k (TS  T ) Be pN12S S E Sr
P N3 - 1.2S 2 r (Eq. 5)

k TR e GSL PS

This relationship holds true for a single satellite access so long as
operation falls along the linear portions of the plot in Fig. 5 . Therefor_-,
the maximum data rate that can be looped through a hard limiting satellite
is more sensitive to the rnumber of modules in a filled, uniformly illuminated
array than it is to the module power. Fortunately, the cost per element is
less for a dual two watt T/R module than for a single one watt T/R module in
production quantities within bounds determined by module yield and device
costs.

Substituting for the terms in equation (5),

P Ij 1.057 x 10 f where m (E /N ) = 8.5 dBe Do

G =4 dBe

T = 5000K

Ts +TE = 1200 0 K

L GS = -187.2 dB

P = 11.2 dBWS
BS  = 125 MHz

For P = 2 W and fD 75 bits/sec, N -159. For scans out to o = ±75' for
sea state 7, N - 246. This means that at least 123 dual two watt T/R modules
are needed for a single satellite access into a similar receiving terminal. An
array terminal for N = 246 is approximately a 14 inch by 14 inch square aper-
ture, assuming an element spacing of 0.6 wavelengths. The cosine broad-
ening of the array beam for scans to 75 ° decreases the terminal array gain
so that a phased array terminal wording into itself must reduce its broadside
communications capacity by 12 dB in order to operate at extreme scan angles.
For operation in the uplink narrow beam of DSCS-II (channel two), communi-
cation is imprcved by approximately 20.2 dB. The conclusion 's that for a
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large number of small phased array terminals the most effective approach for
reducing costs is through reduced satellite channel bandwidths and multiple
narrow beam coverage of the earth. Using Eqs. (2) and (3) for r"D and r B
respectively, Fig. 6 permits graphical determination of the number of
simultaneous accesses possible using a hard limiting repeater.

ARRAY SYSTEM NOISE TEMPERATURE

Arguments have been presented in favor of an all-RF module versus an
RF/IF module. Extending these arguments to the array system noise temp-
erature, consider the three configurations in Fig. 7. The well known ex-
pression for computing noise temperature is

T2  T3  TM
T T+ + G + .. + M (Eq. 6)S 1 G1 G2 1 n-I

where the noise temperature, T, of an attenuator of loss, L, at a physical
temperature TLP is

T = (L- 1) TLP

The three cases all assume an ambient temperature of 3000K. The respective
gains, component noise temperatures, and system noise temperatures are
shown on Fig. 7 for the respective configurations. Besides excessive com-
plexity, the RF/IF module of case (a) has the worst system noise temperature
by almost an additional 300 0 K. Case (b) has the best system noise temp-
erature but at the expense of requiring two paramps per module. Case (c)
has a system noise temperature 31 0 K greater than case (b) with the same
net gain by using a single paramp per module and one paramp at the array
summed output. Consequently, case (c) represents the most cost effective
approach to a low noise temperature system without undue sacrifice in
system noise temperature.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS

Assuming an array of 250 dual modules or 500 transmitters and receivers,
the output radiated power would be one kilowatt. The transmitter logic is
expected to require from SO to 100 milliampres (mA) at S volts (V), the re-
ceiver logic from 100 to 150 mA at 5 V, the -)aramp pump from 200 to 400 mA
at 5 V, the transmitter power amplifier from ,00 to 800 mA at 28 V, and the
transmitter bias supply from 30 to 50 mA at -5 V. Taking the worst case
currents, therefore, a single dual T/R module requires 51.80 W of direct
current (dc) power at 3 amperes (A). Consequently, 250 dual modules would
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require 12.95 kW at 750 A. Since a shipboard SATCOM array would probably
be configured as a monopulse automatic tracking system, each of the four "

panels in an array could be operated on a separate 200 A supply. A dc power
supply of this size is often used for computer applications and is generally
quite reliable and fairly compact (usually occupying less than 5 cubic feet).

An RF t'ans-it/receive manifold and adc manifold are required to split
the transmit drive signal to the array modules and to combine the received
signals as well as to distribute dc power. The most cost effective manifold
for this purpose is a seven plate sandwich similar in 7onstruction to three 4
back-to-back triplate manifolds. Such a manifold woild consist of a ground
plane, a dc stripline distribution network, a ground plane, a transmit strip-
line distribution network, a ground plane, and a receive stripline distribution
network. Heat pipes on the modules would pass through the manifold to a
heat sink cooled by refrigerated air or ship's chilled water. Modules would
plug directly into the manifold/heat exchanger and be fastened in place by a
securing screw. To reduce system costs and increase reliability, two mod-
ule radiating elements will be directly incorporated into the dual modules so
that when all modules are plugged into an array the aperture will be complete
except for a protective radome. Because the radiating element has not yet
been determined for the advanced module, however, the exploratory develop-
ment of an advanced module will be laid out so as to best approximate the
radiating element sites for incorporation at some later time. In the mean-
time, RF connectors will be located in place of the radiating elements so
that existing elements can be connected to the module (see Fig. 8).
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BACKGROUND

Spacecraft for deep space probes are often spin stabilized to minimize
fuel requirements for attitude control. To maintain reliable high-rate data
communication with the earth, a high-gain spacecraft antenna is highly
desirable because of the limited prime power available on the spacecraft.
A directive (typically pencil-beam) antenna must necessarily maintain its
alignment toward earth while the spacecraft is spinning. This characteristic
is commonly referred to as "despinning" the antenna.

All despun antennas built or proposed to date may be categorized as either
mechanically despun (MDA) or electronically despun (EDA). In the mechan-
ically despun approach, the antenna (or parts thereof) is counter-rotated at
speed equal and direction opposite to the spinning spacecraft. The antenna
totation is provided by an electric motor drive slaved to a rrtation rate-sensing

electronic drive circuit. Several mechanically despun antennas have compiled
notable records of operational service. 1, 2 Nevertheless, the principal disad-
vantages of mechanically despun antennas, including long term lubrication of
moving parts, magnetic disturbances to the scientific package on board, and
required location on the spacecraft spin axis cannot be discounted.

Electronically despun antennas avoid the above problems but existing
designs 3, 4,5 introduce some new ones of their own. Electronically despun
antennas usually employ a circular array of radiating elements phased to

produce a directional radiated beam. As the spacecraft rotates, proper
control of the phasing devices keeps the. beam directed to earth. Typically,
the RF circuitry required to do this consists of power dividers, diode phase
shifters with drive circuitry, stripline matrix circuits, and interconnecting
transmission lines. The complexity and extent of this circuitry has proven
to be a rather severe disadvantage for electronically despun antennas in
terms of weight, cost, and, perhaps most important, RF losses. One of

the more promising current designs, when built in breadboard form, pro-
duced a very low overall antenna efficiency. 6 Having a despun directional
antenna beam is of marginal utility if the majority of the transmitter output
power is absorbed in the distribution and phasing network.

A NEW APPROACH

In recent years, the increasing interest in solid-state technology, as
applied to active aperture phased array antennas, has led to a new concept
in packaging. Thus far the concept has been applied primarily to radar

sets and involves the distribution of phase shifting, high power amplification,
and receiver preamplification functions over the antenna aperture by using
many solid-state microwave modules. Each module is mated to a small
number of radiating elements (typically on to four). The distributed
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solid-state circuits replace such conventional devices as high-power
electron tube3, high-power phase shifters, and parametric amplifiers.
Studies at Westinghouse have shown this approach to produce significant
improvements in the overa', .i'ficiency of radar systems. In view of the
efficiency shortcomings of despun spacecraft antennas mentioned above,
this paper examines the feasibility of its application to satellite communica-
tion systems.

A new approach to the despun antenna problem will be described here and
involves the application of active solid state-modules to the configuration of
a typical spin-stabilized spacecraft. The concept is shown in block diagram
form in figure 1. The radiating elements with their associated modules are
evenly spaced around a circular cylindrical surface as indicated in the insert.
The actual configuration of the radiating elements is quite flexible and may
be designed to meet varying antenna performance requirements. For ex-
ample, beamwidth requirements in the spacecraft axial plane might dictate
that the radiating "element" be made up of a linear array of four dipoles.
Gain or polarization requirements, on the other hand, could make another
configuration more attractive. The modules themselves each contain RF
power output stages, low noise amplifiers, a digital phase shifter, logic
circuit, and the necessary diplexing devices. A block diagram of the module
is shown in figure 2 and will be discussed more fully below. The RF mani-
fold provides for distribution of transmit and received signals to or from the
modules. A beam steering computer uses spin rate and earth vectoring
information to provide signals to the separate modules, gating them off oron and setting proper phase shift values. A dc power supply provides drive
current and other constant voltages to the modules.

In order to direct a beam toward the earth, only the modules on the side
of the spacecraft nearest the earth will be gated on. Typically, the number
of active modules at any instant would be one-fourth to one-third of N, the
total number available. The phase shifter in each module is adjusted to
provide a linear phase front perpendicular to the earth position vector. As
the spacecraft spins through an angle of 360/N degrees, the digital phase
shifters are adjusted periodically to keep the radiated beam properly
directed. At the end of the 360/N degree movement, the one active module
which has rotated farthest from earth is gated off, the next module on the
opposite end of the active group is turned on, and the phase shifting sequence
is repeated. It should be noted that the required commands from the com-
puter are repetitive in nature and vary only as the spin rate of the space-
craft. The beam steering computer is thus a relatively simple, low cost
component.
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Figure 1. Solid-State Aperture Despun Array Block Diagram
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SOLID STATE MODULE

The block diagramof figure 2 shows the basic configuration of the
electronic circuit modules which will provide the power amplification, low-
noise amplification, and phase shifting functions required to implement the
active antenna aperture. By locating both amplification functions immediately
adjacent to each radiator, the effect of signal losses in the RF manifold on
system efficiency and noise figure are minimized.

The active aperture approach is made possible through the use of micro-
wave integrated circuit techniques which allow the construction of high-
performance modules occupying an order of magnitude less space than their
conventional counterparts. All module functions are implemented using
solid-state devices and hybrid fabricatiot techniques.

The modules are designed using the "microstrip' approach; that is,
distributed transmission lines on high dielectric substrates. The transmis-
sion line patterns are produced using high-conductivity, thick-film gold ink
printed on 99.5 percent alumina substrates (E '"0). The semiconductor

r
devices are attached using eutectic and thermocompression bonding techniques.

The module configuration indicated by the block diagram is one of several
which would be suitable for application to the despun antenna. The basic
elements of the module are the following:

Diode Switch - Serves the required on/off switching of the module.
Terminates the RF manifold in a 50Q load when the module is off.

Phase Shifter - Provides the proper signal phasing required for beam
steering. A diode digital phase shifter, of the switched line-length variety,
with a quantization level of 3 or 4 bits may be used.

Logic Circuit - Interprets the computer code to provide control signals
to the phase shifter and diode switch.

Diplexers (2) - Provides transmit and receive signal separation.

Power Amplifier - Generates the required transmit signal signal level.
For typical spacecraft applications, 2 to 4 watts CW per module would be
required and is within present technology.

Low-Noise Amplifier - Amplifies the receive signal to establish noise
figure.

9-
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Other module and manifolding configurations may be considered. For
example, it might prove advantageous to implement a manifold using a diode
switch network and avoid dissipating that portion of the input signal feeding j
inactive modules. In conjunction with this, the moving of one or more
stages of amplification from the module to the manifold could prove beneficial.
Options of this type call for detailed analyses which have not been undertaken
for this particular application.

ADVANTAGES

As mentioned earlier, in the solid-state aperture approach, the RF power
amplifiers and receive channel low-noise amplifiers (LNA) are located
immediately adjacent to the array radiating element. This means that iosses
in the distribution network (or manifold) and phase shifters are much less
significant than for the conventional approach of using a single transmitter

and receiver. For the transmit case, the manifolding for a solid-state
aperture array will have comparable losses, measured in dB, to that of the
canventional array. However, since the power level present in the manifold
is many times smaller, the absolute power dissipated is li'.ewise much less.
Considering the receive channel, there is very little attenuiation between the
radiating element and the first stage of RF amplification (the LNA). Since
this attenuation contributes directly to system noise figure, a considerable I
improvement is realized. In a later section, the comparative efficiencies
of the solid-state aperture and conventional arrays will be discussed in more
detail.

An additional advantage of the solid-state aperture despun antenna is

versatility in array radiation performance. The beam steering computer
can be programmed to control the phase and output of each module. To meet
immediate needs, this capability would be used only to provide a despun mode
and a failsafe omnidirectional mode. Ultimately, with minor equipment
modifications, a broad spectrum of radiation capabilities could be provided.
The possibilities include multiple beams to communicate with additional
stations and instantaneous changing of illumination functions to suit mission
requirements -- sidelobe suppression for secure communications, for
example.

Finally, this approach offers reliable operation. The entire RF package
employs only solid-state devices. Because the transmitter and initial
receiver stages are distributed over the aperture, the failure of these devices,
up to some limiting number, is noncatastrophic. Thus, graceful degradation
is obtained as .n inherent feat-re of the design.
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DISADVANTAGES

The primary disadvantage of the solid-state aperture despun antenna is
the state of development of the solid-state components. To date, no solid-
state active aperture array has reached production status. In fact, this
writer is aware of only two solid-state arrays of usable dimensions that have
reached the prototype stage. However, much work has been done in many

quarters on the development of microwave integrated circuits suitable for
array applications. The Naval Research Laboratory, for example, is
presently initiating a procurement for an L-band, solid-state, transmit-

receive module. We thus conclude that, although a solid-state module
suitable for a despun antenna does not currently exist, such a module is
within the present state of the art, and a great deal of research and develop-
ment now in progress is applicable.

A detailed weight and cost analysis, comparing a solid-state aperture

approach with current electronically despun antenna d signs, has not been
performed. Preliminary estimates indicate that the solid-state aperture
approach would, at worst, be competitive in both cases. Current develop-
ments in the area of microwave lumped circuit techniques will lead to
further weight reductions.

EFFICIENCY COMPARISON

In this section, the efficiency of the solid-state aperture approach will
be compared with that of typical electronically despun antennas of con'rn-
tional design (i.e., having a single, though possibly redundant, tra ..- itter
and receiver and employing an electronic beam steering scheme). 'This

4comparison involves a number of estimates and assumptions and is not
intended to be rigorous but, rather, to show a trend. Satellite communica-
tions normally involve frequency separation on the up and down links, and
these paths will be considered separately. Ground station parameters
(transmitter power, antenna gain and polarization, bandwidth, noise figure,
etc. ) will be assumed identical in both cases and so will not enter into the
comparison. In addition, the actual radiating structure of the spacecraft
antenna will be assumed the same for both and will consist of a fixed number
of uniformly spaced and excited elements. The latter assumption makes i
effective radiated power (ERP) proportional to the RF power actually
delivered to the aperture face. Because of the limited power available on
board the spacecraft, the down link is most important and will be conside red
first.

Supposing the spacecraft to be transmitting, then, equal effective radiated
ipower (ERP) from both arrays will be assumed and the required prime power

to achieve this condition will be compared. As a starting point, a per module
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RF output of 4.0 watts CW at S-band frequencies will be assumed for the
solid-state aperture approach, a figure well within present state of the art.
In table 1, the losses of the transmit circuit for both approaches are tabulated.
A generalized block diagram for a conventional EDA is shown in figure 3.
For the solid-state aperture array, the table values are based on performance
figures for current devices. For the conventional array, the losses are
typical of existing designs 3, 4, 5, 6. Using this data, the prime power
necessary to produce equal ERP will be computed for both approaches.

TABLE I

Transmit Circuit Losses

Conventional Array Solid-State
Aperture Array

Diplexer 0. 6 dB Diplexer 0, 6 dB

Power Divider 1. 5 Element Manifold 0.4

Beam Steering Devices Mismatch 0.1
(Phase Shifters, Total 1. 1 dB
Switches, or Matrices) 2. 5

Element Manifold 0.4

Interconnecting
Transmission Lines 0.5

Mismatch 0.1

Total 5.6 dB

Considering first the 0olid-state aperture, the following additional
assumptions will be ma'.e.

a. Ten modules are activated at any given time (of a total of perhaps
32 to 40).

b. The RF power output slages are 40 percent efficient.

c. The associated power supplies are 80 percent efficient.

The 10 active modules thus generate 40 watts which, from table 1, is
attenuated 1. 1 dB reaching the aperture, resulting in an ERP of 31 watts.

Using assumptions b and c yields a prime power requirement of 125 watts.
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CIRCULAR ARRAY
OF RADIATING ELEMENTS

PHASING NETWORK
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72,0041 -VA-3

Figure 3. Conventional EDA - Generalized Block Diagram
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For the conventional array, the RF power amplifier is assumed to be
60 percent efficient and power supplies, as above, assumed to be 80 percent
efficient. In order to achieve the same ERP of 31 watts with 5. 7-dB attenua-
tion in the transmit path, 115 watts of RF power must be generated. Apply-
ing the stated assumptiohas concerning efficiencies, we obtain a prime power
requirement of 240 watts. This is about 92 percent greater than that of the
solid -state aperture or a 2. 85-dB difference.

Pe:,haps the moot meaningful wiy i , tjmpare the two arrays for the up
link is to compart receive circuit los ser pus amplifier noise figure at the
first stages of preamplihcaiti 1' P- at th-ss point that system noise figure
is cssentia!iy establt'- :t- 7 t-s 1avu lated in table 2. Here
again, the fitu'-tat a7.- - -rl,, - -- ,, - izM a 3---B advantcge.
If wc C'~g or. a 'k - :z . tl V&Wate of 5. 85 dB isa
realizer..

* .. -. - - . / / + , x- .-.- toate aperture
• . '-: . '.7.: , , .,.r ,. ._ _= . ' -' lq con-

19 t - c- --

.-1 _ a different to

ate
~ *j.i. A. VA*..Array

0. 41d

B('.kf ,I-(.4:rl# "p.;e'3e i [ 1,c'xcr 0. 6

I A A -. 0.1
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+ -, ' 4. 0 dB
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A new approach for a despun spacecraft antenna has been presented. It
involves the application of solid-state aperture techniques to high gain
arrays for spin-stabilized spacecraft. The theory of operation has been
discussed along with major advantages and disadvantages. An efficiency
comparison shows this array to be responsive to a genuine need. It is felt
the solid-state aperture despun antenna holds promise of remedying some of
the major shortcomings of current designs.
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STRIPLINE STRAP-ON ANTENNA ARRAY

A. Waterman and D. Henry
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LABSTRACT

The development discussed in this paper was conducted by

the Physical Science Laboratory, New Mexico State University,

for the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory under

Contract No. AF 19628-69-C-0177.

The design objectives for this antenna system included the
optimization of the following conditions: The array had to be light

weight and low profile in order to be strapped-on to the surface of

a rocket or placed below the surface of a satellite. The primary
frequency of operation was to be in the 2.2 to 2.3 GHz S-band TM region.

Coverage was to be omnidirectional, with a maximum 3 dB roll plane
variation. The polarization was to be linear, and the gain should be

greater than 10 dB below isotropic in all planes except for a 20 allow-

able null area forward and aft of the vehicle.

The first antenna avray constructed was designated as Model No.
55.001, and was flown successfully in May 1971. This array had an

8 slot S-band TM configuration, and a 4 slot C-band beacon. The S-band

array was fed in phase with constant impedance 50 ohm striplines using
a corporate feed structure. The C-band array was scaled from the S-band
design using the same type of feeding system. The S-band slot array was
circumferential, however, the C-band system had 2 axial and 2 circum-
ferential slots. Radiation coverage from both systems was adequate,

however, the VSWR bandwidth was quite narrow. The 55.001 was flown on
a 7.75 inch Niro rocket.

In an effort to increase the V3WR bandwidth, a minor modification

to the stripline feed was incorporated in Model No. 55.003. This
antenna array is for a 6 inch Astrobee-D rocket, which will be flown in

? March 1972. The 55.003 is a circumferential 8 slot S-band array. The
bandwidth for a VSWR of less than 1.5:1 is approximately 45 MHz, which

is a 50% improvement over the 55.001.

The Stripline Strap-On Antenna Arrays mentioned in this report have

achieved all of the major design goals. Radiation coverage is at least
96% of the missile area greater than 10 dB below isotropic. Further re-
search is being conducted to increase the VSWR bandwidth, and other vehicle
diameters are in the design stages.

Introduction

Stripline antennas have been theoretically proposed since 19'14. Th2

construction method and preliminary investigations used in the arrays
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discussed in this paper have been previously presented. The main points
which led to a successful array design were: a corporate feed structure
using constant impedance lines; a Xs/4 open ended stub (Xs - X/vc, c
dielectric constant of the laminate) past the top edge of the slot; a
bonding Mylar film to hold the boards together.

Array Design Model 55.001

The calculated acceptable roll pattern variation for the S-band
array could be obtained by using a minium of 8 radiating elements.2 The
outer diameter of the configuration, without the radome, was 8 inches and
this fixed the circumferential dimension of the cavities at .6 X. The
radiating slots were .45 A and positioned in the cen 2r of their respective
cavities. The axial cavity dimension, across the slot, was determined to
be .457 X. Since the impedance at the center of the slots was high and
line to slot registration was not extremely critical, the slots were
center fed. Four elements were paralleled, and then the two four element
sets were again tied in parallel. A Xs/4 transformer was then added at
the center junction for the final impedance matching. The S-band array
configuration is shown in Figure 1. Element numbers 1, 4, 5, and 8 are
offset slightly, in order to have each element feed point at the correct
length from the junction. This same reasoning applied for the area of
line around the feed point transformer. VSWR and radiation contour
plots are shown in Figures 2 and 3 respectfully. The bandwidth of this
array for a VSWR of less than 1.5 was only 30 MHz. The radiation cover-
age was within specifications, and a typical portion of the flight AGC
records is shown in Figure 4.

Using the S-band design information, A C-band beacon array was
constructed. Since coverage and VSWR were not critical, a four element
array was chosen. Two elements were horizontal and two were vertically
polarized. The C-band array configuration is shown in Figure 5. The
elements were offset in order to reduce the overall axial length of the
array. No attempt was made to transform the final junction impedance
because of pressing time commitments. VSWR curves and radiation contour
plots appear in Figures 6, 7, and 8.

The flight configuration, for the integrated S- and C-band array,
including radome and mounting hardware is shown in Figure 9.

Array Design Model 55.003

The previously discussed design could easily have been scaled to fit
the outer diameter of this configuration which is 6.2 inches. However,
an attempt to reduce the overall axial length, increase it VSWR band-
width, and reduce the roll plane variation led us to a few minor design

changes.

The roll plane variation was reduced from 3 dB to 2 dB by using 8
radiating slots. This fixed the circumferential dimensions of the
cavities at .46 X, and necessitated reducing the slots to .42 A. This
change in dimensions was easily compensated for by increasing the axial
cavity dimension to .48 A.

The VSWR bandwidth was increased from 30 Xl]. o 45 MHz by the
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combination of three factors. First, a more symmetrical feeding
arrangement, starting with two elements in parallel. Each two-element

Lset is then tied in parallel to give four elements. Second, each four-
element set is tied in parallel through an odd multiple Xs/4 line of
the same constant impedance previously used. This places the feed
point directly in the center of a continuous line rather than near the
end of a Xs/4 stub. Third, the 900 bends in the stripline have been
replaced with 450 bends, thereby reducing the fringing discontinuity.

The axial length was reduced by moving the first parallel junctions
inside the normal cavity areas without any disturbance to the array
resonance. The final configuration is shown in Figure 10.

This model will not include a C-band array and will be flown gome-
time in 1972. The VSWR curve and radiation contour plot are shown in
Figures 11 and 12.

Photographic views of this model are shown in Figures 13 and 14
and are similar to the model 55.001 except for the C-band array and its
associated feed point.

Conclusions

The stripline strap-on antenna arrays discussed in this paper can
easily be adapted to any size vehicle. Scaling to various frequencies
is easily accomplished, and the artennas could be flush mounted if
desired. The present designs are for missiles, satellites, and air-
craft; however, the techniques could be used on ground based planar
arrays.
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ABSTRACT

The usual methods of measuring infinite array input
impedance by means of rectangular waveguide simulators have
undesirable features in that a separate simulator must be
constructed for each scan angle with no straightforward
means of obtaining the input impedance at any general scan
angle. This paper describes general measuring techniques
and experimental results obtained on a new type of simulator
utilizing multiple elements in a multi-mode rectangular
waveguide. The technique is valid for element spacings
which allow grating lobes and is quite general in that it
can be applied to an array with any polarization so long as
the elements are symmetric about their vertical and horiz-
ontal axes and so long as the array spacing is rectangular
or triangular.

The proceedure is demonstrated on a simulator containing
2S stripline slot elements. By measuring one row of the
scattering matrix of tbA input lines to the slots, the
reflection coefficient for the infinite array is obtained
at 2S angles of scan, 20 of which are in real space. The 25
values of the reflection coefficient are actually the
eigenvalues of the scattering matrix of the simulator
element feedlines and are used in an eigenvalue expansion
to give an interpolation to the input reflection coefficient
at any scan angle. The interpolation is shown to have the
physical significance of being the reflection coefficient atthe center element in a 100 element sub-array when such

sub-arrays are arrayed side by side to form an infinite array.
It is shown that each of the eigenvectors of the scattering
matrix and the individual modes of the simulator waveguide
are related as in a reciprocal two-port network allowing
sliding load techniques to be utilized during the measure-
meints to eliminate the problems associated with an imperfect
load in the rultimode simulator guide.

4
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A

BASIC PRINCIPLES

Waveguide array simulators basically fall into two gen-
eral classes. The first class contains the single active
element simulators in which the active infinite array imped-
ance is directly measured at one scan angle by measuring the
input impedance to a single excited element radiating Into a
loaded waveguide. In the second category are the multi-
element simulators in which a number of loaded elements are
illuminated by a waveguide mode and the mode reflection
measured. The array impedance is then obtained through
reciprocity by means of an equivalent circuit for the element
waveguide interface. One scan angle is simulated for each
different waveguide mode incident and a separate high order
mode launcher and reflection measuring scheme must be provi-
ded for each desired angle.

The measurement technique described here circumvents
the problems of high order mode launching and also allows
the array impedance to be measured at a number of scan angles
in a single simulatoc. Fundamentally the procedure consists
of using a multi-element simulator with the simulator wave-
guide terminated in a matched load. By determining certain
of the scattering coefficients between the simulator elements,
the reflection coefficient which vould occur if the elements
were fed in such a way as to ,xcite a particular high order
mode can be calculated by superposition in a digital compu-
ter. Once these scattering coefficients have been determined,
the computer can be used to "launch" each of the simulator
waveguide modes separately so that the array behavior can be
determined at all the angles within the range of modes sup-
ported by the simulator.

Figure l s ows a multi-element simulator of the type
ordinarily used with ' high order mode launcher in the rec-
tangular waveguide. The waveguide has a width a and a
height b. The simulator contains N elements with element

o hgiven by xy P i - 1,2,..N . In the following
it will be assumed the dements are vertically polarized with
similar results applicable in the case of horizontal polar-
ization. With the output waveguide terminated in a matched
load, let the scattering coefficients between the k th sim-
ulator element and all the other elements, Sk1 j 1,2,..N,
be measured. This involves N - 1 transmissio coefficient
measurements between the k th element and each of the other
elements and one reflection coefficient measurement at the k
th element. The feedlines of the elements which are not di-
rectly involved in the measurements must of course be term-
inated in matched loads. The resul-s of these N measurements
can then be used to compute the infinite array impedance at
N scan angles in the following way.
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Figure 1. A general simulator consisting of
N array elements radiating into a
rectangular waveguide.
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the infinite array reflecti ,r cocffici::nt for the vaivui
scan angles simulated are simply the eigenvalucs of the scvt- I
tering matrix of the simulator elements and the a. are the
eigonvectors. 1

AN H-PLANE SIMULATOR

The first attempt in applying this uiethod was wade in i
three element H-plane simulator. This simplu case for which
m - 0 and n - 1,2,3 provides an excellent illustration of
the previous concepts. The simulator is shown in Fig:ure 2.
The radiating elements are dumbell shaped stripline slots
surrounded by mode suppression screws. The measurements wec
made at a design frequency of 9.5 Ghz. The slot spacing was
chosen to be 0.538A and the waveruide height 0.475. The
element spacing is guSh that a grating lobe enters real space
at a scan angle of 60 . The waveguide width is three times
the element spacing so that from (2) it is reen that the
simulator can simulate the nfin te array At the three 11-
plane scan angles of 0 - 18 , 38 and 068 . The grating lobe
radiation is also simulated at thc 68 scan angle by the
TE mode. At this scan angle the grating lobe and main
be i make the same an-le with respect to broadside. The
three eigenvector excitations, (a, a, a9 a), which corres-
pond to the three scan angles simuiate c aa be obtained from
(1) as

11 (vj,- C 1, -1

and these are easily seen to be the excitations required to
generate the TE, TE2n and TE3  modes respectively. With
the elements nu9ered "1,2 and from right to left in Fig-
ure 2 and the waveguide terminated in a tapered load, the
srattering coefficients for the number 1 element were nea-
sured with a network analyzer and found to be

0I
l .56/420 S12  '09/168° = "04/-36

The input reflection coefficient to the array under scan was
then calculated by means of the k = 1 equation in (4) for
the three scan angles as follows.

S-+ 2S12  + S1

20 11 1.3
FS + 0 S30 $111

30 Il 13
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Figure 3. Graphical computation of the input
reflection coefficients.
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This computation is carried out graphically in Figure 3 in
order to illustrate how the total reflection occurs. It is
seen from this Figure that in this representation the primary
component of the F is S, the reflection coefficient of
port 1 whcn the otRgr por ; are matched. This compouent of
the reflection is mainly due to the mutual coupling in the E-
plane between the simulator slot and the infinite array of
slots which are the images in the top and bottom walls. The
slot used in the simulator is matched and has no reflection
when radiating alone on a ground plane. The variation of
the Teflection coefficient with scan is seen to be associated
with the cross coupling between the simulator elements. The
input impedance to the infinite array at the three scan angle-
is shown on the Smith chart of Figure 4. The impedance is
referred to the terminal plane where the input feedline cros-
ses the centerline of the slot.

THE TWENTY-FIVE T SIMULATOR

With the apparent success of the three element simulator
it was decided to proceed with a 2S element simulator in
order to obtain information for scan plane angles greater
tha zero. The simulator elements and output waveguide can
be seen in Figure 5. The elements are slots similar to those
of the three element simulator and the element spacing is
identical. Twenty-three of the elements are terminated in
stripline pill terminations which are shown exposed in the
Fi-.gure. The remaining two elements are provided with coaxconnectors for use in the transmission measurements. The

required 2S measur-ments were then made by interchanging elem-
ent positions. Great care had !o be taken to adequately elec-
trically seal any cracks between elements in order to obtain
consistently repeatable results. The simulator is capable of
simulating the infinite array at the 25 scan angles given
below along with the corresponding mode numbers.

m  0 1 2 3 4

a 1 6= 10.60 16.3 27.4 41.2 59.6
0.00 48.7 66.3 73.7 77.6

2 21.7 25.2 34.1 47.1 66.9
0.0 29.7 48.7 59.7 66.3

3 33.7 36.4 44.1 57.2 -
0.0 20.8 37.2 48.7 56.7

4 44.7 50.2 58.3 76.5 -
0.0 13.9 29.7 40.5 48.7

5 67.5 71.4 - -
0.0 i2.8 24.5 34.4 424

]l-lI
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The five missing scan angles in this table correspond to cut-
off modes where the array is scanned into imaginary space.

With such a large number of waveguide modes the problem
of constructing an adequate absorbing termination for the
simulator .waveguide becomes formidable. To overcome this
difficulty a sliding partially reflecting termination was
constructed of flat absorber material. The termination can
be seen in Figure 6 along with a shorting plate w ich was
used to check for ohmic losses. It is well known that as
the sliding termination is moved toward the array elements,
the small reflection from this imperfect load modifies the
input reflection coefficient in such a way that it approxi-

v.mately describes a small circle about its true value. The
center of the circle then gives the reflection coefficient
for a nerfectly abscrbing termination. The rate at which
the r' l:ction coefficient goes around the circle for a given
movem if the load is determined by the guide wavelength
of tk .jde being reflected by the termination.

The 25 required scattering coefficients of the simulator
were measured for five equally spaced load positions and some
concern was expressed when the measurements appeared to have
a purely iandom correlation to the position of the load.
However, after the computer processing of equation (4), the
randomness vanished in a rather dramatic fashion. Figure 7
shoVs sone typical computed reflection coefficient loci with
the load positions being numbered 1 to S (position 5 being
nearest to the radiating elements). For the 1,0 mode, a sim-
ple calculation shows that moving the termination from posi-
tion 1 to position 2 sh8uld correspond to a movement around
the small circle of 225 while for t e 2,4 mode the same
movement would correspond to only 89 since that mode is
nearer to cutoff and has a longer wavelength. From the loci
of Figure 7 it is seen that the computer did indeed launch
the 1,0 and the 2,4 mode independently of one another demon-
strating the validity of the technique.

Also shown in Figure 7 is the locus of the reflection
coefficient for the 3,4 mode which is evanescent in the
simulat, guide. At position 5 the load is immersed in the
reactive fields in front of the simulator elements. As the
load is moved away from the elements it absorbs less and
less energy until finally the reflection coefficient approa-
ches unity magnitude for the waveguide which is cutoff.

INTERPOLATION

When the excitation (1) is applied to the elements of the
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Figure 7. Reflection coefficients as obtained from the
computer processing.
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I%

simulator, they radiate as if they were in an infinite array

because their images in the waveguide walls form the infinite
array environment. If a general excitation of the form

A. sin ux. cos vyi  (6)
Si 1,2,..N

is applied to the simulator elements, their images can also
be thought of as forming an infinite array. The infinite
array in this general case is made up of an infinite number
of identical sub-arrays, arranged side by side in the x-y
plane. The basic sub-array extends from x - -a to x - +a
and y = -b to y - b with elements located at X.,+yb
i - 1,2,..N. The excitation of these elements isgvFn1by
(6). When excitation (6) corresponds to one of the eigen-
value excitations, i.e., u = nn./a, v - mr/b, the excitation
from sub-array.to sub-array is continuous and the homogeneous
infinite array is formed. For values of u and v between
these points, amplitude discontinuities exist between the sub-
arrays and a zoned infinite array results. If the simulator
is large enough, the input impedance to an element near the
center of the sub-array should approximate that of an infi-
nite array. This is particularly true when u and v are near
the eigenvalue points since at these points the amplitude
discontinuities disappear entirely. By choosing

A

u = kosine cos (7)

v = k sine sin p (8)

the simulator can be used to approximately simulate the in-
finite array at the general scan angles Oandp. Because the
a.(nm) aie eigenvectors of the scattering matrix of the
simulator , the general excitation (6) can be expanded in
terms of them as follows.

A = C k a n) (9)
k nm k~

n,m k = 1,2,..N

where the expansion coefficients 3re obtained by multiplying
(9) by a(p,q) and summing over k. The orthogonality
property of the eigenvectors then gives

N N

cpq A ak(p,q) / a 2 (p,q) (10)
pq k k - k

k=l k=l
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When the excitation (9) is applied to the simulatur, each
eigenvector is reflected with a reflection coefficient rnm
so that the ratio of reflected to incident amplitude at
the feedline of the k th element is given by

1 \~ c ak ) nm (11)
I(O,A) A-k nmk n m

nm

Equation (11) was applied to the corner element of the 25
element simulator which gave the input reflection coefficien-
ts corresponding to one of the center elements in a 10 x 10
100 element sub-array. The resulting values of reflection
coefficient as a functi8n of s8an ang e are s~own for scan
planes for which f - 0 , 48.7 , 66.3 and 90 in Figures
8 to 11. The first three scan planes contain scan angles of
th8 eigenvalues of the simulator while the E-plane scan at90 does not.

Figure 8 shows the reflection coefficient for H-plane
scan. The interpolation formula (11) is seen to give a
smooth curve passing through five of the eigSnvalues which
are indicated by dots. In Figure 9 the 48.7 scan plane
results are given. This curve passes through three of the
eigenvalues and a ripple is now observed between these points.
In Figure 10 the curves for the 66.3 scan plane pass through
only two eigenvalues and considerable fluctuations are evi-
dent between the points. Finally in Figure 11 the E-plane
scan curves diverge to values with magnitude greater than
unity as the strong mutual coupling between sub-arrays
reflects more energy into the excited element than was inci-
dent. From the behavior of the curves it appears that the
sub-array impedance approximates the infinite array impedance
fairly well for scan plane angles up to about 45 with de-
creasing accuracy as the scan plane is tilted up from the
H-plane.
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DECISION - THEORE TIC P~A ALL-PR OCE~S' NO ARRAYS

by C). 0. Young' and J. X. Howard""

AESTR ACT

A new 0lass of antenna hAs been conceivedl based on the use of a
Sprocesnor foliowing a set of antoonui eicrnento. Such a proces-

vt'r In programmed to carry out catirnation at-ad letcision-macing pro-
cee *,ro as dictated by decision theory. The juality of the estimate
itr docioc'n dep.vdm on the quatity of thi, datA available at the time of
,ecisiorn. These data rtre contnally upgradedP 7,q observations which
%;pJtkU- to.v probabilty distributions from which~ J%* decisions and
i#'tliatew are made. The qualty cvtttr~oet %fo -ptirmnm multiple.
targiot directing-firQ*.ig )eade4 to ^ mutltiwn'd4. m~athematical surface
t1at moot,9 be qearchecv lor a q3*abal rbaxinaro- io geisral, If N sources
are to be detected, &P , 4-cI, -eniiarial imsech is -euired. One of the
trtt- efforts in. 1his appr...0! has heen a redutw..Lon .n processing com~-

plexity snd t'rn e. 7 he fe:w~ihility of the p'oceiing has been demon-,
str.,!ed by vitvmerouo~ vcrnp~er slmulaton-i In which the actual software
to bi, used ir un eveisal ttvste- , whas timed t. prorfdr a realistic
asessment nf expetedet. 'orrnance. The simulatinns demonstrated

the ah;'tv to. accu. atvly locate multiple, cloely vpiaced sources.

APR M01A

AAi antenna can .:sually be viewet' r. a Pet of --iibapertures whose
oc ttpvts are aurrnted. The typical antcnn., is a RF d.,ta collector followed
by a simple. RF analoj computer, In the formy of a vector summer.
Phased or electronically scanned arrays erriploV phate shifters that

are also sir yle analog computing devices. In n-;-ny cases, following
frequency tra.;,lation or viden eetectio2 of the !iq~nal,* the analog com-
puter could b'rpae ~adiia optr But, more signifi-
cantly, muc*.- more sopnisticatud proceotsing is possible with a digital
compter. Such processing provides improved performanc Ie. such
as multiple-target resolution well within the conventional Rayleigh
limit. Furthermore, c~ontiruous observations of the whole field of
viewv are possible with no time delay between looks.

A new cl.ast of aiitennait has been conceived ba-sed on the use of
a digitat procesor following a set of antenna elemients. The digital
processor ran make estimat.es of target parameters -trange, velocity,
angle, etc. Iand decisions (target rresent. ct absent, target or clutter,
etc. I. To accomptish these actions, the processor is programmed to
%=rry out estimat'lon and dzcision-nmaking procedure,% as dictated by

Senior Staff Engineer. Aerospace Group. Hughes Air _ raft Company
r 'Staff EnigireeP, Aerospace Grotip. Hughes Aircraft Comrany



decision theory. The quality of the estimate or decision depends on
the quality of the available a por data, i. e. , the data available at
the time of decision. Thes7 Tata are continually upgraded by using
observations to update the probability distributions from which the
decisions and estimates are made. Although decision theory had been
applied extensively in the time domain, its application to spatial prob-
lems, or more generally, to space-time problems, had not. Several
basic assumptions were made. The choice for antenna structure was
the array because of its flexibility and large number of degrees of
freedom. Furthermore, it is ideally suited for parallel processing.
Parallel data-gathering and processing was chosen as optimum for
decision-theoretic systems.

The typical antenna processing is simple and analog, with the
,.rocessing usually carried out at RF. It is clear that this sameprocessing could be carried out at lower frequencies, IF or video.

Furthermore, the processing could be carried out digitally as well
as by analog means. It was decided to use digital processing because

of its flexibility, speed, capacity, and convenience for parallel pro-
cessing. In addition, digital processing makes simulation very A
straightforward. The expected analog inputs can be simrulated and the A
actual software to be used for processing employed in the simulation.
The sole purpose of the associated analog electronics is then to
demodulate the element (or module) outputs to a form acceptable by
the computer. The computer software is not simply a digitizing of
conventional analog antenna processing techniques, however. Instead,
it is an optimized program that yields decisions and estimates with
low risk in an acceptable amount of time. Individual processing ol
each antenna element or module provides the greatest flexibility in
processing and pattern control.

A
PARALLEL-PROCESSING ARRAY

Parallel processing has a number of features: (a) It can reduce
time to achieve decision or estimate to tolerable risk, since all of the
field of view is continuously observed. (b) It does not suffer from
errors due to time scintillation between "looks. " (c) It is essentially
a "track while search" system, since it con! ',uously interrogates the
whole field of view, while at the same time it provides continuous
parameter estimates of the targets of interest.

The typical parallel-processing system consists of two parts:
an analog portion which transforms each element kor module) output
to a form suitable for digital inputs, and a special-purpose digital
processor which transforms these inputs to least risk decisions andestimates. The RF analog computing of the usual processing array

can be replaced by equivalent digital computer processing. It has
been found, however, that decision-theoretic processing can provide
much better performance than can the digital equivalent of conventional
processing. Clever algorithms and software design have very signifi-
cantly reduced the digital complexity. Current developments in digital,

I
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microwave, and IF hardware have further alleviated this problem so
that all-parallel processing is practical. Hybrid systems may also be
used to reduce complexity. Full parallel data-gathering requires that
the transmitter continuously illuminate the field of view. The loss of
power in a given direction that results is compensated for by the fact
that the reflector in that direction is illuminated for a longer period of
time so that the returned energy is the same.

The typical conventional system gathers data sequentially (by
scanning) and processes the data sequentially. The processing is very A
simple, often amounting to only summing, and is usually done at RF.
Electronically scanned arrays are more complicated in that they have
phase shifters and sometimes attenuators that must be controlled
and driven so as to provide a time-varying linear phase shift and con-
stant amplitude shading across the aperture. The parallel-processing i
system, on the other hand, may be completely parallel and employ

a digital computer for processing. The basic form of a parallel-
processing direction-finding system is shown in Figure 1.

SPECIAL PURPOSE POCESSOR

COHERENT -

ANTENNA RECEIVER QUADRATI)RE OICISION-INIORIMC
ELEMENTS FRONT-ENDS DETECTION Ak"y 11110CMiNG

4
A

0oM t A- 0 "N

AND

INi $II.,T O

r AA-u I.~

Figure 1. Basic direction-finding system
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The coherency requirement on the parallel receiver is not so
severe as might be expected. Fixed errors and mismatch in both
phase and amplitude can be compensated in the computer. The prin-
cipal requirement is good tracking, especially in phase, over the
expected input and temperature ranges, so that the channels remain
matched to within the specified tolerance as a function of time and input
level. Beam-forming may or may not occur within the computer,
depending on the application. The output is a set of angle estimates.

DECISION -THEORETIC PROCESSING

The antenna processing that is implemented in a digital proces-
sor can be derived from a decision-theoretic formulation of the prob-
lem of multiple-target direction-finding. The result is unconventional
processing that typically involves a multidimensional search for a
global maximum. The outcome of this processing is resolution well
beyond the Rayleigh limits. In general, if the location of N sources
is to be estimated, an N-dimensional search is required. A great
deal of time and effort has gone into this problem to reduce conver-
gence time and processing complexity. It has been found that simpler
and less time-consuming search procedures can be used if the sources
are far apart.

APPLICATIONS

The basic direction-finding system shown in Figure I is the
central component in a variety of possible applications. If additional
estimates or decisions are to be made, this capability is incorporated
into the processor. Because of the analogy between multiple-bearn
processing in the spatial domain and multiple-doppler filter processing
in the temporal frequency domain, most of the direction-finding
techniques can be carried over into the doppler frequency domain. In
addition, learning techniques may be used; these will be discussed
shortly. In principle, the general system in Figure I is also suitable
for communications systems. In addition to the direction-finding
system (usually needed, especially for moving systems), there must
be a decoder a,,d communications output. The fundamental problem
is bandwidth. For the computer to handle large modulation band-
vwidths, the A/D and computer cycling time must be very short. State-
of-the-art computers now have cycling times on the order of 10 ns
(100-MHz bandwidth). If larger bandwidths are to be sampled, com-
puters may be paralleled in frequency (i. e. , they may sample adja-
cent bands).

The basic direction-finding system can be supplemented or
modified so that a digital computer plus auxiliary sensors and elec-
tronics carries out all necessary operations. In addition to those
discussed, navigation, mapping, telemetering and many other appli-
cations exist for decision-theoretic systems. For example, essentially
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all aircraft operations could be performed by a single digital computer '
so equipped and programmed. An interesting application is in non-
planar or conformal arrays. Many of the problems associated with
such arrays are resolved because of individual processing of each
element output and the fact that no scanning is required.

I

THE ULTIMATE RADAR SYSTEM

Up tn this point receiver processing has been considered, and
angular location estimation or direction-finding has been emphasized.
These concepts can be generalized to multiple parameter estimation
and multiple hypothesis testing (decision and identification). The
transmitter as well as the receiver is controlled by probability feed-
back in which adaptive learning is employed. j

The general space-time learr.Ing system is shown in Figure 2.
Only four channels of the system are shown for convenience. Each

go*I

ARRAY ANALOG- TO-OIGI TAI

I/ TRASM TTE',I -0.-- .- '

I i

TR I /

UNITST
A

rfh IqSC

AN•0 oo OSCILLATORE --0

Figure 2. General space-tirrie learning system (four channels)
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module is an antenna array, which can be one or more elements. Each
module is connected through a transmitter/receiver unit and a conven-
tional receiver with quadrature demodulators down to an analog-to-
digital converter. There are eight parallel channels in the system
because of the quadrature outputs.

The A/D outputs are fed to the digital computer which carries
out decision-theoretic processing such as estimation, decision-
making, etc. This information can be displayed or used for automatic
weapon firing or for whatever purpose desired. In addition to the
display, there is internal feedback, to be described in Figure 3, that

t MPORAL NONLINEAR WlICHTEO
FILTERING OPERATIONS SUMMING

IOENTIFICATION)

_ 6E S T IM A T S :

MUL TIPLE
BEAM -

FORP. INC

FROM ANALOG- -,-'I* MiAeRI

TO-OICI YAL (50it il
CONVER TER 5 IFifd ) - iFOR

I$SILE

L 4CONTROL

II

', rRGBABILITr OtSTRIBuTION UPOAT|NG
Iri;F ORV.A TION

(StCNATLRE SI

TRA.SITIER PAqA-.!ETRIC
CONTROL
(PR'.R'Af 'LITY r (D ACK

10 TRAS$K4I TER)

Figure 3. Digital computer processor for receiver

updates or upgrades the probability distributions from which the deci-
sions and estimates are made. This probability feedback is adaptive
to the environment and corrects errors in the initial assumptions that
were used in making the a priori probability distriburions, The revised
probability distributions 7re -edh-back to the transmitter. For example,
suppose that the probability distribution in target location x is available
in the conputer. This distribution can then )e fed back to the beam syn-
thesis network ior the transmitter. The master ,scillator and nodulator
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provide the transnitted signal. This beam-synthesis network then
modifies the antenna array transmission pattern to conform with the
probability distribution in x. Indeed, the transmitting pattern could
have the same shape as the distribution in x. In any case, it should
be related to it in such a way that the major portion of the transmitted
energy is concentrated in the region indicated to be most likely by the
probability distribution in target location. The feedback is a continu-
ously adaptive process that gradually changes the transmitting pattern
from a broad uniform type of coverage, such as used in search. to a
narrow peaked type of coverage such as in track.

L

The internal feedback is shown in Figure 3, which is a diagram
of the digital computer processor for the receiver. This figure shows
the major operations that occur within the computer. The inputs are
from the A/D converter, and generally there is some sort of weighted
averaging or spatial filtering such as multiple-beam forming. The
various frequencies in the input are then isolated by digital filters,
which form the temporal filtering section. This filtering is followed
by nonlinear operations such as target location estimation and linear
operations such as weighted summing for estimation of parameters,
for example, the quadrature component parai.aeters. The estimation
and decision operations then yield decisions including resolution and
discrimination against clutter (e. g. , target identification) and various
estimates necessary for reference control or other uses. These
estimates principally target(s) position in three coordinates and pos-
sibly rates in those coordinates.

The estimates and decisions are also used for probability distri-
bution updating. These estimates are combined in a weighted fashion
to form a sampling of parameters, and this random variable, whose
distribution is computed from observations, is added in a properly
weighted fashion to the a priori random variable that has an assumed
distribution. As a function of time, the weighting for the observed
probability distribution increases compared with the weighting for the
a riori distribution. In other words, as the statistical significance
of Me observed data increases, the weighting for that term becomes
greater and the weighting for the a priori assumed distribution becomes
less. Thus, both the estimated parameters and the stored a priori
parameters are used in the probability distribution updating procedure.
The probability distribution updating is then fed to the computer
(receiver parametric control) to update the distribution from which
these decisions and estimates are made. At the same time, the prob-
ability distribution resulting can be fed to the transmitter as described
in Figure 2. This technique is called probability-state-vector feed-
back but differs from ordinary feedback systems in that the state-
vector is not operated on to yield the control vector directly, but
rather is used to generate probability distributions and affect the
transmitting pattern waveform in such a way that the system perfor-
mance is greatly improved.
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COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
A
I

Numerous computer simulations have tested the computer
processing and algorithms. These simulations show the direction-
finding system to be superior to conventional systems in practically
all respects. As an example, consider the results in Figure 4. This
figure is a plot of rms error in location versus separation of unequal

1.0

M -16

CONVENTIONAL

D OECISION.THEORETIC

TARGET NO. 2 (7?dd SNI

05

cc TARGET NO. 1 (13.,d8S NR)

0 1 0 2.0 3.0 4.0

SEPARATION OF SIMULATED TARGETS, numtber of beaffImdths

Figure 4. Two-target direction finding

sources. The rms error for both targets remains at approximately
0. 1 beamwidth essentially independent of their operation, while the
rms error in the conventional syst-m increases markedly for opera-
tions less than two bearnwidths. In fact, at one beamwidth separation,
the error for one target ''goes to in~inity"; that is, the system no
longer recognizes that there are t?'o targets and instead estimates the
centro.d of the two targets as if it were one target. This figure implies
that the resolution capability of the conventional system is one beam-
width whereas it is much less for a decision-theoretic system.
Typical design objectives for the decision-theoretic system at high
SNR are resolution of 1/10 beamwidth with angular estimation accu-
racies of 1/20 beamwidth.

Figure 5 shows the accuracy of direction estimates for three
ve ry closely-spaced targets at high SNR. A bearnwidth for the scale
shown is d/\ sine 6 = 0. 25. The targets are mutually separated by
0. 1 bearnwidth. As can be seen, the estimates are extremely good,
particularly when averaged over several data sets.
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Figure 5. Three-target direction
finding (8 element array)

CONCLUSIONS

The direction-finding system can be used as a fundamental
building block in the development of systems of various applications.
The system can be used as a radar or communications systems and
for various other applications. The array need not be planar. The
estimation accuracy and resolution capacity are high and can be
continually upgraded by space-time learning.

I
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~I. Introduction i

Chebyshev polynomials are often used to design arrays for _

uoptimum patterns. The Dolph-Chebyshev pattern is optimum in the

sense that for a given sidelobe level the bearnwidth is minimum, or
conversely, a given beamwidth the sidelobe level is minimum.

The sidelobes of this pattern are all equal. Although the Dolph-
Chebyshev pattern is, in this way, mathematically unique, its side-
lobe behavior is not flexible enough for a number of applications.
For example, when using directive elements the far-out sidelobes

Fof the array pattern need not be equal to the near-in ones. Also,

in order to minimize the external antenna noise effect for the case
of non-uniform temperature distribution, the sidelobes of the array
pattern should be such as to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio. 1

Therefore, it is useful to provide a synthesis procedure which can
give a more flexible sidelobe behavior and still is optimum in the
Dolph-Chebyshev sense. Such a technique is discussed in this paper.

IL. Optimurn Polynomials
7I

A class of optimum polynomials which includes the Chebyshev
polynomials as a subclass and is suitable for array synthesis will be
given. For our purpose, the pattern of an array is considered to be
optimum if for a given peak sidelobe level the beamwidth is mini-
mum, or conversely, for a given beamwidth the peak sidelobe level

~is minirnum. The problern so stated does not have a unique solution

as the peak sidelobe can occur anywhere outside the main beam and
in the visible range. It becomes well defined when the sidelobe
envelope is specified to within an arbitrary constant. For the Dolph-
Chebyshev patterns, the sidelobe envelope is always a constant line.
Figure I shows an example of a general optimum polynomial.

4

Let Pn(z) be the array polynomial and Qm(z) the sidelobe
envelope, where n >> m. The array polynomials Pn(z) which have
all the following properties will be denoted as Pn, m(z):

(i) All zeros of Pn(z) are real, distinct ano in t finite
interval (a, b).

(ii) All zeros of Pn(z) + Qm(z) and Pn(z) - Qm(z) in (a, b)
are of multiplicity 2.

S(iii) [P2(z) - 2 (z)) has, in addition to (n-i) double zeros,

two single zeros at a and b.
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There exists an algebraic procedure for characterizing these poly-
nornials and the procedure is outlined in the Appendix.

III. Special Types of Optimum Polynomials

The algebraic procedure outlined in the Appendix can be used
to determine various types of optimum polynomials. In particular,
if we let (a,b)= (-1, 1) it can be shown that when Q(z) e, Pr4o(z)

reduces to the Chebyshev polynomials, i. e.

P (z) e cos (n cos z) e T (z) (1),n,o n

The normalization constant can be determined . be

e = ( 1/ 2 )
n -

When the envelope Q(z) e z + el, it is found that the normal-o
ization constant should be

n-I1 4n-Z 2
= -) (I +4 e ) (3)

n-2
Therefore, it is convenient to let c 2 e and write

0
n-i12

Q(z) = ) (Zcz + I + c ) (4)

The corresponding optimum polynomial is then given by

n-I

P (z)-( [T (z) + Zc T (z)+2 T (z) (5)
n, 1 zn n-I n-2

The procedure can be applied to cases of higher degree enve-

lope polynomials. However, for the present study, it is sufficient
to give the following special results:

III. I If Q(z) is antisymnetric about z 0, we then have

P (z)- z P (z) (6)n, m n-1, m-1

-1-1-3
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Z I( all zeros of Q zi are: -,oa at- in .1, 1) L. e. when

r..,z 2n -:.. !5 <1 7

L nparziiar

r-. 1. L

T h nr c! dtJred -0~ c -A Lan be identified

Thu o'nia1~0"scrih-eJI i,- It ar-f. :11 c. bl-. used to generate
a.*,, pa'O.erni in 'he fio'o%ini mTanne~r. n7Lh poly;.omials P nm(Z)

is -_st' v;,,ti a 2r:4 i elrzieilt array ais- the- trixsfor -mation lm

a -4~ (10)

A e e . kd A r s s d i r cl a 1 lr va r iable 2 f or the poly -
nn-niial am~i tl-lt -a riaijl.: e! t%-w a.ray pattrrr.. Figure 2 shows the

..-(r sp,3cr.F d Z. , "'iatnel 2 has mi,_-A.n t~at

~z 4 i~b(1

(. t sd~eri~~i'e by :he sidelobe level

AL. t.;iu of ,i.rrent coeih . a. fly -an be obtained
'.r~~y l~ilt' r~~ 1- /' d- array pattern
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The directivity of array patterns can be expressed directly

in terms of the polynomial P(z). In general, we have

If the spacing is half wavelength, then

z

oPz dzz

D d 1Pfz)1/ f (14)
0 4z (z (+z)

V. Patterns With Monotonically Increasing Sidelobes

The optimum polynomials Pn 1 (z), given by the expression

(5) in III, can be used to obtain array patterns with monotonically

increasing sidelobes. For this purpose, we let c be a negative

number. The amplitude of the number c should be selected so as to

get the desired slope of the sidelobe envelope. Once this is done,

the array design can then be carried out according to the procedure

outlined in IV.

The class of optimum polynomials Prb I(z) leads to patterns

with linear sidelobe envelopes. More general optimum polynomial

Pn, m(z) can be derived for patterns with non-linear sidelobe

envelopes.

VI. Patterns With Monotonically Decreasing Sidelobes I
The clais of optimum polynomials, given by the expression

(9) in III

mI
(z) =e z T (z)

n, m 0 n-m

can be used tu. obtain array patterns with monotonically decreasing

sidelobes. Some numerical computations were performed for small

arrays (n 5 8). Array properties are evaluated. These include the
sidelobe level, the beamwidth, the current coefficients and the

directivity. In addition, asymptotic beamwidth expressions together I
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with an expression relating the beamwidth, the sidelobe level and

the effective aperture length are derived for large arrays.

VII. Summary

A class of optimum polynomials which includes the Chebyshev
polynomials as a subclass is defined. These polynomials are useful

for array synthesis. In particular, the synthesis technique can give
a more flexible sidelobe behavior than that obtainable with the
Chebyshev polynomials. The application of these polynomials for

the array design has been discvssed.
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APPENDIX A

ALGEBRAIC CHARACTERIZATION OF
OPTIMUM POLYNOMIALS

Let

n n-i
P( =z + a z + ... + a (Al1)

n n

mn mn-1rQ (z) e z + e z +...+e (AZ)
Lm 0n o m

where the coefficients of the envelope polynomial Qm(z) are assumed

to be given, except for the constant em. For the even case, we thus

have

n-I n-1. 2
P (z)-Q (z) (z-a) (z-b) (z + bz +...b )(A3)

Zn m 1 n-i

P Zn(Z) + Q M(Z) (7, + c rz-+ .. n i (A4)

which give Zn algebraic equations relating Zn unknowns =b 1 b, .

bn- 1 c 1, ce,. cn, em. The coefficients of the optimum polynomial

PZn, m~(z) are determined by

j-I1
abb, (a+ b)Z b +b

1O i ,-i P0 ~-l-iib1 i-Z-i I-2n+mnII
i=0 i Zi -n+ m (A5)

1, 2......n.

Similarly, for the odd case, wc have

n n-i 2
P n~ (Z) - Q M(Z) (z -b) (z + b z +. ... +b n (A6)

n n-i
P (Z) +Q (Z) (z -a) (z + cz + .... +cW (A7)

Zn+l I M I n/
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which give 2n+1 algebraic equations relating Zn+1 unknowns:
b 1 , b2, ... bn, c , c2, '' cn, em. The coefficients of the optimum
polynomial P2n+1 m(z) are determined by

2 2-i

a= E= bb b _ b~b +
a' 0 bi2-i - -=0 i j-i-l e£-2n+m

£ 2-1 (A8)

F"i:0 cic,-i a 0 ic£-i-i -£-2n+m

= 1, 2, .... 2n+1

In equations (A5) and (A8), it is assumed that a o = b o = c o = 1 and
hi= cj = e£ = 0 where i <0.

To show that the above formulation gives the Chebyshev poly-

nomial as a special case, we let all coefficients of the envelope,
except em = e, be zero. Then equations (A5) and (A8) can be sum-
marized as

2 2 n-i 2
P (z) - e = (z-a) (z-b). 1i=l (z - z.) (A9)

d n-i
dz P (z) = n -) (A10)

The above two equations can be combined to give the following dif-

ferential equation

P (z = e n'[P (z) aa)(z-b) (A10)
dz n ' n

with the initial condition

P (b) = e,
n

the solution of the differential equation (AIO) is

-1 2z-(a~b)](Al
P (z) = e cos [n cos (Al)

n b-a

which is a shifted Chebyshev polynomial. The following special

cases are readily obtained.
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() (a, b) =(1, 1), P (z) =e c o a(n coBs z) e eT (z) (A 12)
n n

(ii) (a, b) =(0, 1), P (z) =e cos [n coB (Zz-1)]= eT (Zz-1)
nn

(A l3) AA

A
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BACKGROUND

The antenna requirements for radar, communications, aircraft control and
intelligence data have placed severe burdens on space available on ships, air- A

craft and spacecraft. The packing of many antennas into the limited space has
created an additional problem, and has led to the use of one antenna to perform
several functions. An obvious requirement under such an arrangement is the
ability to rapidly position the antenna beam to various points in space.

Important objectives of the effort to develop shipborne radar systems to
satisfy military needs have been broad-spectrum signals, low-sidelobe antennas,
and bearing agility. Previous studies have shown that the circular-array
type of antena is effective in meeting these objectives. (See list of references,
p. 31.) The use of a linear array as an element of a cylindricai array has been a
natural outcome of the wide-spectrum ring-array development. This report presents
the results of an investigation into the elevation- and azimuth-scanning properties
of such a configuration, and into techniques for array beam steering.

APPROACH

One method of controlling the antenna (that is, steering the pencil beam)

is by means of a small digital control computer. The control system is designed
to use commercially available integrated circuit devices except for the phasor
drivers and test circuits. Logic or control devices to satisfy these requirements
were not available commercially; therefore, design details of the driver and test
circuit are presented.

The analysis of the cylindrical array is greatly simplified by assuming a
separable-aperture distribution and considering the array as a combination of ring
and linear arrays. Certain assumptions have been made, and short descriptions
of some of the analytical techniques are given.

ANALYSIS OF CYLINDRICAL ARRAY*

CZNERAL

The cylindrical array can be considered to consist of a stack of identical
ring arrays.' We denote the complex excitation of the pth element in the qth ring
by 'pq= I(cp, z,), where ap is the angular location of the pth and z is the z-axis

*Excerpt from re'erence 4.
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location of the qth ring. The coordinate system is shown in figure 14-1. The beam

is assumed to be pointed in the p= 0 direction in azimuth, corresponding to the
a= 0 reference point of the element location. The beam is stepped around the

cylinder by redefining the a = 0 reference to the desired position.
All elements are assumed identical, symmetrical, equally spaced, and

pointed along the radius vector. Thus, the azimuth element pattern can be ex-
pressed as a function of bp-a 1. In general, the azimuth pattern depends on the

elevation angle 0. The complex element pattern is denoted by G(q-a 8), with

the phase referenced to the center of the ring in which it lies. Thus, if it is

assumed that the phase center is at the element,

G(p-a,O) IG(9-a,6)l expl jk p cose cos(p-a) (1)

The far field is ]
E*,2) I G(q-ap,O) expljqul (2)

n q IP1
where

u = kd sin 6
d = spacin~g between elements in vertical direction

k = 2TT/A

A beam can be formed in the direction T- 0, e--6, by exciting all elements

to add in phase in that direction (beam cophasal excitation). Thus, in view of (1)

and (2) we requi
Ipq = Itpqi exp I-jkpcos 60 cos cap- jquol (3)

where u, = kd sin eo.

In (3) the phase terms are separated in ap and zQ, where Z,= qd. This

allows us to assume a current distribution of the form

1(ap Zq pa I (a (p) 1( e ) (Z )= l
( a ) I (e  i 4a)

with

I a I 1p expl-jhpcos 6o cos a p (4b)

and

el - ,(et exp I-'quo] 4c)

The superscripts (a) and (c) indicate azimuth and elevation distributions.

respectively. Note that the azimuth distribution depends on the beam-pointing

angle in both azimuth and elevation, whereas 1.(' depends only on 60. Writing

the current distribution in the form (4a) allows us to write the pattern (2) in

the form

11
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The continuous distribution can be .-eplaced by M elements located at

2rT
a - (p+() p O, 1,2. Nf-I

where f is a fraction that indicates the position of the beam with respect to the
first element. It can be showns that

" - O ~'(O O= F n (6) cs [(r' n) ,-2Trrf ()

(6) is the desired pattern plus an error term. For spacing s of less than

a half wavelength, only the r = 0 term is significant. For spacing less than one
wavelength, only r=0 and r= 1 contribute, and so forth. The error term's primary
contribution to the pattern is in the form of a grating lobe,

STAGGERED ARRAY*

Staggering alternate columns of elements on the cylinder is an effective
means of extending the elevation-scanning angle for a given ring-to-ring spacing
d and maintaining a small grating lobe.'

Consider the staggered array as a superposition of two regular arrays.

each with the normal number of rings Q hut only half the number of elements in

each ring !. The suharras are identical except one is rotated by halt" a spacing

in azimuth and is raised by half a spacing in the vertical direction, with the phase

compensating for the dislocation. The ring-array patterns for the subarrays can ix-
written as follos, from K(6):

Array - The beam in the direction of the first elemcnt: that is, f 0.

Il= [R ) j I, o ( cos nm.1 () 1 1 0 0 b, (8) cost _ -n)
2 -2

+ I(0) 1- I,,0°  /"\f-,, cos Of -n) (p (7)

The r = 2 term, which ordinarily would not contribute (for s <A) is included,
because the spacing is now double the normal spacing.

Array 11 - The beam is in a direction halfway between two elements; that is, 1=0.5.

*l, xc'rpt froin reference 4-
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E~ll= fRe) i,: V 0 o nip-f () 1 1,(O e CS n)i
nn 2'

+ fe) I V CS(M(0 8
n cos (M-n) ()

4
If the array were not staggered, each ring would have Nf elements and a pattern

E .e F ~ 0 (0 cos (N--n) C (9)
kf-

RELATED STUDIES

Two studies have been made of factors which have direct influence on the
complexity of the control system - that is, the amount of data to be stored and
transferred for each beam and the time required for the data transfer. One study l

addressed the effect of bit phase errors on array performance. The other study
investigated the short pulse behavior of the array.

The results of the bit ohase error study Id to the selection of 3-bit phase
shifters as an optimum choice with respect to array performance, complexity and
cost. For example, the type of phasors used affects the costs, since 4-bit phasors
require ten diodes, 3-bit phasors require eight diodes, and 2-bit phasors require
six diodes. Furthermore, the cost of the control system is dependent on the num-
her of bits that must be controlled. Closely related to cost is complexity, with
resulting overall reliability decreasing as the number of phase bits is increased.
The study concluded that 2-bit phasors would lead to unacceptably high sidelobes
and possible distorted beams. It was determined that the use of 3-bit rather than
4-bit phasors could result in only a slight decrease in performance.

The short pulse behavior study was made to determine the behavior of the
cylindrical array antenna for short pulse experiments. In the usual operation of a
phased array steered by phase shifters, all phase shift increments are less than
360 degrees, and the transit time of the energy through the array varies due to the
omission of wavelength multiples; this omission of deiays produces pulse dis-
tortion with resulting system degradation. As a result of this study and considera-
tion of power handling capability of the time delay units, the aperture is being
divided into 12 subarrays - six for elevation scanning divided into two subarrays
for azimuth scanning.

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF CYLINDRICAL ARRAY

The antenna was designed to operate over the frequency range of 2.9 to
3.5 GlIz. The array will be steered by phase in both elevation and azilnuth. In

t normal operation of the cylindrical array phase steering is used in elevation only,
and azimuth scanning is accomplished by commutation of the excitation distribution.
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However, in the system to he described, only a 60 degree arc of the cylinder is
implemented; hence azimuth scanning can be accomplished by phasing, as in the
planar array, with no commutation of the amplitude distribution.

The antenna consists of 1:344 active elements arranged in 42 columns of
32 elements, as pictorially illustrated in rigure 14-2. These columns lie along the
generators of a cylindrical surface, occupying a (0 degree sector. Alternate
columns have a vertical displacement of one-half of the vertical element spacing.
This configuration is used because of its superior scanning properties. Each
element has an associated diode digital phase shifter with three additive phase I
units of 180, 90, and 45 degroes. The state of each phase shifter is represented
by an integer between 0 and ;, this being the phase shift setting in 45 degree
units. The tlre hits of this nuinlbr in binary form correspond directly to the 180,
90, and 4.5 degree units o f the phase shifter. Digital control techniques are directly
applicable in this nthod of individual phase control and, hence, in antenna beam
steering.

In general, energy incident upon the antenna frowi a particular direction
excites each receiving clement with a different phase. The phase shifters behind
each clement are used to equalize the output phases of all elements so that sum-
mation will give maximum signal amplitude. The correct setting of the phase
shifters can place the direction of maximum response (the beam position) anywhere
within a selected area. In general, each beam that is formed requires a different
setting of all 1:344 phase shifters. It is clear that even modest beam agility re-
quires some form of automatic control. A photograph of the antenna is presented
in in figure 14-3.

The steering circuitry is designed to place the beam in any one of 90W)
beam positions within the azimuth sector of plus or minus 25 degrees and with
elevation limits of plus 30 degrees and minus 15 degrees. A

zA
6
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A

-U D
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4
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01
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CMUIGEE ETPHASE VALUES owhcthsu isddscn-

Asillustrated in figure 14.2, the indices mn and n give the column and row
loctioihol'heelements. The elenments lie at locains fur which the sum (If'm

and iso%(n (te coic ofthis set o h e o hc h uni d scm
pletely arbitrary). The required phase shifter setting, at the clement location
)m,n) to form a beami with the coordinates (W, (p) is given by

Prim = 8iii Cos 6' - 8A Sin W Cos (p,+ m~j - Ip) (10)

T1im- expruss ion is ratluced to nioclius 8 and rounded to the nearest integer.
S.%n~bol tfelfit iois are:

Pmia thc: digital phase shifter setting at element (m,n).

A the radius of' the cylindrical array ini wavelengths. (26i.3)

D the spacing hetween rows of elements in wavelengths;
(0.36i25) enuivalenitly, one-aialt the spacing lx'tween elemrents
along column., in wavelengths.

Azimuth location of the referene column (m =(I column).

Angular spaceitig betweena the c'ert ical col unins of* elemenits:
(-1.4 degree-s), equ ivalemNtl~, one-halIf the angular spac hag

lsetvieen elements along rows.

For this antenna, til-. indices m anid ni take (in -1? and 64i consecutive in-
teg*!r values respectivelN. The elemei-ts lie at lattice locat ions For which the-
sunm (if in and n is even. The- irndices (naiji) can take oii posit ive or WiltiVe .ates

'F he range for ii is arii'it rary , s;ince the adill 01'a o a Liii ist.1i at, va I a toi all ii va ucs
simply changes all phase '<:aines by the same amount. TheIK rang~e of na values.
however. must be cams ish with the choice of'(p_ the locat ion ad" the azimuth

a refereice colimii.
It is app~larenit that the above cqu ationiiust Ix! solved for I 111 phalse

%V s fair each aterna lwana wxsition.

BEAM SITCHING REQUIREMENTS

Onice the antenna abasors have lk'ei set to f'ori thc d~es ired be'am, the2
imatel ma can traiis mit rai r piulIses . 'lac nteirmi pha sa rs m is t thena rein aiii set for
tli i .- Iai ios it ian unt il sufficient tirxe has passe~l fior the eniergy to returni from
thil iiaximuain rang( .:) '.V radar if' cethimuaas ramnc cove~rage is des-ired. The
iefatioaa~hili lK't.Ia~fn tn- N~amitiili. tiflai wiid mrax~imaun raiige is

t(111aitrasecamiids) (20 1WP ia. (kilaimL-Wrs) (1

A .'it-kilaiaaetar :aiga (abiouat 27 miaut ical wii as)u'.~irus 333 nii(risecowials

llo%%wIa'r, somewhat less time woild Ix, avai iable for the ('ominater to tratis-I far the phase aldues (and aither dlata Aords) to Oie attnna for the next beani
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position. The computer must also communicate with RADAR control and lx-, orw
housekeeping and other operations during this time. For shorter ranges of otxra-
tion, considerably less time may be available to transfer control information to
the antenna.

Due to the inherent beam switching capability of this electronically A
scanned antenna (that is, consecutive beams may be formed in any desired direc-
tion within antenna scan limits), many scan patterns are possible and may be

4~implemented under computer control.

DESIGN APPROACH FOR ANTENNA CONTROL

Several methods of setting the phase values onto the antenna were con-
sidered. The method to be implemr-ated does not involve memory devices at the
individual antenna elements and reuires less storage capacity for phase informa-

tion within the computer.
The method doscribed here, ,' d illustrated in the block diagram of figure 144, A

provides for the summation of two 1-h - binary numbers at each antenna element.
Although only three bits of the 4-bit adder output are used to control each phasor,
four bit numbers are summed at each element to avoid excessive rounding errors.

Each dot on the element array schematic in figure 14-4 represents the location
of an element and the point at v'hch the intersecting data buss values are summed
to provide the 3-bit phase value fot each element. Note that the rows run horizon-
tally (numbered I through 64) and the columns run vertically (numbered I tnirough
42). Examination of equation (10) reveals that the phase setting at element (mn)
is the sum of two terms, and that for a given beam (W', 1) the first term in the
expression is linear. That is, the value of this term depends only upon the row
in question - n times r constant. Thi. permits a straightforward method of pro- j
ducing all row data from a single number, the number being 8D Cos 0'. The block
labeled "Row Multiplier" operates on the number contained in one of the two
Row Input Registers and provides a 4-bit number to each of the 64 rows. The
second term of equation ({0) includes the cosine of a function of m for a given i
beam (8', cp). Unlike the row values, this term cannot be readily generated for the
column values by a similar technique. The columv term is more complex because
it includes a correction to compensate for the curvature of the cylindrical surface.
The values to be fed along the columns are precomputed and stored in the computer. I
The values are transferred to the approp.-iate column shift register, which supplks
each oi7 the 42 columns with 4-bit values. Notice that there Pe four sets of
registers in figure 14-4, each set consisting of two identical registers labeled A and
B. The block labeled -- .<er Select" will connect the contents of register ..\

or register B to the antei,.t h rador) as commanded by the computer, control
logic. I

Two sets of re:mistrs are being employed to avoid loss of antenna htani
control during the time required to load the registers for a ne%% beam position. The
registers will be individually a'dressable for loading. This will permit greater
ve"satilitv in antenna control and should reduce the complexity of the control and
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W timing logic. As can be seen, the antenna will not be usable during the time re-
quired for the data to propagate from the selected register set to the antenna ele-
ment phasor. The time delay through the row multiplier circuits will be less than
0.5 microseconds.

The radar will send beam control information to the computer. It w.ll also
send syncronizing information to the control and timing section to be used to
prevent antenna beam switching during radar transmission periods. The current

t- beam number will be constantly available to radar from the selected beam number
register.

REQUIRED BEAM POSITIONS/COMPUTER STORAGE

As indicated by equation (10), the number of possible beam positions is
essentiallN infinite. This nmans that to have all beam positions available re-
quires the on-line computation of phase values for e'ach nt'w I)aMI, Since storage
of phase values for every beam 1p.sition is clearly not possible. Study of equa-
tion (10) has indicated that several milliseconds are required to computu the phase
settings for a ne% beam, even with the faste.t computer. Again, this method is
not practica! for high-speed antenna scanning.

The method which seems most reasonable is that of storlig phase valts
for a preselected numi'r of' len Issitions. It is estimatcd that 9(M lIx'am posi-
tions. (30 in azimuth aud 30 in elevation, which Iwrmit-, about a .15 degree scan in
each plane), or less. will provide sufficient accuracy and coverage. Again
refeiring to equation (10), c ose inspection shows that its Nal11 is tuIChatIM'd if

m is increased by one at the same time that 4, is increased 1k pi. Tiis means that
the moving of all phase settings on the antenna to the left (or right) by one co!umn
moves the main xant in azimuth by pi - about 1.4 degrees. This fact is irnltirtant
with respect to the amount of storage space reliieild %% ithin lie coupliter. By
storing phase vatuK tables over an extended range ofm value(s, it is fotind that one
such able will provide the correct phases for all azimuth teai!s l the same ele-
vation, angle. Therefore, the numl)er of tahlcs in store will Ix, exatctiv equal to the
total numlber of required elevatioln ieani positions rather than equal to the total
nimilx-.- of beams. The length of each table is directly related to t!, namer of

required azimuth beam positioli . Also, for sequential azimuth scanning the
computer is required to transfer only four bits of deta into the column shift register
that is connected to the antenna (fig. 14-4). This process of transferring four bits of
data contianues until tK' eam reach(s its azimituth liuit. At this tinx' the alternate
set of registes (which have I)Uen loaded with the next e etvation position data)
would IV counected to the antenna. This pro -edure would provide a it ll raster
scan. Clearly, a limited raster scan over a :Ipeciflied area can also h. achieved by
a similar procedure. It should he realized that all other operating modes relquire
the transfer of a complete new set of data for each iw beam: the san data trans-
fer tiny' as for ra.;dom beam positioning.

Figure 14-5 is an example of the actual phase settings required to form a
beam at e' = 70 degrees and q, = 20 degrees.
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DATA STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

Recall that forty-two 4-bit words and one 10-hit word are required to set
all antenna phasors for a given boant. Also, additional beams in azimuth (fot that
elevation position) can be generated for each new .1-bit value that is Shifted il'to
the column shift register. This means that for :30 azimuth beams the storage
space tequired izs fortyN-two 4-bit words for the first beamn plus twenty-nine 4-bit
words for the next 29 beams. Also, twelve 3-bit time delay words must Lx, stored

for each beam position.
Tlhe storage requirements lier elevation pos itin (301 azimuth becams) are,

71 41-bit vailues (columns)
r I 1 0-bit %almies (rows)

360t 3-bit \alIties iLime le layi)

Cions idering a l64)hit computer vord, this equates to eight.N-seven tb-bit words jx'r
elevationi position. F~or :30 elevation positions, the nminimunm storage requirement
for bevam data is 2,6l 0 computer \Nords. Tlhis tissunfwCs maxiflitin packiig oif (data.

'The following e-%pression gives the minimum number of l(-bil words re-
(larod 1tti iw\ selected nuiiier of elev-ation and az.inuth beam posit ions.

N iil.: 1, (1 On, + 15). -A 1*

Witere l. 1 , Numbexr of elevat ion licanis
(12)

li z Niumlx'r of az i iot bcanis

N Number of' 1(-hit words

S;torage ret i em 'its for the runinng provirams, arce no t as ea ;ii computed
it this t iiw', I however, it is quite reasontahle to expect the total core reqitireniett
%\ill c'xcced *l1000t \%ords . Sinice computers general l are ntot avai ilale with less
thanii .1000 %wrc blocks, ,f iior\, this application then will require an 8(X1t(-word

ifiiiior\ comiputer. P'rov isioni \ill lie unade tot- add itioinal ineuori\ if reqitiruhI.

SPEED/OUTPUT REQUIREMENTS

Ars~ s pr' vtous I y in dic ated , the getera r c inire mett is for t\%cn'tY vit-bit dhat a

\%i to Is' trii ii~.ul fur cacti beani. lHItis dat a \%ill h(be div~idecd amng fourIst-prat&' register.s. 'Iherefore, the oiitlput sequence will he to addresF a register
and lien output its data aittil the 20t %,ords are transtiorren.

I hce tit' comnpute r programii hits i nix' rpreted the comn nid front radar and
toii the block 'T (ita to Is' transferred to the antennait jt most make severa! mrore

.. ir luit io 4 1, i,imiI ;ino r-unhiod' t' ,' e ''i hiztur tntigt'r h lt,
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memory references to output the phase data and control words. The instruction
execution time (for one particular computer) to transfer the 20 data words, address
the specific registers and output one required control command, requires up to
103 microseconds. The memory cycle time of this machine is 0.86 microseconds.
The 103-microsecond time is for programming each word out through the central
processing unit. If the optional buffer channel feature is considered for this ma-
chine, the same tiansfer takes 48.9 microseconds. 'rtie data for the coltinn shift
register could be tratisferred via such a luffttr channel at memory cycle speeds.
A small machine with this memory speed and a suitable output section should be
adequate to control the antenna for any desired function.

CIRCUIT DESIGN AND PACKAGING

PHASOR DRIVER CIRCUITRY

The schematic diagrams of figure 14-6 illustrate both the driver circuitry re-
quired to control each 3-bit diode phase shifter and the 3-bit phasor. A photo-
graph of the phasor is shown in figure 14-7. The phasor is designed with PIN diodes
three diodes each For the 180-degree and 90-degree phase bits. The 45-degree
phase bit uses two diodes. The 18l)-degree and 90-degree phase bits are of the
switched-line form. The 5-degree phase hit is of the periodically loaded-line
form. As indicated, the diodes in this bit are stub mounted across the main line.

Control requirements for the 180-degree and 90-degree phase bits are iden-
tical. Referring to the 180-degree bit, note that two diodes are labeled D. This
phase bit requires complimentary control - that is, when diodes A are reverse
biased, diode D must be forward biased. This condition produces the long delay
path (180-degree phase shift). The diodes are physically located a distance
equivalent to a quarter-wavelength from the 'r junctions of the phase bit. 'lhc low
impedance of a conducting diode is transformed to a high impedance at the T
junction by the quarter-wave-length line. The two diodes of the 45-deffree hit are
controlled in parallel, either both on or both off. When the diodes are reverse
biased (oft sUte), the 45,-egree phase shift is introduced.

For satisfactory operation, the PIN diodes are driven with a forward car-
rent of :10-35 milliamturvs or a reverse voltage of 90 volts. The diode driver was
designed to interface directly with transistor transistor logic (1T ) and to operate
at the TTI, power supply voltage, 15 volts. The base reference voltage, +3V,
can he derived front the regulated +5-volt supply through a simple series pass
regulator.

.\ssnKe the 180-degree input shown in figure 14-6 is the in the "logic 0'" state
(about 0.2 volts). Q, conducts and the common emitter voltage becomes aboutII
2.5 volts, which is sufficiently low to hold t12 off. About 70 milliamperes is
delivered to the two parallel PIN diodes. The currnt through I) develops -i
reverse bias from base to emitter of '4 :j and holds it off. Since 1)2 is not conducting,
Q4 provides a low impedanc, path from -90 volts to point I), the anode of the
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+5 V ,I
+35 V

180* INPUT 300i 90

30 0Q

1k _9 D E _9

45 INPU Y'0 + 51k

300Q1 51

PHA-SOR SCHEMATIC

Figure 14-6. Phasor driver and phasor schemnatics.

single PIN diode. As the input rises to the "logic I"' state turning (1, off, the
~ommon emittvr %oltage rises until Q 2 conducts (about 3.6 volts). Ahn,,it 35 mnilli-
amperes is delivered to the single PIN diode. The voltage across D2turnsQ
off. Since DPI is not conducting, Q. applies reverse Wias to the pair of PIN diodes.
Switching waveforms are illustrated in figure 14-8. The waveforms illustrate the volt-
age and current for the two-diode side of the phase bit (point A). Figure 14-8 illus-
trates the **tarn-oil" characteristics if the circuit. This switching is initiated
when the input signal changes from the -!ogic 0" state. As indicated, the current
delivered to the diode pair changes from 70 miliiamperes (o zero in ahout 0.41
microseconds. About O.A microseond later Q3 begins conducting and a reverse

current nlows, through the pair of PIN diodes to the -9CWvolt supply. This current
reaches a maximum of 140 milliamperes and then begins decreasing toward zero.
Diode current flow is essentiall) zero after about one microsecond. The diode

reLverse voltage reaches its maximum of -90 volts in less than 2 microSQQofl.

Figure 14-8 illustrates a complete switching cycle. Note that the time rcquired to
-witch the diOdes into conduction is cons iderably le, than the tim reuired to
reve!r(se bias them.
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Figure 14-8. Driver switching sch_,umaiic and waveforms 4upper trace - diode voltage;
lower trace - diode current).
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ELEMENT TEST CIRCUITRY

Test circuitry has been designed as an integral part of the antenna control -

logic. For large arrays it is necessary to provide a method of' tvesting for defective 1

or inoperative control coinponte nts. Random failure of elemtents of phased arra-ys
is a characteristic which ha,_ been called "graceful degradatio.. This means
that array performance degrades gradually as more and more rac initinz elements
cease to operate fully or Nril comipletely. Indeed, the capabilityN of' detecting and
repairing these components as they fail should be available. Alternatively, one
could perform somne sort of periodic manual test and/or inspection or simiply wait
until antenna degradation is reflected in overall poor systemn performance.

1In order to exhaustively test thc P-ntenna it would IV' neccss'-v to samiple
radiated energN at eatch clemnent and measure phase and powei. This mnethod
would be quite e ;pen.-ivo and would introduce additional rl' losses in the systen
due to ttie additional components required.

The test method being implemented lor this arraY provides a -GO--NO GO''
test output fromt each pliasor. Each e leient of the array ha~s at test circ u I which
is des igited to detect fa,-ulty control information up to and itichi(1 ig the IN diodes

in the phit'.e shifter. rhe test circuit monitors C~ie five control inputs to the
phasor, points A, R, C', 1), and E (rig. 14-6). Dring normal cilcuit opcraticn the
volta1ge lvel at any. test point is +0.9) volts or -9t) volts. The test circuit is
des igiied to prov'ide at measuLirable11 outpumt for only. No uiniquie set s of dr i ver input
conumiuids, that is, rniinin phase shill (all inputs low) and nuiximumin phasev sluit
(all inpuits high). This is sufficient to examine all phoasor dliodes , dvivers, and(
related co nt rof ci rcu itrv. The a mnooint of'test c irci tty is calms idera l,. less than -

that required to chck all eight pols ible slutes. Assumie thet all three driver
npt)tS am.- b%. . The voltages at points A\, 11, and C ,;houmld he hi ghn I +.9 volts),I

and at points 1) and V the voltage should bxe low (-91) volts). IFt !, t''ee ianput.N
are raised to the high state, the opposite should he true; poinws A\, It, wi C Iow A

(-90 volts), and points 1) aud K high (-0.9 volts). The logic expre ssion representing3
these two conditions is

A B C D) F': A 13 C 1)l~ K X (13)A

T'his logic will also detect at shorted I N dxisince at shorted d itxle w.illI hold
that point at zero \olts under all input cond1(1it iotns.

TEST CIRCUIT INTL.JFACE

fIn ord~r to inluineiit this Ikst circuit with initegrated circuit logiC. t111
voltages monitored muhist he scaled up to Lompattible levels, A\ siniile resist iV
voltage ii ider, in conjuncition \, ith the integrated circuit input chimlp diodle, i,
used to accomnplish this and is shown as thc Type I input in i-igure 14-9. The rcsis- is-
tors are so chosen that -90 volts at the test point (point I. fig. 14.9'? produces a

slight lv iegatike voltage ot Ihit 2. The clump diode prevents thi. voltage fronti
b-comning morv negamP thtan -4).6 volt--;. This IS the11V gi IClvel. VWen 1)(i11t
I is -0.9 volts, poinit 2 rises to the -'logic I- c~l alxmilt -4vot.
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As indicated above, five of these interface circuits are required per l)hasor.
One circuit for each of the ohasor control inputs, points A through E of figure 14-6.
This will permit detection of a control circuitry malfunction and wi., also detect
shortvl PIN diodes. Al.-,o, this circuit %ill detect open PIN di les at poiats A
and B of figure 14-6. Ily examining driver circuit operation it is seen that if point
A is open (because of open PIN diodes, or connector failure), the PIN diode con-
nected to point I) will be forward biased for both input logic stats. Correspondingly,
the same is true for the 9(-egree driver.

Additional circuitry to detect open diodes is required for points D, E, aiid
C only. The intierface circuitry to accomplish this is illustrated in figure 14-9, Type 2.
Point 3 of this circuit rises to the "logic I" level if the PIN diode or associatod
connector opens.

+5 V I ~INIlEGRATK9 CIRCUJIT ILOGIC

TYPE 10_
2

FACE CIRCUITS PER
PI IASOR ('rEST I '()IN''S)

2 1

TI 1"I

Figure 14-9. Test cucuit interface -chematics. Typcs I and 2.
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TEST CIRCUIT LOGIC

The compiete equation to 6h irnplerntod for test jug till alitArLta11 element
consists of' eight variables

AB CD E FG 11 + A HC 1) E F GI= Y (141)

rho variables F, G, and It aire contributions of the three interface circuits designed
to detect open PIN diodes (fig. 14-9). Note that point 3 of tigure 14-q is always at the

logic U'' level uinder normal operation.
The logic function~ of equationl (14) may he realized diivctlY wit h And or

logic, converlted to its NAND) or NOR equivalent, or perhaps a combination or the
above. Equation (14) expressed in NANI)D anid NOR forin is aq follows:

A BC 1) E F" G 11A It C 1) F F G II Y(6* )

Kquatio 11115) reqa ircs th irteeni iniverters to pr(xluce the colnij)lICIienitS of the %ariahics

A\ through If and to avoid drivinig mo1re- thin) 01140 logit gate Froi~ alyrsistive inter-
faev circuit. Also, two vight-inpat NAND) gates and cme tNi 0-input NAND) gate are
required. 'This reqa ires three inrverter chiips iul t-ree \'.\NI chips, or a total of'
six chips to implenient the circuit. Equation (Ili) could Ix, implenlted with five
ope~n collector inverter chips using the "%%iuvd Olt" technique11 to pr~xluice the NOR
gates. Vight-iiiput NOR eliipo an, not readik avail;able.

K t h t he abhove r'equ ire too mna ny c-hill~s anid too in ii\i .viitvrc '1 nect ions to beI
attractive. lImplemnting equation (I) would requirv- 124 wirt, hazids to initer-
('OMRiLet the five integrated circuit (WC) ch ips.

A\iithur express ion i%\hich requit~res, three W chrips. k-'< than hAlf t~w %e wire
bonlds. 'rid les s W( chip cost li-s tkeii f'ound. Thlis circuit usne \ISI chip anid
two SSI chips. The equaijtion i, mnore coniplcx. and miore logic 1s alt ilized: *vt tire
WC cost Is mids ud th circuIit is- ctilst tO I1Iimplrt. 1-qu11itrori (17) IS tlWt logi1C
e\Jirv-ss ii t or this circitit.

o \e 11) 1.-At") o ( ID? (.\e F") F" CII Y 0 7)

or (A\~ 14) ) (A®( o a I) iIK) V G II Y

lEtputtilolls (1 1) and i17) 4irv Auomi tii IK' iiqi\,illiit its llows

,nladiiig zero %iuliuw terni toi ixrit tictoriiig.

N 11 .\ C4( A 1) K A It U A. 1) 1-: .A It' CA 1) V. A lit .\ ) 1K V 11I

(A It C' 4 .*\ 14( A 1) 1-: 1 V Ii I
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tiii, add inig z.ero -.I Iti tei-m to each factor,

zIL\ A C + A A flc + A\ A BF- A A 1301 I(A A D)E A A) DE

~A [) F, + A A 1) E)I I* 11I

1(. I h+ 1j l):C~ +C)It1(;%I) 4 I)(j\ + j\I F Gil

Y= (AE) 11 (A C) (Ae fB) (A tD ) F 11l (17)

Thue tes circuit log ic d lakrala \\itl thet phasor-driver initerface circauits is
shown in figure 14-10. The circuit utilizes all logic functions on the three IC chips
ex~cept tar one input to t he 8- input NAND gate. As indlicated, a single test output
Y %% ill he protvided for each of the 1241 elements. Unoder the twko i it tvr;t cond ii-
tiolts, this matjtat shoutld be the samce at all elentents.

R~ecall that the antennali is con~structedl in rowvs and :oluniiis of elemnents,
muclh the form of it matrix. This suggests that the 1.1 11 element test otput points
coul 1w fco mb ied in such citawa thlat row-c olaui inrd icators woulId pinpoinat the
faa ltv e leient . TIhis would req a irv one AND) circuit tor each row\ atnd oune A\ND
c ircuit lor each (-olfuit of' the anitenna with appiropriate ro\% and column iiid icators
for eatch of* thet 1016 AND) circtiits. A fa-tult\ clement test output would cause tile
rom\ andc cohtinu indicators wit ich include the faa ltx vlemtent to ii ltimm ate. Ilowe\L!%r.
if two elements are striitaneotislY indicating at fauilt, the row%-colamm circuits
could indclcate up to fouir (dementts. A\ssume the elonments circled in figure 14-11I are

A5V

33k +

Aiur >-O Te!)ici lgc
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4 ~ ELEMENT
* (C3, 5) .

1 0 0

1 2 3 4 .5 .... 41 42

COLUMN

Figure 14-11 Antenna element locations.

outputting fault indications, elements (4, 4) and (2, 2). There are also row-columnl
intcrscctions for the gooxl ceints (4, 2) and ('2, 4). lDuc to the empty array
location.,, the ambiguity occurs only when the elements lie in rows (or columns)
for which the sumn is eveni and are not. located in the saine row or column.

The presence of amibigious indicatiors is obvious by inspection, when they
occur, and may [w isolated quickly by checking the element test circuit outputs
(Y, f ig. 14-10).

The row and column AND circuits will be implemented as shown in fig-
ure 14-12. Single AND gates are not available with the required number of inputs.

The test p)rocedure could be completely automated by returning the row and column
signals to the control computp'r. Periodic testing could then be performed under
operational conditions with brief interruption of antenna operation.
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Figure 14-12. Row and column logic diagrams, test circuitry.

PHASOR DRIVER AND TEST CIRCUIT PACKAGING

Twenty drivers and twenty test circuits were designed and packaged using the thin-
film hybrid-circuit technique. Photographs of the driver and test circuit are shown in figures
14-13 and 14-14. The information obtained from the design and test of these circuits was useful
in designing a thick-film hybrid which includes the control and test electronics required at
each element in the array. A block diagram of this circuit, the adder-driver-test circuit (ADT),
is shown in figure 14-15. A photograph of the completed ADT is shown in figure 14-16.

Low-level TTL logic was used in the test circuit design to reduce power consumption.
This permitted the interface circuits (fig. 14-9) to be designed with higher values of resistance.
The maximum power dissipation for the ADT is 2.4 watts. This occurs when the circuit is
switched to produce minimum phase delay.

The thick-film technique was considered more desirable for this application because
of lower substrate cost and more rapid production, which resulted in a substantial overall
savings. In thick film, the resistors and conductive paths are screen-printed on a relatively
inexpensive substrate. The active devices are mounted in discrete chip form. In the thin-
film circuits referred to above, a gold-clad ceramic substrate was etched leaving the conductor
paths and bonding pads. The resistors and active devices were mounted in chip form, then
interconnected by wire bonding. Although thin-film conductors and resistors can be
constructed by a deposition process, this approach was not considered practical for this
application.
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Figure 14-16. Adder-driver-Lest circuit, thick film.
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A

CONCLUSIONS

A smiall genieral-puirpos.e comnputer is found to be aiccepitable for st~cring
the beani for niany, randomi lxeam positions, (of at cylindrical array' . A getieral-ilurpo(Se
controllecr call also be used for systemn test ing arid evaluation lx'k11115 of its pro-
grammaibic versatilityv. Set-up timec for randomn beani positioning iz, on the order
of l(K) microseconds.

The use (if binary adders at each antenna element to1 produce the element
phase values elimninattes thre dIisadvantages of storage devices (flip-flops): (1)
thre mnethod using Cli p-flops to forrm shift registers; rloiig ro%\s or coluinis requires
much mnoro data -storage cnupac itN in the control co11mput: (2) the~ set-up time to

triinsler data for at given bieami is longe.r, naid c) packaging considerations are niore
stringenit. By keepitig storage devices electrical l\ remnote fromi the antelin c-
i nt s, aind ill sinra II quait it . , the.\ canl be coroj aictl pa nc ka ged and w.ell shielded.I

The conrtl miethod (lescrihlie( allows th is, arid, ws ii resuilt, noise is less likelY
to be it problem.I

The application of' tinick-fi lii in ivr(Oircitit ter ha inues to piroduce the
p ha sor driver and teSt Ci rcA it in ai c 0nnra n package is exp'c ted to( i Oil rove rel ia-

hiIi ty anrd redu ce co st of these c a11m poUt S.

A
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Pattern Analysis of Wideband Circular Sector Arrays

1. Introduction

Because of their low silhouette, high gain directional circular antenna
arrays are natural candidates for communication and radar antenna systems in
space-limited installations such as ships and aircraft. Flat circular arrays
have the lowest possible silhouette and thus present minimum cross-section to
the air drag and the shock wave created by hylersonic flight or by explosion of
either nuclear or conventional weapons.

A basic advantage of circular arrays is their theoretically constant gain
with azimuth beamsteering. Gain variation with elevation steering can be
reduced by thinning of multi-ring concentric arrays.

If single-ring circular arrays are excited co-phasally so that they form
a pencil beam, their patterns are Bessel functions of the first kind and zeroth
order, so long as the element spacings are small. (Ref. 1) The first side-
lobes of this pattern are only 7.9 db below the main beam maximuni, which
accounts for the few radar applications of this antenna type. However,
excitation of one or more rings using an "arc sine feed" allow reduction of
near-in sidelobes of directional circular rrrays. (Ref. 2).

Because of the basic high cost of a circular array it becomes necessary
to minimize the number of elements required to achieve a certain electrical
perormance, such as angular resolution. Also, the effects on this perform-
ance of random element removal due to catastrophic failure have to be studied.
The complexity, and cost, of a circular array can also be reduced by feeding
only a narrow sector instead of the full circle of elements.

In this paper, the use of a digital computer program is described to
study sidelobes for large elem~ent spacings. Various beam steering aspects of
circular arrays are discussed, and beamwidth data are - vn for sectorized
modular arrays. Results for large circular arrays are l.,rsented, and hard.-
ening approaches for various radiator types are included. (See Ref. 3). Due
to the possibility of ablation of protective coatings used for the antenna elements
under thermal load of, e.g., re-entry, these elements may have to be designed
for a considerably larger bandwidth than that required by the signal being
transmitted by the array, and broadband matching approaches are therefore
discussed. As a practical example, a hardenable multi-ring circular array is
described which has 3:1 bandwidth and the potential for full hemispherical
coverage, and a beam steering system is shown which allows 360 degree azi-
muth steering with little gain variation. Beamwidth adjustment is possible by
varying the feed sector angle. Monopulse tracking is readily provided by
virtue of simultaneously available even and odd aperture excitations.

2. Circular Array Pattern Formulas

2.1 Basic Gain Formulas for Multi-Ring Arrays*

*The same formulas are applicable, of course, for single rings also, in which
case no summation is necessary.
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For small element spacing (equal or less than half a wavelength) and a
large number of elements per ring, we get the following approximate formula
for the relative gain of a ring array at a distant point: (for Isotropic radiators)

M 
/2pm)E(O,o)- 2 i Am rmJo (1)

m 1

where Am  f(0) (2)

is the amplitude weight on ring rn, M is the total number of rings, rm is the
radius of ring m

and P m r (sin cos -sinOM)2

+ (sin 0 sin o - sin0 om sin oom)2l 1/2

with 0, o =general co-ordinates,
(8=0: Beam pointing towards zenith) (3)

0 om' 0om are the angles of the beam direction of a ring m, and do not have
to coincide for the various rings. As a matter of fact, for operation near
horizon, the rings will have to get a different Corn in order to compensate for
the beam broadening in elovation, if equal beamwldths in azimuth and elevation
are desirable.

2.2 Approximation for Beam Pointing Near Zenith

With 0or = 0 0-om we get

Pm = rm [sin20 cos 2o + sin20 sin2,] 1/2 (4)

= r sinO

The pattern is:

M / (2rr
E (0,1)E= 2r Am rm J ( '--rn)sn 0 (5)

m=1

By varying 0 and o by small increments the sidelobes can be studied
near zenith, and by varying these angles by large increments (up to 9 = 450;
0 < o < 3600) the actual pattern and its possible variation can be studied for the
upper portion of the desired hemispherical coverage.
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I

2.3 Approximation for Beam Pointing Near the Horizon

With 0 0 we get (for0 =o)Wt orn =2 ;om

M r. Lh 0(inn coso 1)2+ ( sinOin.)2] (6)

rm si 0 - 1]

and the elevation pattern becomes (7)

E2 (0, o 2T A rmJo r (1 sin O)}

For 0=j- the azimuth pattern becomes:

M I4 rrm
En oj21x r3 sin~.

E2 (j,0) " 2Arm J (8)

Here we get a considerably broader elevation pattern than azimuth pattern. If

we were to achieve equal beam width for E ,) and E2 (9, o) we have to

assume different Cor 's, until the azimuth pattern becomes as broad as the

elevation pattern.

The beam broadening is very small for elevation angles down to about
45 degrees, and a 10:1 broadening occurs at 0 = 85 degrees from Zenith. This
broadening is a function of the diameter, however, and has to be studied for
each ring diameter separately. However, both for the study of beam broad-

ening of the elevation pattern near the horizon and for investigation of the
dependence of the azimuth or elevation pattern on element thinning, no simpli-
fication of the pattern equation is possible. Since the investigations will be
run on a computer, it appears thus generally advantageous to use a summation
formula for the contributions from the individual radiators, rather than the
Bessel function approximation. This approach is mandatory for the study of
sector arrays.

3. Pattern Computation for Multi-Ring Arrays of Isotropic Sources Using
Summation of Vector Contributions

3.1 Plane Ring Array

The summation of the contributions of all elements in the ease of a
plane ring array leads to the following general equation:

M L m

E (0, O) x e p j ¢m
m lIl (sin cos(o-0(

= A m ex IjM X~ IMJ
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here Olm is the phase of the illumination of element I on ring m --

If we make n 0 cos (O -0) (10) IIf~ wmae Im Om om )

then the array pattern has Its maximum value for 0 0 O: 0 0om and -
the pattern equation I(

. c 1 - 7(I 1rn

Vo 1 1 0 0 1

whrec; n' C rn are the an~les 4f tr raxltnur,- Mov ring ?r

L tetal nuniber of tlcnents ni. ring m
rn

3. Cereralized Array V th .4rbitrary Ping Ernv io2
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I-. -

EWA (11

Where Arn, Ctn paree of ring A / m)
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Uri . -. 1 W. Ie o 1 I
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Ire

Jiril TAd I m wVr, •) , 0,o-1 &- of main na (v"

:jngi en ve It pcf ring arr, y with borizoli :J the - ;K'iI where the
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In order to facilitate multiple pattern Investigations on a digital com-
puter, the pattern can be written as:

2 Mr L2
P (0, 0) A m d

+ m s 6m - dlm
LIfl1 1 1 A

M L

+ A sin (6d

mm

P{(0. Oo) IP M-7

in 1 n

And the normalzed pattern equation is:

II

1~ (t,. 0) P (0, 0), where P*a- Pt (0 °o = 1 (18)
4O

I'TQ C'tuli, faet -,,ci p:ilern of the arrav can then be found by taking
th' cqu',tf. :-L, of the zLues in 'he power pattern above (Formula 16) and
miultipli-;ng the r;.suliitg g:iin patif'rn by the clement pattern of the chosen

4, Svm motril. Iv.l :IsLd Vi.- .':r~i1'r -\rru s

Ba.d or, the.2 , .-. 1.t\C; ?ur((!', , .. :ri,.'d ir, the preceding section, a
computer propr:.m i Y,: . . 4 lni, prograim Is equally useful for

tei F I i ' 'r, ,d 3 .mgl-r 1 'r u :, -- r circi;lir arrays, with arbitrary
clement u,;,i ,r ts dni ' , . . ,, t'. - an\ arra\ envelope funct'on.
IBecau o,: 4he Iowc':. ,?'.e:, iperture in elevation, only
flat (plaliar' I ii:g ;:- I f. S orc 1.- . aprroach chosen was to assume

eve'itt.al use of r.thcu c.rt .t]P'... e", elements for coverage from horizon
te about 45 dcgrti.-e!, or vr.dtirv. ':.,t ,rs wlt'i .rcular polarization for the
.i4ln0:4r vo't.ro ';rn§'h dr', ?, - 'I degrees. Since the latter case
i equi~dent '.u , L'r~d~d' p~a,.v .'v wth circular boundary, and does not
r .a'lv ullh V tt" r.ap;e fu.'At,,v- , .. r, .r . , the emph.isis of the Investi-
4tC I'Jon W:hF< &P'eed r;!;", ' )' - '*h Or Ex i., near horizon.
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4.2 Directional Mode Full Circular Array

If all the contributions from the individual elements are to be in phase
at a distant point, then the elements have to be phased according to

jrD
1 TD "cos 01 (Radfans)

(19)
= 360 R Cos 01 (Degrees)

where 0 is the angle in azimuth of the element I with respect to the desired
beam dixrection (Figure 2) and R A the radius in wavelengths.

If all the elements are placed equidistantly around the total circum-
ference, we have a full circular array, with a first sidelobe level of -7.942 db,
corresponding to the second maximum of the zeroth-order Bessel function of
the first kind. The array factor is given by (see previous section):

w2w.D 2I
G(¢, o ) = Jo 2v- (sin 2 ) (20)

and G (0,0) = Jo - (sin 0 - 1) (21)

where (20) is the azimuth pattern in the horizontal plane, and (21) the elevation
cut, both !or a beam pointing at o=0, 0=90 degrees.

The formulas hold if N < 2 + 2 which corresponds to an element

spacing of half a wave-length or less. (N = number of elements)

BEAM
-, OCIREC71ON~

R, COS #

Fig. 2: Element Phasing for Directional Mode (Cophasal Excitation with Phase
Reference at Ring Center
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4.3 Element Arrangement for Optimum Feed Structure Having Even
Symmetry of Elements

When elements are phased according to formula (19), the phase center
of the array coincides with the geometrical center. For a directional array,
this means that elements diametrically opposite on the circle have phases of
equal magnitude and opposite polarity. If now, in addition the elements are
placed (or selected) symmetrically with respect to the beam axis, such that
the axis falls either halfway between two elements or directly on an element,
then two elements each have the same phase (0. and gk' in Figure 3) with
either an even or odd number of elements for eAch halt array. The even-
numbered case is better from the standpoint of power divigion, and shall be
treated exclusively in the following chapters, even though all conclusions
apply equally well to the odd-numbered configuration. By giving the elements,
In addition, an amplitude weight such that A1 - = A- A_f; A - At

A_2 = A' 2 and so on, a first sidelobe other than the -7.9 db for a uniform

ring array can be chosen, at the expense of an increasing backlobe. Exam-

ples of amplitude weights are cos I x, Tchebycheff or Ramp. Other methods

of nearbeam side-lobe suppression are discussed in connection with a practi-
cal array.

- BEAM

DIRECTION

2 -2

Pig. 3: Symmetrical Phasing of Circular Array

Note: *k =k' = - 0- k : - - k4

if 0 k'--- 0 k' 0 -k' -

and O-k = 180 - Ok

4.4 Beamwidth Variation in Symmetrical Circular Arrays

For certain applications it is desirable to change the azimuth beam-
width on a given antenna configuration in order to meet changing operational
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requirements. There are two ways of achieving varying beamwidth with a
circular array:

1) Change of ring diameter

2) Change of sector angle

If a fairly continuous coverage of beamwidths Is attempted using method 1), the
ring diameters have to fall close together. The following table shows the ring
diameters and the associated beamwidths for an array containing one center
element and up to six rings around it, where the element spacing within each

ring is exactly 0. 25 X.

TABLE I I
(Beamwidths to 20 db points)

Number of Number of Maximum Beamwidth
Rings Elements Diameter (degrees)

1 5 0.318 124

2 13 0.636 74

3 25 0.955 56

4 41 1.272 39.1

5 61 1.59 36

6 85 1.91 26.3

It should be noted that for the narrower beamwidths all the interior
rings have to be used simultaneously, thus resulting in a large number of
elements. Feeding one ring at a time is problematic for concentric ring
arrays with such close spacing because the other rings get excited parasitically.
In method 2), the beamwidth of the array is changed by letting the elements
cover only a limited sector of the ring. This reduces the effective aperture
D,* according to Figure 4:

DX = DX * sin - (22)A A 2

where a is the sector angle, D, , Dj are the numeric diameters of the array
in multiples of wavelengths. The azimuth beamwidth of the array is then (for
constant element weight)

-4 arc sin 1.13 (23)

1 From: H. P. Neff and J. D. Tillman, "Electronically Scannec! Circular
Antenna Array", 1960 IRE Convention Record, pp 41-47.
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qI
7I

=A

DX 'N  DX

Fig. 4: Double-Are Circular Array

This formula holds with good approximation for sector angles between
180 degrees and about 60 degrees. From here on down the double-arc con-
figuration acts more like a linear double aperture, its beamwidth thus being

B = 2 • are sin k f (ce) (24)

D s in -a

X 2

where k is a constant depending on the degree of uniformity achieved in the
projected aperture, and f(a) a correction term such that

lir si-1 f (a) k = o-1
li i o (25)

---o0 sin ! D 2

2___________ A
,Fhich is determined by the maximum bearwidth obtainable by two point sources

D X apart.

The azimuth beamwdth can thus be varied in increments dictated by the

element spacing. As the beamwidth is increased, the sidelobes In the elevation
pattern increase also, until they are as large as the main lobe. which happens
for d < 22 degrees. At the same time a backlob develops in the azimuth

pattern which has almost equal magnitude as the forward beam, but narrower
bearnwidth. Because of this backlobe, the limiting sector angle for unidirec-
tional operation is e 45 degrees, with a corresponding beamwdth of about
27 degrees. Bi-directional operation Is possible, with good sidelobe (upp-
ression, down to an 20 degrees, with a beamwdth of about 38 degrees.
(These values are for uniform amplitude distribution. Small increases in

T zbhamwidth can be achieved by varying the amplitude taper across the arcs. )
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Figure 5 shows the beamwidth variation which can be expected for
certain sector angles. In curve I the theoretical beamwidth is shown for a
full-ring circular array with equidistant element spacing and uniform amplitude

weight, where the diameter decreases with sin a . The narrowest beam, for

a 4X diameter array, is 10.2 degrees.

For Curve lI the element spacing in the ring was correcteL' so that it
would produce a fairly uniform linear projected aperture for the larger sector
angles. The element weighting was also constant. The values for the beam-
width were then computed using formula (17) and are shown in Curve II. Curve

f (%)
III shows the values of for the use of formula (24) as deduced from

sin(~
the computed beamwidth values.

So---- VJ 1ITMEORETICAL

(UNCORRECTED)

- - IEAMWIOT-

6.4 SIN-' f v O~

60 3 -" 0 Uk*OLSINj

1) COMPUTED 6EAMWI0Tm

50- -- ELEMENT SPACING
CORRECTEO FOR
uNIFORM PROJECTED

S ";APERTURE ILLUMINATION

---------------------- 2-- -

W~~ 9- 62 SiN tOSNg1

'0 00,.."O 322

S- 82 *AZIMUTN

B GEAMWIOTH

-. SECTOR ANGLE

o

90 85 80 75 70 65 60 55 50 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0

Fig. 5: Beamwidth Variation With Sector Angle for Circular Array, D=4X
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S. Pattern Computations for Circular Sector Arrays of 4k Diameter

- 10 QAOATrRS

- I

Ap A,

Fig. 6: Double-.Arc Feed

5.1 Full Circular Array (180 Degree Sector)

A single beam is obtained if the elements are phased according to
equation (10). (See Fig. 6) The narrowest possible beam is produced by an
array having a certain minimum number of elements spaced equidistantly
around the full circumference, with all elements excited by currents of equal
amplitude. The beam thus obtained har an azimuth 3 db width of about 10. 2
degrees, and the first sidelobe is down -7. 9 db from the maximum.

The minimum number of elements is dictated by the maximum spacing
between elements which does not result in excessive deviation of the resultant
azimuth pattern Loom the Jo pattern. This maximum spacing has beer. computed

to lie between 0.25 and 0. 5X. Figure 7 shows that for 0.5 X element spacing
sidelobes of -16 to -19 db appear in the azimuth range from 160 to 180 degrees.
The elevation pattern (Fig. 8) is constant up to an element spacing of about
0. 75X and, therefore, does not have to be considered here. (The first side-
lobes are smaller than -7. 9 db, because the angular incremunts were not
taken fine enough).

If the total number of elements required for a perfect J pattern ism
distributed equidistantly around the circumference, the available number of
elements, and their positions, are predetermined. In Figure 9 the arrangement
of 48 elements is shown, with symmetry of the feed structure determining the
assumed beam direction, and Figure 10 and Figure 11 shows two possible
equidistant arrangements of elements using less than the total number. If every
other element is used (Figure 10) we have a spacing of 0. 524 X, and slightly
increased backlobes can be expected (Fig, 12). If every third element is used
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Fig. 9: 48-Element Array Configuration; Beam Direction Half Way Between
Two Elements
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Fig. 10: 48-Element Array, 24 Elements Selected

Fig. 11: 48-Elemnent Array, 16 Elements Selected
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(Fig. 11), a strong sidolobe of about a. C apj~ara at 910 deigrees &Vrn!uth and
iio practically invar innt. of any amplitide wei~t )vo'r the arroy. (Fig. 13).

5.2 Space-Tape rd~ Sector A rray

The first Sid6icbe can row lw !rpro,,el by implitwde weighting of the
elvrnents, or by non-uni(orrn elem-Int spacing, t~w latter b.ilng essettty a
rion-4miform amplit~ee distributioni over ai uniformi array. I Figure 14 shows
Now 32 elements ca'i be selected In the 48--eleraient array. thus preswrvlig even)
symnmetry In the feed structure, aM red'~cing tht- element spacing to r value
wthere thn' revidval terms in the Besmel approximation of the riti iarray patterrn
are negligible, andi also reducing '.ne mutual coupling In those p~irtions of tiW
array which h,--ve large phase diff'-rerkces. Figure 15 shows tie omputed
psttert- e for the array of Figure 1' The effect of nor-Unifornr eleme.nt spolcmng
In circular ;arrays become- evident t; we conis~dcr the change in prclecied Mle-
wgent spacinag. Wheieas a~ straight, uniform linear array would have a -13. 5 db
first eldcinbe "or uniform uamplitude distribution, the projocto-l of tiv! elemerns
in a circ'dat airray shows increaahno elmnrest oards the outer edges of
the array. Ths is a type of sp.acing which !s directly op poette to the type of
spacing requirLd for -educed fIr~ti sielAobn~~ Cons 'i.ontly, the first ulde-
lobe in only -7.9 db down from the mair beam. In order to re-etitabllsh uniform
e'.m'rnt spacing Vn ihte piojectiori of a circular array with symmetrical feed
stru~ctur-e, the element spaving w~thin che ring has to be (Figure 16):

Se-- S L'seeo (26)

where

S8-z reqoired circular (polygon) spascing twtwee-u element (n) rind (ni-1)

0 mean. angle off broadside~, sui that (27)

n 42n, I

IN I
In!n

sin J X W 29)

'~e R~m~:F.Hart Intnn, "Sidte LA)be Reduction bY Nott 4iifor rn Flement
8paecng", le*pcrt oe. EI 492-60h T It, .Sraeuse University Heqea, cii
'Miotitute, '!ask Rteport N1o. 11, undJer LADC Contlract No. TN60-1 15,
Augunt, 19XG.
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Fig. 15: 48-Element Array, 32 Elements Selected,
Non-Uniform Element Spacing

2I

Fig. 16: Circular Array With Uniform Linear Element Projection
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for an odd number of elements per arc,
and on s 1 -1/ 'SL O< n S L -

= n L 1 0 <n <R (30)

n 1, 2, 3.

nn+1 1/2) SL N even (31)

for an even number of elements.

With only discrete element positions available, the optimum positions
according to (26) could only be approximated anyway. If additional nonuniform-
ity for near-angle sidelobe suppression is desired, an increase in spacing is
chosen which is larger by a certain amount, such that the required amount of
increase in consecutive projected element spacing is achieved. Thus,

Sc = SL sect m +A S (0) (32)

where A S (o) is the additional progressive increase indicated by the sidelobe
suppression technique. *

It should be mentioned here that this technique will decrease the near-
beam sidelobes, but it will also increase the sidelobes at large angles off
beam. A compromise is indicated, therefore, and with the limited number of
element positions available in the 48-element array, not too fine a control of
the projected spacing Is possible. Both (26) and (32) can be approximated
with increasing accuracy as the total number of elements in the array is
increased.

5.3 Single Beam Array with Double-Arc Feed of Reduced Sector Angle

The azimuth beamwidth can be increased according to formula (fl-11)
by reducing the sector angle of that portion of the array which is covered by
the feed structure. For example, in the case of 4X diameter, a 90 degree
double-arc array has a beamwidth between 16 and 20 degrees, depending on
the uniformity of the projected aperture and/or the amplitude taper across the
arcs, and a 45-degree double-arc array has a beamwldth of 25 to 30 degrees
in azimuth. For a 48-element array, we have to choose other sector angles
than exactly 90 or 45 degrees. Figure 17 shows a 112.5 degree array, and
Figure 18 a 52.5 degree array. The patterns of these arrays are shown in
Figures 19 and 20. These two sector angles are covered by 16 and 8 elements
respectively, thus providin g even symmetry in the feed network and avoiding
3:1 power dividers. The beamwidths are accordingly narrower - about 13 deg-
rees minlr-.um for the 112.5-degree array, and about 24 degrees for the 52. 5-
degree array.

*Since the elements close to the center of the array have a smaller spacing
than in the case of the uniform array, S will take on negative values for
these elements.
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The patterns of two sets of adjoining 22. 5-degree double arcs (Figure 21)
will overlap approximately at the 3 db points, if one element between each arc
is not used so that it can act as a buffer element against mutuals. This means
that, by arranging the feed into several double-arc feeds, which can be selected
separately, it is theoretically possible to cover a 360-degree range In azimuth
with 10 discrete bi-directional (figure-eight) beams, each having 37-degree
beamwidth and accordingly reduced gain as compared to the full ring. The A
arrangement of the feeds and their beam directions are shown in Figure 22.

The gain reduction is due to

1. the increase in azimuth beamwldth

2. the increase in elevation sidelobe levels, the gain in elevation almost
entirely being determined by the element pattern

3. the increased backlobe in azimuth, which for a 22. 5-dagreo double
arc is only down -0.5 db from the forward beam, and has a beam-
width of -28 degrees.

Amplitude tapers across the array for narrow sector angles have a
tendency to further increase the backlobe, and improve the near sidelobes as
In a linear array due to the fact that the projection is almost uniform anyway.

The full ring (=180-degree double-arc configuration) has a gain of
about 18 db, the 90-degree double arcs have a gain of at least 15 db, and the
45-degree double arcs lie in the neighborhood of 12 db. (The double arcs
shown have higher gains, of course, because of the narrower beam widths as
compared to the exact "90-degree" and "45-degree" double arcs). Directive
gain was computed for a slightly different diameter (even 13 A circumference).
Figs. 23 and 24 summarize azimuth an(3 elevation main beams for various
sector angles.

As the sector angle is decreased, below 52.5 degrees in the 48-element
case, the behavior of the array approaches that of the double-element configura-
tion, which has 16 lobes (for a diameter of 4X) of equal magnitude, the beam-
width of the front and back lobes being a maximum 46.2 degrees. This is,
therefore, the limiting ma!n beamwidth which can be achieved with a circular
array of 4X diameter in the double-arc configuration. Needless to say, it is
impractical to approach this bea mwidth because of the power radiated in un-
desirable directions. Even if tho backlobe were useful, the 14 sidelobes
would represent a prohibitive gain reduction and invite jamming. When larger
azimuth coverage than approximately 30 degrees is desired, it is thus neces-
sary (for this array size) to use several simultaneous beams.

5.4 Multi-Ring Arrays of Large Diameter

5.4.1 General

As the diameter of a stngle-ring array is increased, and if the side-
lobes are to be kept reasonably low, concentric interior rings of elements can
be added. This is particularly advantageous when steering to higher elevation
angles is des!red. As an example, the same flat ring array configuration might
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Fig. 17: 48-Element Circular Array, 32 Elements Selected in
"905-Degree Double-Arc" Configuration
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Fig. 19: 48-Element Array, 32 Elements Selected in 112-5-Degree
Configuration S=O. 26 Uniform Amplitude Distribution
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Fig. 20: 48-Element Array, 16 Elements Selected in 52. 5-Degree
Configuration
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Fig. 23: 48-Element Circular Array, Azimuth Main Beaniwidths,
Double-Arc Configuration, AS 0. 2032A, Isotropic Sources
with Constant Amplitude
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Fig. 24: 48-Element Array, Elevation Main Lobe, Double-Arc
Configuration, Isotropic Sources with Constant Amplitude
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be used at angles near the horizon for radar and torrential uit: ,tlon,

and at angles near zenith for satellite com, munications. (A sumin, ofkurm,
the array has the required bandwidth capability.) W, using a ,ombinatton of
elements, e.g., an end fire dielectric Rntenna and a caploaded f:'did r fOrt.;,

essentially hemispherical coverage can be achieved. our set ,if elements being
scanned to + 30 degrees from zenith, the other from there or ,t>-wx, m horirkil,.
If both elements were at the same location, a minimum -niut -- ¢ouplhn ,e-
ment arrangement could be found, for instance, by Isc'tng th: diet'ctxC tnd-
fire elements through the folded portion of the folded rronopc,4,.

The two elements would not have to operate at the s.'mn lrmjencv.

For optimum sidelobe conditions, it also may he reqiutrc4 to uw a I
different array configuration for the two extreme cases of hc.m in x.
operation at zenith and operation at horizon.

Since a single ring of the diameter required for r-. d.ired ,Nvam.,ldth
would have -8 db sidelobes around zenith, and can (,nhl b' iti.",t,'d t -.. b b
at horizon, it is more or less imperative to use a (ont ini.u'. cir'ulnr :i|sr.rc
for good sidelobe suppression. For a circular grki of clernem sjvici',i hal. a
wavelength, the number of elements becomes yenr large i,:r any re:asrahlv
large diameter. For instance, if we have an array of 2') IiehtY. ;l,.er,
which would result in a beamwidth at zenitt" 3f ab mt 2 Jvgnm'cs, thi-n wc -.- V
20 rings, spaced half a wavelength apart, with a .otti -.u'?-.'.u ,_, v )=>, eiint,,,
This number is obtained by assuming 20 rings with a d.;imcir

Dm '- m A

and a number of elements per ring:

N ni 7 6m + I ::

with

m - 0, 1, 2, 3.. M

the total number of elements is then

z N N 1  2 (2 t 6M)

m=o

The formula for N Is obtained by dividing the cirtumwrmcc oi the' onvttir,
ringe by he element spacing on the rings, or fO4 :, %AA iv.',ug.h, :ad thc~n t.klag
the next higher integer in order to issurf th.,t Ih.:, o'Jeriwn . ,-Ing or. "aA, ring
is a little smaller than half a wavelength.

Preliminary investigations show,!d th:. IW"- Is (.: .I.ii,, - in 110 1-
uniform ring spacing and that amplitude !'pj,*. ) ',' irnm
ring to ring (each ring having the same amp)iv., Fui I rll ,l,.'rpntl, o?!y I rrprove

the sidelobes in the broadside case, -. b., v c, tb', . im i. rtm,-;it ,enith.
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In this e'se, for a "grid s, acia" 'f up to 0. 75A no p t rn ieterjoratton will
o'c-ur, -.nd the near-angle sidelc'tes can ti imnprvea rver the -17.5 db for a
continuous circular aperture by ipplving he neces&ar :amplitude weights. The
behavior of various arrjments of rings ano eletea s on the rings ha ve bee"
Investigated thec-eticall by using the computer program, for ,. 5-ring array
wit. 20 wa\'lengihs naximu m diatCLr. The rvtui ,re sur.marized in
'rahl's '2 and 3.

The various problems arising for :ystvmaic clemcnt thinning are

discusse(i in the followig seclij4a.

5.4.2 Systemrntc Eleni-vnt 'lhitining in Multi-Iti.g Arr:j.s

Ir any a rra c-,! rr, 's rir.s, spr ced a certain ionstant distance apart,
stdelobe enhanc'enrnn will ,)ccvr ;n a7imtith for a eprtiin angle off the main
heam direction -t which Vt" path diffvren ,:, :rem the elements on the ring
diameters perpeMdiL-Ular t: !hk. hiar,, ,irc. ii,,n wc.rres equal to one wave-
Ien;jh. 71!is path d~iferunce ' -' 1icn ..v

dA A R, sinc sin;) (36)

WPere

d path difference w. %eiengt6

AR -- ring spaclng In wav-Aenpth',

o azirruth angle off tih(- beam axis

-ele vation angie o' the b.arn axis off zenith

The critical a, gle at v'hict. he secondary inbes occur (for a critical
pa'.h difterece d !, i,4 Ehea givn by

s] 37)

.s an example, the cihbo patterns for a 20 maximum diameter,
5-ring tircuv, r airray with the beam polntinff at horizon all showed secondary
Ic. -,s a" i- 30 demrces, wh ch agrees with the critical angle fr'om the above
forrnula for PM? •(A R - 2). There is also a secondary lobe close to
6,O degrc.m,, whlih Is dux,.- to enhancement of contributions from elements on
the bea, axtI&,. -1i this particular computer run, the first element In each
ring w:as placed. on the beam axis, i.e. 1o 0. This pointu out the

- ,esalt> of :i .)id.n, any element accumulitions.) A third enhancement took
p1,.-e '. pprxim,italy ± 90 degrees (actual angle varied with element spacing)
1jecaue vre e all the elements on the maximum diameters perpendicular to the
beam direction aye about 2A apart, and a fourth group of secondary lobes
appears A' 180 degrees off the beam axis. Th,se four types of sidelobes can
a! be e:'.pla.ne from the above formula, the azimuth angle at which they occur
.rineraliy incr -a-iing as the beam is moving up from horizon.
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These four types of secondary lobes are not as strong as the primary
beam, of course, because their enhancement is based on a majority group of
elements in line with the beamn axis and at right angle with the beam axis; in
other words, concentration of elements in the areas of the greatest ring diame-
ters. If those groups would deteriorate into two perpendicular linear arrays
(e.g. Mills Cross), the echelon lobes would be of the same amplitude as the
main beam.

A general increase in backlobes is observed for x element spacing
versus 0.25A, but this has been shown to be a general property of single rings
also, and is independent of the echelon lobe formation.

The elevation patterns of the multi-ring array also showed two second-
ary lobes which exceed the ordinary sidelobe pattern.

In an attempt to eliminate all these secondary lobes, elements were
arranged in n completely symmetrically thinned configuration, so that the
element spacing was smaller than one wavelength in the critical areas pointed
out above. From single ring investigations it is safe to increase the element
spac'ng i the rings up to about one wavelength, as far as the elevation
pattern .rned, and up to half a wavelength with respect to the azimuth
pattern. une possible configuration, leaving the element spacing in the radial

direction fixed at half a wavelength and varying it around the circumferences,
is shown in Figure 25. Here, the .lement spacingwithin the rings var!es from
a maximum of 1. 24, (ring number 4 from outside) to a minimum of 0. 35A (ring
number 10, or Innermost ring.)

The resultant patterns show a much greater uniformity of the sidelobe
levels (Figures 26 and 27). The total number of elements is greater than in
the case of a multi-ring array as described previously, but this configuratio-
may have to be chosen in cases where the sidelobe requirements do not allow

the type of bidelobe enhancement present in the multi-ring array.

5.4.3 Conclusions

If sidelobes of a certain maximum level can be allowed, either because
the system requirements are not so much demanding low sidelobes but rather
high dlrcctivc gain, or because the angular regions in which they occur are
being eliminared by the element pattern, then a multiple-ring array, i.e. an
array with large spacings in terms of wavelengths between the rings and small
spacings within each ring, will provide solutions to a given gain requirement
which have a minimum number of elements and still have the low first sidelobe
(or close to it) characteristic for a ,-ontinuous circular aperture.

If larger volumes have to be covered, or certain maximum sidelobes
have to be observed, either random thinning, or a symmetrically-thinned array
configuraticn can be chosen, the amount of thinning possible again depending
on the sidelobe levels that can he tolerated.
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Table 2

MULTI-RING ARRAY

S RINGS, CONSTANT SPACING. = 20 X

S Element Spacing Within Rings
N = Number of Elements

Sidelobe Levels And Angles At Which They Occur

5- 0.5) s S 0.75)6
N = 377 N -282 -

AZ ELEV. AZ ELEV.
Angle Level Angle Level Angle Level Angle Level
(dog.) (db) (dog.) (db) (deg.) (db) (deg.) (db)

100 25.6 22" 16.9 10. 25.5 22' 17

20" 26.8 28' 24.2 20' 26.7 28' 24.2
269 18 34" 25.2 26" 18 32' 25.1

30' 15.6 38" 30.2 30' 15.6 38" 30.2

340 26.97 42' 27.9 34' 27.1 42' 27.9
446 34.90 46' 32.2 40' 35.1 46' 32
B0' 31.2 50 26.3 50' 31.1 50" 28.2

6' 23.4 56" 19.5 56' 23.3 56' 19.5

Or8 20.4 82' 17.7 62' 20.4 62' 17,6

66' 31.7 68' 30.9 66' 31.96 68' 31
72' 34.02 76' 32.3 72' 32.9 76' 32.3

78' 34.42 82' 30.6 94" 16.7 82' 30.5

86' 33.5 90' 21 98' 17.9 90e 21.1

940 24.24 104' 24.2
98' 20.58 110' 24.98

104' 29.7 116' 17.1

108' 35.62 124' 19.3

124' 34.4 138' 21.9

130' 36.4 146' 22.3

136' 30.4 150' 21.9

144' 29,3 158' 23.8

152' 20.9 104' 23.8
18' 24. 5 168" 28.8

162' 21.2 176' 16,4

166' 23.95

172' 18.2

17-21.6 __________ ___________
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Table 3

MULTI-RING ARRAY

5 RINGS, CONSTANT SPACING; D = 20h

S Element Spacing Within Rings
N = Number of Elements 1

I

Sidelobe Levels And Angles At Which They Occur
S 2 2X S = 5k .

N = 95 N =-39

AZ ELEV. AZ ELEV.

Angle Level Angle Level Angle Level Angle Level
(deg. ) (db) (deg.) (db) (deg.) (db) (deg.) (db)

10°  25.4 24* 16.8 14' 11.2 22* 17.5

200 28 300 24.6 200 17.7 28' 23.1

2G' 19.1 36* 24.8 24' 16.3 40* 9.7

34' 14.1 400 29.9 300 25.4 50°  13.8

-12°  21.5 440 27.5 36°  15.2 56°  10.6 1
4G 18.9 48°  32.9 42' 15.1 62°  13.96

52, 16 52* 24.7 48' 18.2 610 11.7

60°  13.6 58' 18.5 52' 22.7 7,3°  11.1

70' 18.4 640 12.1 56' 17.7 780 13.2

76' 19, 96 720 13.3 60' 13.3 8E' 7.4

82' 19.2 80' 18.1 64' 15.5

90°  20.2 84' 22.1 68' 18.5

94' 15.9 88' 19.6 760 10.97

102' 16.9 84' 18.7 j
106' 21.8 90' 10.8

110' 20.7 960 15.5

1220 19.7 100, 13.8

130 21.4 114 °  17

13V 17.9 114 14.97

1400 16.5 1240 8.5

146' 17.6 134' 23.1

150' 17.6 140' 16.3

1600 22 144* 17.5 1

166' 25.5 152* 11.3

174' 16.2 162' 12.97

180 17.98 172' 7.99

17,-36

I



Fig. 25: Element Arrangement for Quarter of 10-Ring Array,
D 10?X (Extension to 20X Diameter Indicated)

max
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6. Scanning, Bandwidth and Mutual Coupling Considerations

6.1 Comparison of Scanning Approaches

A Wullenweber antenna is usually scanned with a mechanically rotated
capacitive coupling structure. The same approach is possible for a full ring
array, but it may not be desirable because of the relatively low scanning
speeds possible, and the mechanical wear of the system. Two other scanning
techniques are the sequence current concept and modulation scanning.

Both use a sampling gate to allow observation of a particular beam
direction, because the beam is scanning continuously. The modulation scan-
ning technique has the disadvantage of low eiement utilization (hecause the
backlobe has to be blacked out), of poor elevation directivity and a large sig-
nal processing bandwidth. (The bandwidth is approximately N.A f, where N
is the number of array elements, and A f the information bandwidth.) For
these reasons a fourth method, the incremental beamsteering (or beam
switching) technique is suggested in connection with a broadband binary sym-
metrical beamforming network.

For a requirement of 360' azimuth scanning or beam steering (either
for search or for varying operating conditions and directions, as in mobile
applications, ) this type of circular array shows a definite advantage in gain-
bandwidth product, as we shall see below, provided that true time delay is
employed, rather than modulo 2v phasing. With true time delay, and broad-
band radiating elements, the array factor is the only limitation to the band-
width of the array as compared to the modulo 2r phasing schemes, where the
instantaneous bandwidth is approximately given by

f -- ,(38)
Dh

which means it cannot exceed the center frequency divided by the aperture in
wavelengths. In the case of e.g., a 5X - diameter array, the maximum band-
width with this type of phasing arrangement would be approximately 20%,
whereas a true time delay phased array has at least octave, and conceivably
3:1 frequency range. This array is, therefore, very useful for multifunction
systems accommodating direction finding, communications, data and control
links, and radars within the same aperture.

6.2 Scanning of Ring Arrays with Binary Symmetrical Feed Structure

The binary symmetrical feed network allows a maximum of beam
forming flexibility. The possibility of operating a single-ring array either
in an omnidirectional mode, or covering one or more directions with narrow,
high-gain beams has been investigated (Ref. 4) and numerous beam combina-
tions with their associated directivity gains were synthesized. In all cases,
the assumed beam forming matrix consisted of a signal combining (or dividing)
network with binary distribution, and phasors which could be either of the
modulo 2- type, or true delay lines such as coax or stripline. For simultane-
ous beams into different directions one has the option of either having several
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beams formed by using several double-arc configurations, in which case the
direotivity (and the absolute gain) is reduced by 3 db each time the beam
number is doubled, or by using signal dividers at the elements, in which case

$the directivity is preserved, but the absolute gain is reduced as above. (The
latter case obviously requires much more complex feed structures, and would
only pay off if directivity is of importance.)

Broadband operation is possible through the use of true time delay, even
though modulo 21 phasing is always possible, of course. Unless the aperture
is very large, or the frequency is very low, the required delay times can
easily be accomplished with coaxial or strip transmission lines. The required
time delay is given by

dn

V

or

D 1 + Cos 0 (40)

where n is the angular position of element n relative to the beam axis, from

the center,

d is the distance of element n to the phase referencei n

V is the phase velocity of the received signal in free space (usually
the speed of light.)

D is the diameter of the ring (in the same units of length used for V).

Since negative time delay is impossible, the phase reference wiil be at
the periphery of the ring, and the maximum delay line length required (for the
element located opposite the phase reference) is given by (Fig. 28):

VxATmax = L= L D (41)

where cr is the relative dielectric constant in the cable, (for most cables

1/ = 0.69.) An array phased in this manner ('co-phasal. excitation) can

now be operated over a large bandwidth and is limit& I only by sidelobe per-
formance and gain variation dictated by the array fac or. By proper distri-
bution across the aperture an optimum trade-off betm ien sidelobes in azimuth,
sidelobes in elevation and gain can be achieved.

This type of array, with fixed phasing for a certain beam direction,
can now be steered in azimuth by switching the antenna element feed lines to
different output ports of the feed network. For N antenna elements and M
output ports N x M switches are required to cover 360 degrees in azimuth with

1
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N overlapping beam positions. In general, a 3 db overlap will be sufficient,
but If a smaller gain variation is desired, a larger number of elements can be
used. (Fig. 29).

;. 3 Array Bandwidth Considerations

The bandwidth of the binary symmetrical corporate feed can easily be as
high as 10:1 using broadband techniques such as ferrite-core hybrids at fre-
quencies up through UHF, and log-periodic structures at microwave bands.
This includes fixed delay lines. The bandwidth limiting components are thus
switches used in the commutator, amplifiers (if used, e.g., to improve the
transmit efficiency), the array elements themselves, and the array factor.

Using ordinary monopoles or dipoles, even with small length-to-
diameter ratios, less than an octave bandwidth can be expected from the array
elements. Considerable improvement is possible by using two elements in a
complementary pair configuration (Ref. 5). One possible configuration con-
sists of two identical monopoles in an endfire pair, the impedance of one being
externally complementarized with respect to the other. Another configuration
would be a slot-monopole or slot-dipole pair. Depending on the allowable
efficiency, in excess of 10:1 bandwidths have been reported. (Ref. 6).

)I

o 0

BEAM
DIRECTION

o 0

'&T AT I

Fig. 28: 8-Port Binary Symmetrical Beam Forming Network for
Space-Tapered Excitation of 12-Element Circular Array
Using Time Delay Phasing
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Fig. 29: Solid-State Commutator for Four-Element Array
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I
The array factor bandwidth, finally, depend3 at one extreme on the

number of elements one is willing to use within a given aperture, i.e., the
tolerable element cost, and at the other extreme on the maximum tolerable I
sidelobe level, at a certain elevation angle.

For sidelobe levels around 10 dB, the computer analysis presented in
this paper has shown that element spacings of several wavelengths can be
tolerated. From Table 3, e.g., we find that the 5-ring array (with a ring-to-
ring spacing of - 2.2 wavelengths) will exhibit a maximum azimuth pattern
sidelobe of - 12 dB for 2 wavelengths element spacing on each ring. Since
gain variation with frequency is inevitable in broadband fixed-aperture antennas,
the conclusion is that for 12 dB sidelobe level this array can be thinned to
about 10% element density at the highest frequency, amounting to about 40%
density at the lower end of an octave band. For more stringent sidelobe
requirements, the element density at the high end will have to increase, until
the array is denser than the conventional half-wave grid at the low end of the
band. Multifunction broadband arrays in general, and circular arrays in
particular, will thus have to be designed so that their most sidelobe-sensitive
functions are occupying the lowest operating frequencies of the available array
bandwidth. This means that, generally, radar functions will have to be accom-
modated at the low end of the band. In any event, the near-normal element
densities at the low frequency end will give rise to significant mutual coupling.
Of all radiating elements tested so far, only externally complementarized
complementary pair configurations have exhibited the required mutual coupling
resistance for spacings of less than half a wavelength, measurements being
available for spacings as low as 0. 1 wavelengths.

Electrically large radiating elements, such as log-periodic monopole
arrays, are relatively poorly suited for use in circular arrays, because their
performance deteriorates rapidly in strong mutual coupling environment, and
because their phase centers move along the log-periodic structure as a func-
tion of frequency. This aggravates the frequency dependence of the beamwidth
further, the maximum effective array aperture coinciding with the maximum
frequency, so that the aperture in terms of wavelengths increases almost with
the square of the frequency.

To determine the practical performance of endfire complementary
monopole pairs, an eight-pair circular array was designed, which is now
described.

7. Broadband Circular Array Test Results

A dual-ring array of eight elements per ring and one wavelength diame-
ter at 400 MHz was designed. (Ref. 7.) Two adjacent elements were grouped
together to form an endfire monopole pair. (Fig. 30.) The individual direc-
tional patterns are very broad, so that only a small amplitude taper results
from the fact that the edge pairs are not operating at the peak of their cardiold
patterns. (Fig. 31). The mcnopoles used for the model had a height-to-
diameter ratio of 3. 2:1 for the center ring, and a ratio of -4:1 for the outer
ring. The spacing between rings was a quarter wavelength at 400 MHz, and
the spacing between elements in the outer ring was 0. 38 wavelengths at 400 MHz.
The element spacing at the lowest frequency measured, i.e., 200 MHz, was
thus 0. 19 for the elements in the outer ring. The spacing between elements on
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the inner ring was about 0. 1 u!~u~g1 i ZOO0 NM11r.. 'Th.i mesvetred Input
impedance of an eight-por. hybrhi (k--d network feedtrki Vie eigbt compl, rv*w.5try
pairs, with time delay cmnpenitst.n in Ah arw1no icja~l~ sa'
in Fig. 28, Is depicted in Fig. U2. T%,e 1tatedbrw** w(-re ..orewhat 1mprc~vW
by the loss of the boed nework, wtP,h wite Aixv" 2 4!; -0- tt.r! hl~etie trtejuetiey.
and about 1 dB at the lowest twqun-.

Sum patterns for the Arzv are sh,-*wo In Ilgit. 3:3 io $5', andv difference
patterns (obtained by feo2ing thM tri h,)tveg of tlw arrAy rpnd..'tlar to the
sum beam direction IS(, degrees out of V a&*i) ar* 1,tven in FIIgs. 36 and :37.

The sidelobe pi rfornianct in~ abonut as wyu,.I be expectcd for the sinall
elomnfgrtinum.e To etve ~in a i rtxhin 4-eeg buproasi arr.
elengrton)mbe To eterie alrrayn' ruin et~~4-e~rtmwei bves in te
CPEG (a Complemnen.a r v 1",f r rtervent G-Avip) hybrid differzner ports, andA
in the feed network df~lemnce vort., wet'e rrnvasut*ed and add-YJ ip. NeC!

efficiency (excluding fee'i ~ o'ri !!iver, %khi-. cou~ld '-% elimnweel.'.
by using amplifiers 4t v -wh t PE( YUrptdi wa.,-s -. -4(l2 at 200 TlVlz, :ind aboulj
70% at 400 MHz.
8. Element Ha -dving As'it

To protect the tl'i- Irar e.'viror'mental d&arn.gt, 1,0mc,
studies were perfci-nied ro pl.~wnlia ' ri~dl,; r designz3. (Rtef 3, 4. .
Fig. 38 shows a ri voosexi cIt ct ricailI ' *wLj! hard cap-loaded folded mnotpole,
which can be use. over a %!2i widc hardj ut' izig, anrd cein be storra mc'ehani-
cally for maximurn prot..-tc- &riil-Ar unit s Livjld be dIi'dfl.ir ar

resonant size, wid bcoadl-anded h% ua'itig Lwxn r coniplernkncary pairs.A
more conventiotiAl hroa!trti htrd r;ilr.cr cmfifgurhtfoa isI shown in Fig, :19,
Obviously, ultiilate confi.1$wr-,*Ws wAill de?33r heavily cir 'Atequency oand,
bandwidth, overprestin~.' -,.tnd (!evuaon ateerink retul rement's.

Credit fi' dtue- ktrvi Liic CO. , tleavyN Mi'.t.ary E1ectrovlt~ LDepzrt-
ment, Syracu~e, N. *.: fo~r sjx.d4rmg par: of the circular it ra y coiputer
study. r[he a.!Ihor ~~4W~to ixprfi; his gratitudet to Ha -ii "-otxiae for lt,
programmtnl' t.ffortts -vvti it 1.. Ritirmani :ni X. T'. V~hit:tler for' their

support and! ;idvicL-, 'flth rqit , of tUse pKAttrn-a were als~o -zalculati.d djuring
employment -itG;s ~w~ i imler U.S. Air Foree Ccnwract AF 19(1.(4',I
7469, with Mr. ()ti- Kc~rr of the Cambridge lse~irch LAbOratorkas .1s

The 'r ;k~'.'i~:1 o r ctreilar arrav development and te.sting' Nva

performed v ht e .t. 0o %a i,--mplo 'ed at Collin's Radio 0:1. , 1ila as, Texap.
uinder an 1.itousie phi.' >u it rai': rc search progrim. The basic- endflrv comnple-
mentary pztir gl' ro tr -s1j P!,-,G") mw.s firsti ieducvd U, practit-v for the
V. 0. A. : . S. Inatc. r o hu i ti o1 oi undev ce-r~,act No. 1. A. - 1*.2 i,3. Tfiankq
are due J'restnia 1.;)w, -SW 1Nvtzt;td-r, Geourge' Jan4,-hs mnd Jluis iRog of the Voice
of America lnt,-r ThhalimJ ra ~msting ServlcE for their encouraguimen, andI
ftnanicial supx~'-.
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Fig. 37: Difference Pattern of 8-CPEG Circular Array,
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1. 1 INTRODUCTION

[ Holography originated in optics, as an imaging process, but it is now being
developed for microwaves. In holography, images are formed in two, distinct steps.

In the first step, called hologram formation, an object is illuminated and scatters a
field onto a detecting surface, which is a photographic plate for optical holography.

The detector is also illuminated by a coherent beam that bypasses the object. The
developed plate is an interferogram but is called a hologram because it contains both
amplitude and phase data. The phase is encoded through positions of the interference
fringes. Images are produced in the second step when the hologram is illuminated;

- this step is called wavefront reconstruction. Optical holography is useful in data
processing and vibration analysis as well as for image formation.

Microwave holography is being developed for many applications. These include
image formation, especially for objects in optically opaque regions. Holographic

methods have been used in diagnostic studies of antennas and of wave propagation

- through radomes and plasmas. In diagnostic work images are frequently useful for
locating reflecting surfaces; however, in some cases, the holograms yield more

information than do images. The development of microwave holography seems
reasonable because holograms are interferograms and because interferometers are
useful for measuring diffracted microwave fields. Complex-valued, nearfield data
are well known to be useful in computing farfield patterns of antennas; this applica-
tion clearly involves the sampling and transform methods that are utilized in holog-

raphy. Holography is also related to inverse scattering.

Microwave holography offers an approach to studying the field distributions of
* aperture antennas and arrays as well as those induced on reflecting objects. This

kind of application motivates the work described in this paper. If the resolution
capabilities of microwave holography can be developed sufficiently, then it would be
useful in determining the fields near an antenna without placing a probe in the near-

field. This paper describes an approach to improving and simplifying microwave
holography for applications to antenna and radome diagnostics.

Although microwave holography is still being developed, it has already been

applied to many problems, with a variety of techniques. Probably the first applica-

tion was to forming images of the ionosphere by illuminating scale-reduced radio-
wave sounds. 1 Several procedures and displays have been developed to form visible

images when metallic and dielectric objects are illuminated with microwaves. 2.3,4

Images are usually formed with laser light from scale-reduced transparencies that

-. 
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represent interference patterns scanned by a probe antenna and represented by an
array of lights or by an oscilloscope. Binary, detour-phase, microwave holograms
have also been developed. 5 Images have been formed of concealed weapons that were
illuminated by millimeter waves. 6 Multipath propagation in radomes has been studied
by forming images of reflecting regions; the technique does not use an explicit refer-
ence beam. 7 The double exposure method, develoged in optics, has recently been
applied to study deformations of large structures.

Probably the earliest diagnostic application of microwave holography was made
in 1950 by Koch, who produced visible displays of interference patterns formed by a
radiating antenna and a reference beam. However images were not formed in this
early work. 9 More recently, microwave holograms have been used to measure radome
boresight error. 10

Several problems remain in doing microwave holography. There is apparently
no sensitive and convenient, continuous detector analogous to photographic film.
Discrete antennas and conventional detectors are most common although liquid crystals
and specially processed films are being investigated. 11, 12 The use of discrete
antennas introduces sampling notions; for example, a probe antenna must be moved
on paths that are sufficiently close to prevent aliasing in images. Scanning an area
with a single probe antenna is time consuming and requires apparatus that is suffi-
ciently stable; consequently, a single antenna is rapidly scanned or a linear array is
used. 13

The reconstruction procedure is especially significant in microwave holography
because the wavelengths of light and microwaves differ by approximately four orders
of magnitude. Microwave holograms must be scale-reduced for reconstructions
with visible light. However, practical reductions are appreciably smaller than the
ratio of wavelengths so that alternate reconstruction methods are being considered
to eliminate scale-reductions. Reconstructions have been comouted in both acoustic
and microwave holography. 14, 15, 16 Inverse scattering has been investigated theoret-
ically and numerically. 17 Reconstructions have also been made with microwaves to
simulate antennas through simpler holograms and also to study the effects of approxi-
mations made in sampling and representing the microwave field, 18, 19

Computational reconstruction procedures seem attractive because they eliminate
the time delays and non-linearities that occur in using photographic film. 20 The
non-linearities occur in recording the fringes and in scale reduction; they generate
higher order images that can reduce image quality. The time delays occur in devel-
oping and scale reducing the film.
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1.2 SUMMARY

This paper describes a new technique that accelerates microwave holography
through the computation of recons% ructions with an analog spectrum analyzer. The

spectrum analyzer forms images by processing detected fringes that are scanned by
a moving probe antenna in the formation step of a microwave hologram formation

experiment. Computational reconstructions accelerate holography by eliminating the
delays in developing and scale reducing films for reconstructions with visible light.
The images are formed in almost real time; the delays are approximately 50 seconds,

the interval needed to scan the fringes.

Computational reconstructions can also improve image quality by eliminating two
sources of distortion. One source is the non-linearity of film that records the fringes

and copies the holograms in photographic, scale reductions. The other source is the

partial scale reduction of microwave holograms to produce optical holograms.
Because wavelengths differ by factors approximately 104 , only partial scaling is
practical.

Computational methods have some limitations. They may be restricted to
relatively simple objects because computer storage is limited. The approach des-

cribed in this paper is further limited because the spectrum analyzer has a single
channel and operates on the voltage from a square-law detector. To see this jimita-
tion, consider sampling the field over an area. An antenna array is used, and the
fields from the array elements are summed, prior to detection. The quadratic

detector forms a sum that contains products of the fields from the elements. Conse-

quently, higher order images, higher sidebands, are generated. The magnitude of
this problem is evaluated for a receiving array with two elements.

Neither limitation, storage nor higher order images, is expected to be a serious

problem because many diagnostic applications involve a relatively small number of
sources. Moreover many practical, radiating structures have dimension that have
orders of magnitude comparable to the wavelength of centimeter waves so that the

number of resolution cells is small. Our experimental results verify that the method

is satisfactory for studying antennas with a small number of elements, for locating

defective elements, and for measuring the size of aperture antennas.

This paper describes the analysis of the reconstruction procedure, and it des-
cribes our initial experiments for simple objects. Initially we considered either one

or two small antennas the object to study resolution. The radiation was coherent,
so phase, as well as amplitude, was controlled. A reference beam was used and
arranged to produce Fourier transform holograms (lensless Fourier transform or

point-reference method). Fringes were sampled with a single antenna and power was

detected with a crystal. The detected voltage was the processed by an analog spectrum
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2. ANALOG COMPUTATION OF RECONSTRUCTIONS

2.1 EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The microwave apparatus is shown in Figure 2-1 and 2-2. A ldystron oscillator K
supplies 15.30 GHz microwaves to two identical dielectric antennas HI and H2 , shown A
in Figure 2-2, and to ante ma R that radiates a reference field. The intensities of
the fields radiated from each antenna are adjustable with attenuators A1 , A2 . ard AR.
The energy supplied to all antennas can be adjusted separately by attenuator A. rhe
relative phase of the fields from H1 and H2 can be adjusted with the phase shifter S.
C and C' are directional couplers. A receiving, probe antenna P is moved on a con-
tinuous, horizontal path by a motor. Vertical motion is provided by a second motor.
The field is detected by a crystal detector, D.

The arrangement of Figure 2-1 produces an intensity (power) distributom of fringes
that contains the Fourier transform of the source distribution. In optics, the arrange-
ment is called the lensless Fourier transform method, or the point reference method.
The Fourier transform is obtained subject to restrictions on positions of the sources.
To see the transform relationship mathematically approximate the object source by a
single point at the origin of the rectangular coordinate system in Figure 2-3. Let
the reference source also be a point at (0, Yr. 0) at the observation point P x, y, z),
'-t the reference field be

u =ae (1)
r r

and let the object field be

u =a ei' (2)
o 0

The field at (x, y, z) is then

u u +u (3)
r 0

-a e a e40 (4)
r o

Let us assume and suppress time dependence e- i Wt. Let us assume that ar and ao
are constants; this assumption omits the inverse radial dependence of amplitude.
Further, let us assume that ar and ao are real.

0-
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Moreover let us assume that

o --kr (5)
0 0(5

and

0 r kr (6)

where k is 2 r/X , with X the wavelength.
0 0

From Equation 4 the intensity is proportional to
l2 2 2 i( o- ) -i( o-q (r)

=a +a +a a e +a a e- (7)
o r ro ro

Next consider 4p - o Now

r (x +y +z) (8)
0

and

r=x 2 + y-y2+ ] / (9)
rr

If we expand r and r with the binomial formula, then to second order
o r

-1 1 -1 2
(o - 0r = (kYr x )y = 'c Yr (10)

From Equation (10) we see that q - r is linear in the observation point coordinate
y. That is, in Equation 7, we have

2
Jul = b(1 + c cos (ay +a)) (11)

where ais-ky r/2x, aiskyr/x, bis (a +a r), and c is 2aoar/'(a + a ). From

Equation 11 we see the intensity contains a cosine term, with argument linear in y.
If we recall the Fourier transform of a delta function is a plane wave, then we can
consider IuV, in Equation (11) as a Fourier transform, using spatial frequency vari-
ables.

The detection and display is sketched in Figure 2-4. As the probe samples the intens-
ity in the probing plane, a spectrum analyzer performs a second Fourier transform
to produce reconstructed amplitudes.
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2.2 ANALYSIS OF RECONSTRUCTION

Let us assume that the microwave intensity in the hologram plane has the form given
in Equation 11. Now the input to the spectrum analyzer is a voltage V. In order to
describe the non-linearities introduced by the crystal and amplifier let us write

V = (lul2 ) (12)

The exponent T depends on the intensity incident on the detecting crystal; ideally, Y
has unit value for small signals. Its value will be considered in another subsection.

From Equations 12 and 11

V =c'[1+ ccos (ay+0) (13)

2 2V
where c' is (a + a 2 , and c, a, and ce were defined just after Equation 11. Expand-

0 r
ing V in a binomial expansion, and using trigonometric identities, we have on retaining
second-order terms that

V = c'{V0 + V1 Cos (ay + co + V2 cos f2(ay + col)} (14)

where

V1 = Vcif('-1) (-2) c2 /8)+ 1} (15)

and

2
V = c 2 (-1)/8. (16)

The reconstructed image is obtained by F urter transforming V. We obtain

u' = cfT V e tdt, (17)
0

where T is the duration of the scanning interval and w is 2f iP, where v is the temporal
frequency.

Carrying out the integration, with y = W [1-(2t/T)] and 2W the hologram width, we

ottain for the spectrum, which is a section of the image, that

u'=U 0 +U 1 +U 2 , (18)
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where

2U0  c I + a (ct- 1) (c/2)2] (19)

U 1 =c V1 (r/2) exp [- iky 2/x - i(wT/2)] sine (aW + (WT/2)] + .... (20)
r

2U = V2 (T/2) exp [-iky /x - i(wT/2)] sinc [2aW + (wT/2)] + .... (21)

-1
The dots indicate terms with negative frequencies, and slnc x = x sin x.

We can now estimate the amplitude of the second-order image as a fraction of the
amplitude of the first-order image. Now the functions of the form x sinc x have maxima
at unequal frequencies, but their maxima are equal. Therefore the amplitude of the
second-order image relative to that of the first order is

lu/X ~ a)[1+(a /a) (22)1 o(r oar

Equation 22 shows that second-order images are reduced as lV tends to unit value and
as (ao/ar) is'reduced. Figure 2-5 shows u2 /U 1 for typical values of If and ao/a
The anticipated amplitude of 1U2/U1 l is less than 0.05; consequently, the second order
image should be negligible.

Typical values of 'Ywere determined by measuring the voltage from the spectrum
analyzer with an oscilloscope for a range of values of the power radiated by antenna
Hl in Figure 2-1, while H2 and R were fully attenuated. Results are shown in Figure
2-6. Values of T near 1 are certainly possible. However, when all three antennas
radiated, the amplitude of each was reduced to retain approximate linearity.

2.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: ONE-DEMENSIONAL IMAGES

Figure 2-7A shows a reconstruction made with H2 attenuated so that only H, and R
radiated. The spectrum is shown in a linear scale on the left and again on the right
but plotted with vol t age proportional to the logarithm of the linear voltage. The fre-
quency at the peak is 0.16 * 0.01 Hertz. From the definition that a is kYr/X and from
Equation 20.

V / '2 ir = -2 (ZVW) yr (3
T; x (23)

Now A is 1. 980 cm, 2W is 45cm, T is 50 sec., x is 152 cm. and Yr is -51.3 cm.
Therepore v is 0. 16, in good agreement with measurement.
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Figure 2-7B shows a reconstruction for H2 radiating with H1 attenuated. Notice that
the peak of the spectrum occurs at a lower frequency when H2 radiates. This result
is reasonable because.H 2 is closer to the reference antenna than is H1 .

Figure 2-8 shows reconstructions for both antennas radiating when they are in
phase and out of phase.

Reconstructions were computed with only H1 radiating for several attenuation settings
of A1 in Figure 2-1 with a constant power level radiated by the reference antenna R.
The effect can be described as varying ao/ar in Equation 4. In optics, this procedure
is called varying the beam-balance ratio. The reconstructions resembled those in

Figure 2-7A except that the magnitude of the second order image, relative to that of
the first order, depended on ao/ar. Figure 2-5 shows measured values of 1u2 /u1 1.
The form of the curve verifies the analysis. We estimate I-7= 0.85.

The spectra are plotted with amplitude as ordinate and frequency as abscissa. They
are one-dimensional spectra, not the two-dimensional images we would expect for the
small, localized antennas shown in Figure 2-2. Clearly we cannot expect information
about the height of the transmitting antennas when the receiving antenna has negligible
vertical extent. In order to obtain data about height we use two antennas, as described
in the following subsection.

2.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: TWO-DIMENSIONAL IMAGES

Figure 2-9 shows a pair of receiving antennas separated by a vertical distance and

translated horizontally to scan the microwave fringe pattern. The two antennas are
connected by a hybrid junction. The hybrid junction performs an arithmetic operation,
summation of the complex-valued fields received by each antenna. Note that the
summation precedes detection. Consequently the approximately square-law detection
generates products of the summed fields. These products can increase the level of
higher order images. However, experimental data for a single. radiating, object
antenna (H2 ) show the level of the second orler to be 0. 1 that of'tbe first order.
Recall that for one receiving antenna the relative magnitude was between 0.02 and
0.04. When these values are squared, the intensity is rather low. If further reduc-
tion is needed, for complicated objects, then 7 could be reduced to obtain some
further reduction. It is reasonable to expect the second-order images to be a limiting
factor for some objects.

To obtain an image that has height information, we introduce phase shifts into the
paths between the receiving antennas and the hybrid junctions. In computing Fourier
transforms from hologram data we have

u fu~eik(y sin 0 sin of + z cos 9dydz
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for the reconstructed field, where 8 and p are spherical polar co-%ordinate angles.

(See Figure 2-3; z is orthogonal to the page.)

In the spectrum analysis procedure, data are obtained continuously in y but for two

narrow bands about :-zA, where ±zA are the positions of the receiving antennas. In

order to compute images in the direction 0, we can introduce (equal and opposite)

phase shifts, but of course must change the magnitude of the shift for each value of 0.
Now 6 s approximately 90". Let us use instead of 0, the elevation angle 1 = 908 - 0.
Consequently, 3 is small and in the phase term k (y cos 13 sm 0 + z sin p), we have

approximately k (y sin p + z sin p). Thus we Ignore the eifect of elevation on the y

transformation that is done by the spectrum analyzer. However, we introduce phase

shifts in the amount kzA sin A
I]

The phase shift corresponding to the elevation anglep3 was inserted by changing the

vertical position of the center of the array. The proper magnitude can be intuitively

derived. For an antenna spaced by distance s/2 from the xy plane and then elevated

by distance'z the phase change is k (&/2) -[/x. This value follows because (s/2x) is approx-

imately the angle from the receiving antenna to the object. The result follows more formally

by analyzing the computed reconstruction. It can be shown that the spectrum is, for the first

order,
4, D1 2

u1 4YTD "1 (2a) cos (ksi/2x) sine n

where D is[A + B cos ( 1 -a 2 ) + 2 cos (01" ) and where A, B, 1 , 2 ,

and 2 depend on the amplitudes and phases of tie object wave and reference wave.
ildk2r 2W/Tx. Clearly the factor cos 2 (ksl /2x) is the power pattern of the vertical

pair of antennas.

Figure 2-10 shows spectra for four heights of the receiving array. Notice that the

amplitude falls off as 7, the height of the center of the array is increased. Figure

2-11 shows the angular regions through which the amplitude of the spectra in Figure

2-10 exceeded 0.7 times the highest spectrum amplitude.

The factor cos 2 (kA'-/ax) may appear surprising. Should the spectrum amplitude

vary as the first power of the consine ? To answer this question measurements of

spectral amplitude were made as a function of the vertical displacement of the array.

Figure 2-12 shows the data for 7,5 cm separation of the antennas; i.e., s/2 - 3.75 cm.

The measured points follow the cosine squared curved better than the cosine. The

measurements were repeated for s/2 = 7.5 cm; agreement with the cosine squared

curve was even better. That the discrepancies depend on s/2 suggests that our
expression is approximate. In addition to the approximations used in the quadratic

expansions for distances and by non-linearities, the phase change introduced by height

is approximate antenna interraction. Phase shifters could, of course, be used.
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Figure 2-2. photographs of Microwave Apparatus for Fourier
Transform.
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The strength of these analyses lies in their representation in
terms of the propagation of rays, as each individual contribution to
the E-M field can be easily identified. In a practical sense this
is useful because the negligible contributions can be easily neglected.
This results in a simplified picture of the physical processes and
reduces the computational effort required to obtain a solution.

Another useful property of these analyses is that they provide
for the incorporation of existing solutions. For example, if the
basic properties of an antenna in terms of a classical modal so-
lution' 6 are known, this solution can be cast in the ray-optics form
and used in a diffraction analysis. Thus the solution to a complicated
problem can be "built-up" from known solutions to the individual parts
of the complicated problem using the ray optics representation. In
this way the various interactions between the component parts can be
analyzed separately and then put into a complete solution in the final
step. Also the effects of any given scatterer upon the radiation pattern
can be identified. Such identification could lead to the development
of corrective measures.

Using the techniques described above, the radiation patterns in
the three principal planes have been determined for various aircraft
models. Basically the type of aircraft model analyzed is illustrated
in Fig. 6, with the source mounted on the fuselage in the plane of
symmetry which includes the vertical stablizer. Due to the nature of
ray optics solutions, one is limited to models that are large in terms
of the wavelength. On the other hand, these ray optics solutions
allow arbitrary locations of the various aircraft parts provided these
parts do not become too close together. In addition, our solutions
are based on delta function sources for each of the three mutually
orthogonal polarization vectors. Thus, a complex antenna system
mounted on a complicated aircraft structure can be analyzed using our
computer modeling solutions. This gives our solutions a very wide
range of coverage in terms of aircraft models, aircraft structure
locations and bulk, frequencies, and antennas.

THEORETICAL APPROACH

The wedge diffraction technique is based on the canonical problem
of the diffraction by a conducting wedgel7, 18 as depicted in Fig. 7.
This technique was developed as an extension of the Geometrical
Theory of Diffraction; cylindrical wave diffraction and super-
position approaches were specifically introduced to permit successful
application of the geometrical diffraction approach to antenna
problems.3 The applicability of this technique is illustrated in
Fig. 8 which shows the radiation pattern of a slot antennA as in-
fluenced by a finite ground plane structure. An application in-
volving a simulated aircraft wing cross section is shown in Fig. 9.

The creeping wave technique is based on the canonical problem
of the diffraction by a cylindrical surface,19-2 1 a. shown in Fig. 10.
An example of the accuracy of this technique is illustrated in Fig. 11.
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A problem where both wedge diffraction and curved surface diffraction
are utilized is shown in Fig. 12. This figure compares calculated
and measured patterns for a horn antenna mounted on the leading edge
of an F-14 wing section. 22

Our solutions are based on the aircraft model illustrated in
Fig. 6, in which the aircraft is modeled by cylinders, cones, spheres,
and flat plates. The location of the source has been limited to the
surface of the fuselage in the plane of symmetry which contains the
vertical stabliizer. With these constraints to our solutions, it
was found that the existing modal solutions 23 for the three mutually
orthogonal delta sources mounted on an infinite cylinder was the most
practical solution in the roll and azimuth planes. For the elevation-
plane, it was found that the shape of the fuselage had a great effect
on the radiation patterns and, thus, had to be handled differently.
In fact a new approach has been developed in which the fuselage cross-
section is described by a set of points to give a very good model
representation.

The various components of the aircraft structure act as near
field scatterers. These near field scattering problems require new
techniques in that previous scattering solutions were mainly based on

far-field constraints. In any event, the overall aircraft solution
is handled nicely under our ray optics format in that each of the
scattering mechanisms can be isolated and analyzed individually. For
example, the isolated finite cylinder (engine) scattering is solved
using the modal solution, wedge diffraction theory, and physical
optics. This solution in turn is then applied to our aircraft model
simply by adjusting the incident field appropriately. Similarly,
scattering from the wing is first introduced in terms of an isolated
finite plate using three dimensional wedge diffraction techniques and
then adapted to our aircraft model. Consequently, the solutions for
the radiation patterns in the three principal planes with an arbitrary
source mounted on a complex aircraft model are solved Sy breaking up the
model into its component parts which are examined and analyzed separately.
These isolated scattering mechanisms arc, then, adapted to our complete
aircraft model, which makes the solutions extremely versatile in terms
of the location and the bulk, or size, of these structural components.
In addition, since the several components of the total pattern are
developed, one can examine various alternatives to enhance the desired
radiation pattern. This can be accomplished analytically in terms of
the source frequency, antenna type, antenna location, and the aircraft
structure. It should also be possible to analyze the pattern effects
of appropriately placed and designed absorbers.

RESULTS

The overall problem has been divided into three parts, these being
each of the three principal planes. In each case model. have been
analyzed which give a realistic and workable solution to the problem.
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In most :ases the "Geometrical Theory of Diffraction" was appiied because
it is the most practical approach. However, modal solutions as well as
physical optics techniques have been used in some instances to expedite
the analysis.

Solution for the pattern in the roll plane (or x-y plane in
Fig. 6) was initiated using a simple two-dimensional model as illustrated
in Fig. 13a. This model was chosen so that available techniques could
be directly applied before attempting to solve the much more difficult
three dimensional problem. The modal solutions 23 were used for the
three mutually orthogonal delta sources mounted on a cylinder (fuselage).
This gave us a so-called pseudo - Green's function solution in that an
arbitrary antenna system could be handled by numerically integrating our
solution over the antenna aperture. Image theory was applied to our
model to account for the wing, and wedge diffraction handled the wing
tip. As illustrated in Fig. 14, our solution compares very favorably
with measured results taken on our two-dimensional aircraft model.

The effect of the engines was added to our model by two cylinders
as shown in Fig. 13b. To include this effect in our analysis, the
two-dimensional near-field modal solution was adapted to our previous
solution. It is again seen in Fig. 15 that very good agreement was
obtained between our measured and calculated results. One should
also note that the experimental results are approaching the limit of
validity of our solution and yet the agreement is quite good. Note
that our solution is valid provided the dimensions are large in terms
of the wavelength.

In order to include the three-dimensional wing effect in our
solution, the near-field scattering from an arbitrary finite rectangular
plate was studied. Using this solution thie plate (or isolated wing) is
specified by its four corners and the source by its far-field pattern
and location. The total scattered field is then given for any direction
in space. This solution was then adapted to our aircraft model by
introducing the additional source variation due to the creeping waves
on the surface of the fuselage. A calculated roll plane pattern using
this complete roll-plane model is illustrated in Fig. 16.

In addition to frequency domaih pattern plots, pulse waveforms
have been examined for the three basic elements mounted on our roll
plane model of Fig. 13. This provides one with an excellent means of
observing the effects of the various scattering mechanisms over a
very wide range of frquencies as illustrated in Fig. 17. Using this
solution, one can investigate the time respcni~e for an arbitrary
pulse provided that the lower frequency limit is not greatly exceeded.

The major effect on the radiation pattern in the azimuth plane
(the y-z plane in Fig. 6) is due to the fuselage, which is simply
modeled by a cylinder. Again, the modal solutions for the radiation
patterns of the three basic sources mounted on an infinite c'linder
is known. Applying these solutions, the resulting azimuth pdtterns
are illustrated in Fig. 18. Secondary contributors to this pattern
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are the engines, which, for our initial study, are modeled by finite
cylinders. An approximate solution for the far-zone scattering from
a finite cylinder is not difficult using GTD and physical optics.
The accuracy of this solution is depicted in Fig. 19.

In order to analytically apply the finite cylinder to our model,
the near zone scattering had to be determined. The main difficulty
with this problem was analytically handling the scattering from the
long cylindrical portion, neglecting the edges and end caps. After
examining various alternatives, the two-dimensional near-field
solution was cast into our ray optics form and applied to our soulution.
An example of this solution after it was adapted to our aircraft model
is illustrated in Fig. 18, where it is found to compare favorably with
measurements.

The elevation plane (x-z plane in Fig. 6) was initially studied
using a basic model composed of cylinders, spheres, and cones. The
solutions for these problems were again, based on the two-dimensional
analysis which, as shown by Ryan,15 is valid for the three-dimensional
elevation plane solutions. Some of the results of this study are il-
lustrated in Fig. 20. Even though this solution is valid for our
simple model, this model really is not general enough to include
the wide variety of aircraft fuselages encountered in practice.
Consequently, a new approach was developed in which the fuselage is
described by a set of points. In this way any convex fuselage shape
can be included in our computations. In addition, more general
fuselage models were developed using a more rigorous "GTD" solution,
the most general being a conposite (back-to-back) ellipse. Some of
the results of this study are illustrated in Fig. 21. In any event,
combining these various techniques, one should be able to cover a
very wide variety of fuselage configurations.

In summary, for each of the three principle plane radiation
patterns studied, a model was chosen which could not only be analyzed
but was representative of a wide variety of modern aircraft structures.
These solutions also allow, within limits, for arbitrary locations and
size of the various structural components (wing size and location,
engine size and location, etc.). In addition, the three mutually
orthogonal delta sources were considered which allows for an arbitrary
antenna system to be analyzed provided it is mounted on the fuselhge
in (or near) the plane of symmetry which includes the vertical
stabilizer. Fina'ily, wherever possible, our solutions were verified
by measured results.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Endeavoring to significantly advance the state of the radar
art in 1967, ITT Gilfillan established the SPAR (Solid State Phased

Array Radar) program.

Our approach was to perform an overall systems analysis
to determine an optimum configuration and a most desirable source
device. The results of our study indicated that solid state sources

could be classified into two groups that we chose to call peak power
limited and energy limited devices. We found that the radar para-
meters could be met by either class, but energy limited sources
were clearly the cost effective choice. At the time of the study,
no satisfactory energy limited device existed, so we initiated a pro-
gram for the development of a suitable bulk effect device with Stand-

ard Telecommunications Laboratories, our ITT central research
establishment.

For the past five years ITT Gilfillan, working with STL and
supported by NAVSEC, NRL and RADC has brought the bulk effect
device from the position of a laboratory curiosity to the threshold of
a technique which shows great promise for application in the next
generation soi-d state radars. The work to be discussed is our first
effort to demonstrate the radar capability of energy limited source

technology.

. EXPERIMENTAL RADAR SYSTEM

The radar system chosen to demonstrate the application of
energy limited devices to the distributed transmitter problem con-
sists of sixteen solid state modules incorporated into a linear array
configuration, together with a control system, receiver and displays.
The array is shown in Figure I and a block diagram of the full system

is shown in Figure Z. Because the intent was to demnonstrate use of
Gunn oscillators, much of the system was built from available hard-
ware. Components specifically designed and built for this program,
in addition to the modules, were the master timing control, auto-
matic beam steering network, frequency agility network and corpor-
ate feed. Peak transmitter power was 160 watts excluding phase
-nifter and line losses.

Figures 3 and 4 are B-scope displays of the Los Angeles sky-
line. Scan range in azimuth is t450 (horizontal coordinate on the
scope), and the range to targets is up to 5 km (vertical on scope).
Range markers occur at . km intervals showing on the scope as hor-
izontal bars. In the display of Figure 3, beam normal is northeast;

i. e. , the beam scan is from north to east, and in Figure 4, beam
normal is due north. Targets were identified by noting azimuth and
range from the display and looking up the location on a U3. S. Geodetic
Survey map. Major identifiable targets are labeled. Zince there is
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a 450 overlap in azimuth between the two pictures, the left half of

Figure 3 should be the sam! as the right half of Figure 4. The dif-

ferences are attributed mainly to sidelobe returns, particularly in

the vicinity of 3 km range in Figure 3.

Performance of the unit using an A-scope display is illus-

trated in Figure 3. Range marks show as periodic signals at 6.7

jssec (1 km) intervals. The large signal in the first 6 jusec is due
to clutter; returns at 12 Msec are high rise buildings. (When these
data were taken, there was a 4 ;sec error in the range gate that was
later corrected.) A target is clearly visible at 68 microseconds
(10. 2 k m).

Although only five range markers were used (up to 5 km), the
A-scopc display had an indefinite maximum range that could be
changed by varying the sweep time of the scope. The B-scope was
limited LV blanking to 5 km maximum range and basically was less
sensitive. The two displays therefore complemented each other, the
A-scope giving better sensitivity and longer range, and the B-scope
giving the azimuth angle information.

During the test program, numerous radar pictures of the

area were obtained, and the location of the Van Nuy-. Airport 2 km
due west of iTT Gilfillan's plant afforded an ideal opportunity to
watch moving targets.

A sequence of pictures of a small aircraft during takeoff is
shown in Figure 6. The beam scanner was programmed so that the
beam stays in one position for sixteen consecutive pulses before mov-
ing to the next position. With the runway oriented north and south,
the range is virtually constant over the visible angular sector. The
radar return from the aircraft moves south (left) between the returns
from hangars on either side of the runway. Moving aircraft were
detected at ranges up to 4 km. One fixed target was detected at
11.7 km, the maximum range from which any returns were seen.
Based on the classical radar equation, the expected range of the sys-
tem on a 20 square meter target was computed to be aZ00 meters,

F without allowing for improvement due to integration of pulses. Theory
shows that for sixtecn successive pulses on target, received signal
could be enhanced as much as 10 dB, thus increasing range to over
4, 000 meters. In fact, ,'any targets were detected at well over
4,000 meters range, but their radar cross-sections were not known.

A calibrated range to target measurement was not carried out.

As shown in the block diagram of Figure 2, each solid state

module contains the Gunn oscillator, a pulse modulator, TR switch-
ing, phase shifters for beam steering and polarization control, and
logic and driver circuits. The TR switching allowed the corporate
feed to be used for both transmit and receive functions.
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The injection locking signal was applied to the oscillator
before the bias pulse. This was governed by the master timing

control circuit, and the locking pulse was set to straddle the Gunn

bias pulse. Locking power for the Gunn oscillators comes from a
CW rf reference oscillator, whose output is modulated, amplified,

and distributed to each module. Conventional laboratory equipment

was used for these components.

Phase distribution across the aperture is a major factor in

determining _tturn shape. A specific allowable phase error was not

established, but a general target was one-half )f the least significant
bit, or ±11-1/4 ° . At a specific fixed frequency, the phase could be
adjusted to virtually zcro error, but phase was quite sensitive to

i temperature and tended to drift slightly. Phase distribution across

the array aperture was me'asured using a conventional phase bridge
with a pickup horn to probe the aperture.iI

Phase errors across the aperture can be corrected by three
methods:

a. Incrcasing locking power -- this was carried out and
gave a decrease in locking gain from 18 dB to 13 dB.

b. IuziL tht uscilltor frequency by changing the var -. ur
voltage or by mechanical tuning.

c. Phase trimming external to the oscillator.

Since oscillator temperature was critical, a monitoring sys-
tem of thermocouples was set up so that oscillator temperatures
could be read individually. Ihe cooling system was simply a box
,enclosure that fit over th,: zrray with a fan that pulled air in at the

center with exit at the ends. To stabilize phase, it was necessary
to allow the array to wartn up to stab'lize temperature. More re-
cent oscillators have bCCn built WILI greatly reduced sensitivity to
temperature variati,.ns.

Scanning performance of the array vas close to theoretical

prediction. The beam scan program was -48o in azimuth, with grat-

ing lobe effects becoming pronounced at scan angles beyond 400, as
predicted by theory. A shaped ground plane was used to increase
directivitv in the elevation plane, giving ar ra, gain of 22 dB.

3. GUNN OSCILL,.TORS

Operating parameters of a typical Gunn oscillator in this sys-
tem are as follows:

Power Output 10 watts peak
Pulscwidth I microsecond
Duty Cycle 0.001
Mechanical Tuning 250 MHz

18-9



Electronic Tuning 250 MHz
Center Frequency 3. 55 GHz
Efficiency 3%
Locking Gain 13 dB
Locking Figure of Merit 0.08

Best performance achieved in this circuit was 32 watts pu.,.'- ,.
electronically tuned over a 5% frequency band, and 5 watt, t,,....
a 34% bandwidth. Performance of these oscillators is uniform .,*,
so that the array was highly successful; however, considcrablyi..
effort is required to improve consistency. (Significant a.,., n. ,
GaAs and Gunn device technology bave been made since t t se , ,.'
lators were fabricated and power outputs have increased ro*.., ri:if
an order of magnitude.)

The oscillator and its schematic circuits are showi, : ir -
ures 7 and 8. The circuit is fabricated in microstrip trar.s:i .i,, ,,
line on alamina substrate. The Gunn device is placed in sftlt,,-t ,
a section of 20-ohm line, approximately one-tenth wavele,tbi ,.
the short circuit point created by the resonator band stop t.
tuning varactor is located in series with the line between .. 1 1' ,.

vice and the short circuit.

Characteristics of particular importance for a ph d a ( ,
application are locking performance and frequency traclin., k,\..
band.

Locking performance was found to agree closely t,,
theory of Adler. * Locking gain and bandwidth are related 3 t,

equation:

2 a fL =k fIo (_- 1

where
2 AfL is the lock-in bandwidth

f is the frequency of the locking signal
0

PL is the locking signal power

P0 is the output power of the oscillator to be locked

k is a constant, which may be denoted a lockin6,
"figure of merit"

Figures of merit measured on this system for all 16 oscilla:,.rs ja---

jed between 0. 015 and 0. 15.

R. Adler, "A Study of Locking Phenomena in Oscillators", ijriw,_,2i
the IRE, Vol. 34, pp 351-357, June 1946.
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The oscillator is tuned electronically by varying the varactor
bias voltage. Obviously, it is critical for the frequency response vs
tuning voltage to be similar for all oscillators. Tuning character-
istics were satisfactorily similar; the oscillators tracked each other
to within :!:15 MHz over most of the tuning band, compared to a lock-
ing band of ±25 MHz. Difficulty in achieving close frequency track-
ing arose from the differences in tuning varactors, typically 10%,
and in the Gunn devices themselves. For this reason, the common
tuning band for all oscillators was less than the typical band for one
oscillator, i. e. , 140 MHz for all oscillators, vs typically 250 MHz
for one. A mechanical tuning adjustment was designed to compen-
sate insofar as possible for differences between oscillators, and tho
mechanical tuning range was ?50 MHz. The tuning band finally se-
lected fur array work was 3.48 - 3. 62 GHz.

4. HIGH POWER TRANSMITTER

Having illustrated usefulness of the locked oscillator as a
source for the distributed transmitter array, the question of feasibil-
ity quickly becomes one of transmitter performance. In support of
the locked bulk effect array, we have carried on a program under
Navy sponsorship for the development of high performance bulk

oscillators. The results of these efforts to date have been encour-
aging. Emphasis of our progvam has been placed on maximizing
average power performance while maintaining a ratio of peak-to-
average power greater than 100:1.

Significant results have been:

Peak Power 260 watts @ 3500 MHz
Average Power 1 watt
Pulse Energy 1000 /4joules
Efficiency 10% S-band

Z5% L-band

Tuning Range Z0%

Development of the devices is continuing with a kilowatt of peak power
and 10 watts cf average power at S-band expected within a year.

A brief reference should be made to the theoretical efficiency
of the bulk effect transmitter source. Figure 9 is a curve of effi-
ciency plotted as a function of inverse peak-to-valley ratio for the
semiconductor. J is the overdrive voltage or the ratio of bias to
threzhxld voltage for the device in question. Parameters for our
current best result are plotted on the curve. Because :.easurement
of actual peak-to-val]ey ratio is extremely difficult, the results in-
dicated must be considered as a lower bound for the device measured
rather than an indication that optimum circuitry has been obtained.
The significant conclusions to be drawn from this chart are:
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Even small improvements in semiconductor quality will
make a significant impact on bulk oscillator efficiency.
Since all other performance factors are already quite
acceptable, the future of this device as a source for dis-
tributed transmitter arrays appears to be very bright.

This program successfully achieved its original objectives.
It has been demonstrated that Gunn oscillators can be injection locked
to perform in a scanning radar system. An experimental radar sys-
tem was built that detected small aircraft up to a 4 km range and sta-
tionary targets up to a 12 km range. System characteristics were
electronically programmed and controlled, and expected performance
was met or exceeded.

Much improvement is still required before it will be feasible
to build a large scale tactical system. Increases in power output
and efficiency have been mentioned, improvements are also needed
in phase and frequency control, and the reduction of temperature
sensitivity. Yhe degree of recent progress in Gunn oscillator per-
formance is shown in Table l. Large scale cost reductions are re-
quired to estabiish economic feasibility.

Obviously there were, and are, major problem areas in a
system of this complexity. Some of these are of a mundane nature;
for example, bectuse oi the many interconnections throughout the
system, reliability of connectors proved to be a problem. Noise in
the logic circuits was another problem area. Both of these will re-
quire careful design in a large phased array system.

This program has provided a great deal of information and
has opened many new areas of study. It represents a major step for-
ward in development of solid state radar systems.

TABLE I.

PROGRESS JN GUNN OSCILLATORS

SPAR Osc. Recent lab results

Peak power 10 w 260 wI
Average power 50 Mw 1.02 w

(102 w peakat

1% duty)
Pulse energy 0. 06 MJ 1. 02 MJ

(114 w - 9 gsec)
Efficiency 3% 10%
Phase change during

Ia I wsec pulse 20% 1. 5

Temp. coefficient
of freq. change -Z MHz/G -. Z MHz/°C
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